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INTRODUCTION

Inquiry into the nature of faith has been one of the

enduring concerns of both theology and religious studies

in our time. It is, of course, âD age-oId inquiry

undertaken by some of the most venerable figures in the

history of Western thought. When the subject of faith is

investigated anevJ, two questions naturally arise. The

first Ís a matter of authority and legitimacy: Who is the

individual that would seek to add to the legacy of such as

Augustine, Aguinas, Luther, Calvin, Tillich and the

Niebuhrs in their investigation of faith? The second and

perhaps more important question is a matter of substance:

I^Ihat is being added to the cumulative understanding of

faith that is original?

James Fowler is a relative newcomer to the historic

inquiry into faith, but as pioneer of the entirely nev/

field of faith development research, his contribution to

that inquiry is generally acknov¡l-edged as indisputable.

The seeds of this research were so$/n in 1968 when Fowler

served as Associate Director of Interpreter's House, a

centre for the continuing education of clergy and for lay

retreats. There, he l-istened to over two hundred stories

of people's journeys of faith. Fowl-er found the work of

Erik Erikson he)-pf uI in making sense of the many I i f e

histories that he was hearing- with the aid of Erikson's

theoretical- framework, FowIer began to detect certaill
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recurring patterns in these stories, describing them as "a

typical sequence of transformations, which despite

enormous variety of detail, showed certain formal

similarities from person to persorr. rrl

Later, whil-e teaching at Harvard Divinity SchooI,

Fowl-er became familiar with Lawrence Kohlberg and his

research in the area of moral deveJ-opment. His ongoing

interest in the formation and transformation of faith over

the human Ìife cycle l-ed him into coll-aboration with

KohJ-berg resuJ-ting in his f ormulation of a structural-

stage theory of faith development. In 1977, after a short

stay at Boston Coll-ege as Professor of Theology and Human

Development, FowJ-er founded the Centre for Faith

Development at Candl-er School of Theol-ogy, Emory

University. Since that time, he and his research

associates have conducted hundreds of semi-cl-i-nical

interviews with the aim of enhancing the empirical basis

of the faith deveì-opment model. The publication in 1981 of

Staqes of Faith, Fowler's comprehensive statement of faith

development theory, was regarded as a major advance in the

psychoJ-ogicaì- study of rel-igious development and remains

one of the most widely read books in the fiel-d today. His

wjde::eacership reflects not only the interest which his

::esear:clr Ì'ias qc.rne::ated in schol-arì-y circles, but also the

)--r:c¡ri ¿ìl:ì,Ìrl i cal:ì ì t t-y of h is i"ork to fields such as
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Ireligious education,

care.

theological training, and pastora

Fowlerts interpretation of the life data gathered in

f aith development interviews continues to draw upon tr,qo

principat families of developmental- psychology. The first

is the psycho-social- theories of Erik Erikson, DanieI

Levinson, Carol GiIligan and others. Behind these

Iife-cycle theorists lie the psycho-sexual constructions

of Freud, and to a lesser extent, C. G. Jungrs concept of

the ind.ividuation process" The second group of theorists

that Fov¡Ier has relied upon are the structural-

developmental psychologists, mainly among whom Jean

Piaget, in the cognitive domain, and Lawrence Kohlberg in

the area of moral reasoning, have been most infl-uential.

Fowl-er, hovrever, is first and foremost a pastor and

theologian and his inquiry into the mysteries of faith has

been most decisively shaped by the theology of H. Richard

Niebuhr. Fov¡l-er r¿rote his doctoral dissertation on the

theol-ogicat vision of Richard Niebuhr, paying special-

attention to Niebuhr t s comprehensive and powerful

description of the human life of faith. Fowl-errs analysis

of a then unpublished manuscript of Niebuhr's entitl ed

Faith on Earth revealed his conception of faith as

extending well beyond the domain of religion-2 Niebuhr

sa\d faith as penetrating deep into the fabric of ;il l

personal- ref ationships in wh j-ch trust attti loya i t1' <ì.r (::
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grounded in shared commitments to centres of transcendent

value and power. Although others, such as PauI Tiltich and

Wil-fred Cantr¿elI Smith have inf luenced Fowler, it is

Niebuhr's vision of faith as a human universal and his

central conviction of God's priority in being, value and

power that have played the central role in Fowferrs

efforts to illuminate the nature of faith.

Building on this foundation of Christian theology and

developmental- psychoJ-ogy, Fowler has made a contribution

to the study of faith that is significant in at least

three respects. First of aJ-1, his approach to faith is

carried out from a broad interdisciplinary base. Fowler

has brought to bear the insights of cognitive,

developmental-, and depth psychology to an understanding of

a phenomenon that had previously been the exclusive

province of philosophy and religion. Second, Fowler has

sought to ground his insights and refl-ections on the

nature of faith with unprecedented empirical, social

scientific research. His efforts to clarify the l-ines of

intersection between theology and psychology are based on

rigorousJ-y tested hypotheses and not merely creative

specuJ-ation. In the final analysis, however, Fowfer's

greatest contribution has been to bring the term 'rfaith"

and the reaì-ity it signifies back into the mainstream of

con'cempcrâry consciousness in a Ianguage that is both

thcoLoc;ically informed and completely intelligible to the
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modern mind. This I're-imaging'r of faith is an especialJ.y

significant achievement in a secular and science-dominated

age -

The focal concern of this study is Fowler's image of

faith. I have used the term "imagerr because it conveys

more precisely the power and centrality of faith in

Fowl-er's thought. Àn image is never abstract. As Fow1er

himsel-f indicates, it unites both information and

feeling.3 More than merely an idea or concept, Fowl,errs

image of faith conditions every aspect of his thought and

bears a surplus of meaning that manifests itself in a

passionate concern to both clarify and renew the reality

to which it points. Fowl-er has a keen awareness that our

images of faith are of crucial importance not just in the

realm of academic theology or religious life, but for the

l-ife of society as a whole. The difficulty with some of

the past images of faith is that they can easily be

reJ-egated to r¿hat the philosopher William Lynch has call-ed

rrthe fringe-Iand of piety and evangelism. "4 FowIer

expresses the same concern and attempts to provide an

image of faith that speaks to the universal human

necessity of constructing a meaningful existence.

There is al-so another reason for using the word

'r image" in ref erence to f aith in Fowl-er' s thought - Àn

image is a representation of a state of affai t s r,hat

admits to other representations. It is nevel: a)t:;clu*r-cì ')l:
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monolithic. Moreover, a single image can evolve and

change. ft has a certain elasticity or fluidity that

concepts do not always have. That is important when

expJ-oring a mul-ti-dimensional phenomenon such as f aith,

v¡hich, both theoreticaJ-Iy and historicalJ-y, has been

approached from many different perspectives. As Lynch has

pointed out as welI, the way v¡e imagine anything

determines the questions that we ask about it, and the

questions we ask determine our methodology in seeking

ansv¡ers. He proposes that many of our problems with faith

and many of its problems and crises in modern theol-ogy are

caused by the way we imagine f aith, and that we shoul-d

therefore re-imagine it.5 Fowler's faith development

enterprise can be understood as part of the rrre-inagining"

process that Lynch is advocating.

The questions that James Fowler brings to the study

of faith are not aII entirely new hor¿ever. Many of them

are the perennial questions concerning the rel-ationship

between faith and reason, the nature of conversion, and

the rol-e of revelation and grace in the life of faith.

Fowler raises two new questions, however, that both

reflect and require a radical re-imaging of faith. The

fi-rst is whether and in what sense faith can be

understood as a universal human quality? The second is how

faith actually "develops" structurally. The approach that

l-or'ler brings to these issues and the image of faith that
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results is unigue and well worth e>:amining. It is al-so an

image that has been the object of much scholarl-y criticism

and d.ebate. 6

That debate has focused largel-y on the integrity of a

concept of faith that has obvious theological origins but

v¡hich has been I'operationalized" f or the purposes of

empirical psychological research. The main concern of

theologians has been whether the image of faith that

informs Fowlerrs research fully appropriates all the

dimensions of the reJ-igious Iife of human beings,

particularly as that life has been experienced in the

Judao-Christian tradition. Because faith is such a

fundamental religious experience, there is understandable

suspicj-on of any theologian who appeals to social

scientific research for theoretical validation of his

faith-inage. The real possibiì-ity exists that faitfi coul-d

be rrwatered downrr into a manageable psychological concept

capable of measurement, prediction, and control.

These are val id concerns that const j-tute very

important issues for faith development research- However,

the conviction that guides the present study is that a

real understanding and fair er¡aluation of Fowler's image

of faith is possible or-rIy after c¿reful consideratj-on of

the philosophical theoJ-ogy tha-¡ u:rcicrl- i cs and j nf orrns it.

There are obvious dispar j t..¡.e:- i:t.:t-i.jr.rc-:n i-irr-: Ccsc¡riyrti.ons of

faith in the New Ies'c¿:ilent t-h,:ri. rìì;r'.'c1:, rì:or.l:-rt¡¡ ins aild l¡c¿-ils
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the sick, and faith in the present day world that Fov'¡l-er

claims to be composing meaningful images of an "ultimate

environment.rr But that is not to say that both cannot be

faith, or even that both cannot be theologically

understood as faith. Moreover, it is of crucial importance

to see the link between these two dimensions of faith and

not to fatl- into a facile dichotomy that would assign one

to the realm of psychology and the other to systematic

theology "

The main objective of this study is to offer an

interpretive analysis of Fowlerrs image of faith and to

d.emonstrate how Fowler, inspired by Niebuhr and others,

has sought to articulate that image in categories that are

both theologically girounded and universal in their

applicability. I hope to j-Ilustrate how Fowlerrs and

Niebuhrts common search for the structure of I'human faith"

has relied ul-timately on biblicall-y derived metaphors for

divine being and activity as welÌ as human being and

response. Fowl-err s understanding of human faith is

theistic insofar as it sees trust in and loyalty to

centres of value and power as an expression of the

universal- human impulse to give "deity-va1ue. to that

which is ultimately val-uabLe and which bestows ultimate

r.al.ue- In traditional bibl-ica1 ì-anguage, these centres of

value and povier are referred to asrrgods.rrone of Fowlerrs

ir-ri gue contributions has been to clarify how f aitn as a
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"valuing apprehension" provides unity and coherence in the

Iives of all persons in different ways according to their

system or style of faith-knowing.

Fowlerrs formal and functional- approach to faith does

not atternpt to be entirely objective in the sense of being

'¡value-free.rt That would be inherently sel-f-contradictory"

His image of faith has both descríptive and normative

dimensions that rnust be seen together in order to obtain a

bal-anced perception of his work. ÀIthough he speaks

theoretically about the various centres of value and power

that organize personal l-ife, hê openl-y criticizes the

dogimatic relativism that masguerades as 'rtoleranc€,tt and

incorporates Niebuhrts powerful anaÌysis of idolatry into

his ov¡n theoretical framev¿ork. But, l-ike Niebuhr,

Til-l-ich, Smith, and Lynch, Fow1er acknowleges that faith

in the gods is still faith and, for both descriptive and

normative purposes, ought to be understood as such.

This study is divided into two parts accordingly. In

the first part, I propose to deal in depth with the

descriptive dimensions of Fowler's image of faith. The

first chapter focuses on FowIer's understandì-ng of faith

as a human universal-, giving particul-ar attention to the

distinctions that he draws between faith, F€ligion and

belief . In the second chap*ùer, l. c;:;¡lijnc hjs

interactionist description of fa: tìr - iìcÌr€:, i:'o\.'rl i-Ì,-: rjl ;.:','.':;

heavil-y on the insights of ll. Ììicjrarr-ì l.ìicl,L.lir-r ¿:;-r-l i'-l- j i:
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Erikson in his attempt to delineate the structure of faith

as fundarnentally relational. The third chapter is devoted

to Fowlerrs d.escription of faith as a mode of knowing that

composes an Itultimate environmentrr giving coherence and

unity to oners sense of self, others, and wor1d. The

fourth and final chapter in this section is concerned with

Fowlerrs distinctive model of the developmental dynamics

of faith. In this chapter, the aspects and stages of faith

that Fow1er describes are explored with a view to

understanding v¡hat exactly he claims to be developing-

The second part of the study is devoted to an

examination of the normative theological dimensions of

Fowler's image of faith. This second section inight well- be

understood as a trlow altitude" penetrating search for the

deep metaphors and. presuppositions that are operating

beneath Fowlerrs descriptions of faith. The fifth chapter

begins v¡ith an analys is of the theological

presuppositions that underlie Fov¡lerrs image of the object

and cause of faith. I have given spec j-al attention to

Fowler's o\,Jn understanding of the normativity inherent in

his description of highest stage of faith. In the sixth

chapter, the focus is on the theological presuppositions

operating in Fowler,s image of the subject of faith. This

entail-s an examination of the theological anthropology

informing FowJ-er's image of faith.
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My study concl-udes with a critical assessment of the

adequacy of Fowler's image of faith made frorn the point of

view of its descriptive accuracy and its normative

theological integrity. I also discuss recent developments

in Fowl-er's thought and their i-mplications f or the future

viability of his image of faith as a human universal.

Fowlerrs recent work in the area of practical theology

puts much greater emphasis on the processes of metanoia

and conversion within the Christian faith cornmunity in

particular. while this shift in his orientation bears

great promise in the field of Christian theoÌogy, I am

convinced of the necessity to continue what Niebuhr caLl-ed

"inguiry into the structure of human faith. " In the spirit

of that inquiry, I offer a tentative proposaì- for tapping

more deeply into Niebuhr's val-ue theory v¡ith a view to

fortj-fying and clarifying Fowl-er's image of human faith as

as a heuristic device in the articulation of a

"fundamental- theology of faith. " Such an image is of vitaL

importance not only because of its analytic power, but

essentially for the reason that it is incl-usive and

intelJ-igible to a pÌuralistic culture desperately in

search of both meaning anC transcendence.
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C}IÀPIER ONE

FÀITH AS Ä, HUHÄN UNIVERSAL

The term "faith" is ordinarily associated with

religion and religtious activity. Although it has many

meanings and associations within this real-m, it

customaril-y designates an attitude of trust or belief in

objects and persons of divine significance. In Western

cul-ture, "faith" is a term which derives from the languagie

of a particular religious community whose languagie of

discourse and self-understanding is shaped by Jer¿ish and

Christian theological categories. As Gerhard Ebeling

demonstrates, rtfaithrr is a word that originates from Ol-d

Testarnent and later Judaism r.¡hich passed it into the

Christian scriptures where it attained its t¡unusual

intensity" and centrality. 1

In the thought of James Fowler, the term "faith"

carries the same degree of intensity and centrality but it

designates a human phenomenon that is not necessarily

'rreligiousil or 'rtheoJ-ogical- " in its orientation . Faith ,

claims Fowl-er is

a personts or group's way of moving into the
f orce f iel-d of l- if e . It is our way of f inding
coherence in and giving meaning to the rnuÌtiple
f orces and rel-ations that make up our Ì ives .

Faith is a personts way of seeing him- or
hersel- f in rel-ation to others against a
backround of shared meaning and purpos".2
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In this first chapter, fry intent is to expl-ore this

and other foundational statements James Fowler makes about

faith as a human universal-. These statements are

foundational in the sense that they always serve as the

starting point in any of Fowl-errs descriptions of faith.

They are also somewhat controversial inasmuch as they

suggest that faith, a phenomenon that has traditionally

been the exclusive province of religion and theology, has

now been rttranslated" and perhaps reduced into

psychological categories. Fow1er is, of course, not the

first to speak of faith as a universa] human guality and

his perspective is infl-uenced by important figures in the

fiel-ds of theol-ogy, comparative religion and developmental

psychology. The task here is to situate him among those

thinkers who have articulated the meaning of faith as a

universal human quality or attitude and to identify more

precisely r^¡hat is distinctive about Fov¡l-errs approach to

faith.

"Human" Faith: A Theological- Perspective

In Stases of Faith , Fowì-errs most comprehensive

statement of his faith deveÌopment theory, hê makes

reference at t-he very outset to the work of both PauI

TiL l j ch ancr Ii. R j chard Niebuhr. 3 These two theologians

rrrse a l¿:llcju;ìqt,: ì:-o speak about the phenomenonology of faith

th¡i- lrc-;uIr::-;.iÌ,Ì)r:(lì-'l-i;ir-c:' aì. l-owing hin to widen his scope
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of inquiry well beyond the specific domains of religion

and bel ief. Niebuhr and Tillich represent a whole

tradition in Protestant theological inquiry that

approaches faith from a personal and existential point of

view. In contrast to the more specul-ative approach to

faith which begins with the question rtDoes God exist?rr,

the dominant form in which the problern of faith is raised

existentially and experiential-Iy might be phrased, rrHow is

faith in God possible?"

The subjective and personal tone of this latter

guestion should not be associated strictly with the

concerns of "existentialismtt as such although this current

of thought has done much to clarify the problem. The

personal, 'rI-Thouil approach to faith has strong biblical-

roots. The earJ-y church Fathers taught it, as did the

early medieval theologians. Many Protestant theologians

from Luther on down to the Pietists, SchJ-eiermacher,

Kierkegaard, Barth, Bonhoeffer and Bultmann have opposed

the abstract, noetic faith of the scholastics with the

personal and experientiaÌ.4 In American theology, Jonathan

Edwards and others among the Great Evangelical-s carried

forward the historic inquiry into the nature of faith as a

personaÌ act. Among the strongest proponents of this

approach in twenti-eth century American theology have been

Paul- Til-Iich and H. Richard Niebuhr. A cl-oser examination
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ofof their perspectives sheds J-ight on Fowler's

faith as weIl.

The broad view of faith as a human universal is

expressed succinctJ-y in TiIlichrs cl-assic v¡ork Dvnamics of

Faith. In his introductory remarks he observed that the

v¡ord faith

beJ-ongs to those terms which need heal-ing
before they can be used for the healing of men.
Today the term rr faithrr is more productive of
disease than of health. It confuses, misleads,
creates al-ternately skepticisn and fanaticism,
intellectual resistance and emotional
surrender, rej ection of genuine rel-igion and
subjection to substitutes.Ð

Til-1ichI s analysis of f aith as "ultimate concernrl

encompassed far more than claimed belief in a creed or a

set of doctrinal propositions. For him, the values that
have centring power in human life may or may not find
their expression in institutional or cultic religious
forms. oners faith or ultimate concern may be invested in
family, career, or nation. It may be focused on any number

of val-ues that claim ultimacy and which demand the total
surrender of those who adopt them, while promising total
fuffiIIment.6 AJ-though Fow1er does not use Til-lich's

definition of faith asrrul-timate concern'r explicitl-y in

his own formulations, he does adopt the spiri t of

Tillich's search for descriptive categories that are both

bjblrcally grounded and pubJ-ically accessible.
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In his descriptions of 'human faítht', FowJ,er also

makes frequent reference to the work of H. Richard

Niebuhr. No f igure has had more inf luence on FowÌerrs

image of faith than Niebuhr and no adequate understanding

of that image is possible v¡ithout attending carefully to

Niebuhr¡s thought. Like Tillich, Richard Niebuhr expl-ored

faith as a phenomenon extending beyond the sphere of

organized religion. He worked, âs did TilIich, oñ the

boundary of theology and philosophy, empì-oying a method of

refl-ection that sought to uncover the nature of the act of

faith within the human subject. This t'human faith"

consisted in every individualrs search for an overarching,

integrating and grounding trust in a centre of value and

power sufficiently worthy to give life unity and meani.tg.T

His concern for the human subject did not imply

subjectivism or individual-ism. DeepIy influenced by the

religious thought of G" H. Mead, Josaiah Royce and

especiaJ,Iy Martin Buber, Niebuhr sought to discl-ose the

social- nature of selfhood and the relationaÌ dimensions of

faith as wel-l-.8 The root metaphor of ttcovenant" informcci

Niebuhr's analysis of the universal- human exper j-ence ol'

trust and f ideJ-ity and of mistrust and betraya ì - Ìlr:

discerned the presence of faith in the shared visions ellci

values that form, shape, and hol-d together human qrouJrs:r o;

al] kinds. He attempted to demonstrate r-lri':1

covenantal- structure of faith in conmon I i í'¡: i r,irl ici;
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sLructure inpointed towards a

reaJ- ity.

Perhaps the dimension of Niebuhr's approach to faith

most inf luentiat on Fo'n¡Ierts thought \{as his integration

of profound theological conviction with radical freedom

and openness to the I'relativity" of alI perspectives on

ultimate reaJ-ity. In his o\dn critical- assessment of

Niebuhrrs legacy, Fowler remarks:

Working always within the framework of the
monistic confidence in the oneness, greatness,
and goodness of God, Niebuhr could convert the
dilernma posed by relativism into theological
advantage as theocentric relativism. To be
sure, all our concepts and symboJ-s f or the
sovereign God-in-relation-to-man are time
bound, pârtia1 and distorting. God is
transcendent epistemologically as well as
actually " But, Niebuhr claimed, relat j-ve
perceptions of the Àbsolute are stilI
perceptions of an Absolute; and inadequate
metaphors for the reLation of sovereignty
between God and man are nonethel-ess rnetaphors
for the fundamental reality with which r¡/e have

oto d.o. -

Theocentric reJ-ativism, or perhaps better "rel-ativitytt,

are v¡ords that serve well in characterizj-ng Fowlerrs own

approach to faith as a human universal-. Fowler, like

Niebuhr, is convicted of the sovereignty of God, and for

that very reason is abl-e to incorporate a variety of

traditions and perspectives into his anaJ-ysis of faith.

That analysis, Iike Niebuhr's, focuses on the structure of

"humantt f aith but simil-arily presumes that such f aith

f inds its origins and its ultimate ful f j l-l-ment in

relatedness to the One God, however lJe ì-s perceived.
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The contribution that bcth l.liebuhr and Tillich have

made to Fowl-erts notion of faith as a human universal was

their approach to faith in a phenomenol-ogical rather than

doctrinaÌ way. Til-lich put more emphasis on the

ind.ividual's experience of faith as existential-Iy

determining while Niebuhr focused on its social and

covenantal- dimensions. Both were consistent in their

identification of faith with oners total orientation and

disposition towards l-ife. More than the content of a

particular static belief system, faith was vie'øed as the

act of a total personalitylo, a way of seeing and being in

the world. Faith, for them, \.,ras a kind of knowing, a

constructing of the world in liqht of certain disclosures

of the character of real-ity that are taken as decisive.

Different faith stances were newly perceived as

alternative modes of being in the world that arise out of

contrasting ways of composing the ultimate conditions of

existence. ll Fowl-er expresses this insight in these

words:

Prior to our bei-ng reJ- igì-ous or :-rrel-igious,
be f o re we come to th r nk o f oursel-ves as
Catholics, Protestattts, ,lev¡s or l"luslims, we are
engaged with issues of f a i th. \{hether we become
nonbelievers, agnostics ()y atheì sts, \^/e are
concerned with hor^¡ to pltt, our I jves together and
with what wll1 nake life uc¡r-th ìiving. l'loreover,
we l-ook f or sonctl'r i nq l-o I cvr: t-hat loves us,
something to vaLi.l¡-': i-ìr;:-. gives us value,
something to irr-.1'ror ¿r'icj l:€rspcct that has the
power to susta i i'i oìi Ì' i,-.'¡ I ;,rì . I ll
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It is important to recognize as well that Til-l-ich and

Niebuhrrs efforts to objectify and in a sense "rel-a.tivizerr
faith v/ere not intended to diminish the meaning of the

term nor to endorse a simplistic relativism" Rather they

were inspired by the recognition that faith was above aII

a personal, existential- reality operative in a pluralistic

and increas ingty secul-ar culture in which many

"god-valuesrr claimed ultimacy. The attempts by both

Niebuhr and Tiltich to saì-vage the r^¡ord faith and cleanse

it of its narrowly religious associations vrere motivated

by a concern to recover its original meaning in and for a

new era that, in many respects, had lost touch with the

reality to which it pointed. That reality was the basic

human need for transcendent meaning, value and purpose.

James Fowlerrs elaboration of faith as a human

universal proceeds from a sirnilar impulse and motivation.

Far from reducing the term " faithrr to a managieable

psychologicaì- or philosophicai- abstraction, Fow1er strives

to restore its meaning. The contributions of Fowlerrs

predecessors, TiIl-ich and Niebuhr, were of decisive

importance not only in providing the phiJ-osophical and

theological frame of reference for his own inguiry, but

also in their supplying basic analytical categories.
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"Human'r Faith from a Religio-llistorical Perspective

In Fowler's efforts to clarify the meaning of faith

in relation to reÌigion and belief, he relies extensively

on the religio-historical and Iinguistic research of

Wilfred Cantwel-I Smith. He also shares Smith's passionate

concern for a rrre-cognition" or "re-imagingtt of faith that

is adequate for the needs of a global viJ-Iage.13 There are

three elernents that Snith brings to Fowferrs "philosophy"
of faith. First is his understanding of religions and

their relationship to faith. Second is his historical and

linguistic analysJ-s of the evolution of the terms I'faithil

and rrbel-ief rr. And third is his stress on faith as a

planetary human characteristic, described best as a verb

rather than as a noun. We wil} examine each briefJ-y in

turn.

FoJ-l-owing Smith, Fowler speaks of religions as

'rcumulative traditions" which comprise the expressions of

the faith of people in the past. These traditions can

incl-ude scriptures, symbols, moral- teaching, rites, music,

dances / prayers, art and archjtecture. They can al-so

include various myths, rârrat j-ves, catechetical material-s,

theologies, creeds, doctrines, sâcraments, and a host of

other el-ements. À cumul-at : ve t-racìir,r on is a vehicte of

faith. It is "const-jtuted i-,y ali tìle media that have

evolved to conserv.J, ce.ì eì:1.,¡i.c. , rìlìrj e'oÌr¡ilr-lnicate a peopl-e ' s

experiences w j tl-: t lre :rô L-L (,.: (ì , ;l]r,: tr) f cr r¡ pcopì e in
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appropriate relationship to it and to each other. "l4 Thus

rrrel-igions" and I'religion" are expressive of faith but not

to be identified with it. They are like dynamic galleries

of art which engage persons and become what Smith cal-l-s

the "mundane causerr that awakens present faith.15

Religion and faith, in this viev¡ are seen as

reciprocal. Each is dynamic; each grows or is renewed

through its interaction with the other. 16 The personal

faith of an individual, that is, his or her \^/ay of

responding to transcendent value and pohrer, is av¡akened

and ideally, renewed through sustained contact with the

elements of a given cumul-ative traditj-on. As these

elements are adapted in turn as expressions of the

personal- faith of new adherents, the tradition as a whole

is extended, modified and renewed.

Both Fov¡l-er and Smith seek to avoid the reification

of faith and religion into individual or collective
ttbelief-systemsrr. They both stress their dynamic, evoJ-ving

and radically personal nature. Faith is seen as the

nascent response of every human being to the necessity of

some transcendent value. Faith is al-so oners personal

appropriation of and relationship to a centre of

transcendent value. The key insight that Smith brings to

the analysis of faith is that it is never el-icited oÌ

experienced in a vacuum but rather within the cont-ext cl'

some cumulative tradition, religious or secul-ar.
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Historicall-y, the great world religions have supplied

the traditional symbols, rnyths, and ritual-s in which faith

is awakened and nurtured. In fact, Smith acknowledges that

'rfaith is meant to be religiousrr.lT The reality of modern

l-ife, however, is that the search for and response to

transcendent value struggles to be formed and maintaj-ned

in many persons who feel no connection whatsoever to any

religious tradition. It is these individuals that

constitute a large part of the public that the J-anguage of

faith developrnent theory j-s intended to address.

The second distinction that Smith draws and Fowler

adopts is that between faith and bel-ief. For Fow1er, this

distinction is of crucial irnportance because the

Ìinguistic and historical research upon which it is based

underscores the universal dimensions of faith across

cultural- and reI igious boundaries. If religious

traditions are examined in the light of contemporary

religio-historical knowledge, Snith says, wê recognize

that the variety of religious belief and practice is far

greater than \^/e ever imagined. But in l-ike manner we find

that the similarities in reJ-igious faith al-so turn out to

be greater than v/e might have expected.lS smith's

characterization of faith in contrast to bel-ief is of

c--entr:aì. importance in understanding Fowlerrs position.

j"ari*h, se\;s Smith,

j :; dceper , r icher, more personal. It is
r,:irc;ende rcd b), a rel- igious tradition, in some
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cases and to some degree by its doctrines; but
it is a quaÌity of the person not of the system.
It is an orientation of the personality, to
oneself, to oners neighbour, to the universe; a
total response; a vJay of seeing whatever one
sees and handling whatever one handles; a
capacity to l-ive at more than a mundane level;
to see, to act in terms of, a transcendent
dimension. 19

For Smith, rrbeliefrr is merely I'the holding of certain

ideas.r' Be1ief, in religious contexts at least, arises out

of the effort to translate experiences of and relation to

trancendence into concepts or propositions. Belief may be

one of the lrrays faith expresses itsel-f . But, and here is

the crux of the matter, one does not have faith in a

proposition or concept. Faith, again, is the rel-ation of

trust in and loyalty to the transcendent about which

concepts or proposition - beliefs - are fashioned.20 smith

argues that the language dealing with faith in the

classical writings of the major v¡orl-d religious traditions

never speaks of it in ways that can be transl"ated by the

modern meaningis of belief or believing. Faith is al-most

aÌways understood to mean an alignment of the heart or

wiII, a rel-ational co¡nmitment of loyalty and trust, not

the hoJ-ding of certain j-deas about the transcendent.2l

In the Engl-ish language, the term "belief " did cal:ry

at one time much the same range of meaning as the te¡ni

" f aith" understood as rrto set the heart upon, " or: "t-.o

commit oneself to another in trust and ì-oyaltyrr trLrc.l, jr:i "

corresponded closely to cognate terms in the lanc,¡u;rgc.:, r';l
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other cumuÌatj-ve traditions such as the Hebrew "emttnah",

the Hindu "sradd.harr, and the Islamic rri¡¿¡lrr.22 with the

coming of the Enlightenment and the early modern period

(sixteenth century on) the connotation of the phrase 'rI
believe" changed dramatically.

Smith discerns three broad movements in this

transition in the cultural meaning of I'belief 'r and

"believing. " First, the object referred to almost always

was understood as personal when the word Itbelieve" was

first used to translate rrcredort and I'pisteuor" but in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries it far more frequently

has a proposition as its object: rrI believe that. . . "

Second, in the early usage, the subject of the verb rrto

bel-ieve'r was almost always in the first person singular or

pl-uraI. "I believe, w€ believer rr In the present era,

statisticalJ-y it is far more likely to be found with third

person subj ects: 'rHe or she believes, they believe. "

Third, there has been a shift in reporting from what is

bel-ieved as true, to what is believed as of neutral or

non-commitaÌ import, to what is believed as likely to be

crroneous or false.23 smith summarizes this momentous

s;hift in the fol-l-owing words:

]'here \,vas a time when ilI believett as a
ceremonial decl-aration of f aith meant, and \,vas
heard as rneaning: "Given the reality of God, as
a f;rct of the universe, I hereby proclaj-m that I
,rì:<;n my Ìife accordingly, pledging l-ove and
l,l)'cl t y. " À statement about a person's believing
Ìt,-.r:- rjow come to mean, rather, something of this
:-,(-..i-i,': "Given the uncertainty of God, as a fact



of modern life, so-and-so reports that the idea
of God is part of the furniture of his *it-r¿.rr24

Both Fowler and Smith view these linguistic shifts as

causally and symptomatically related to the cultural- shift

in consciousness that accompanied the Enlightenment,

described variously as rrsecularization'r or rrmodernismrt. So

persuas ive was the impact of this seculariz ing

consciousness that even reli-gious adherents have tended to

accept the culture I s rrmutationrr of belief into assent to a

set of metaphysical propsitions or blind acceptance of a

doctrinal I'bel-ief-systemrr. As Fowler observes:

The failure to probe beneath this shallowi-ng of
faith, eguating it with the modern
understanding of belief, means to perpetuate and
widen the modern divorce of belief and faith. If
faith is reduced to belief in credal statements
and doctrinal formulations, then sensitj-ve and
responsible persons are likely to judge that
they must live 'rwithout faith". But if faith is
understood as trust in another and as loyaJ-ty to
a transcendent centre of value and power, then
the issue of faith and the possibility of
religious faith becomes lively and open,)E
agal-n. o-

In this paragraph from Stages of Faith, wê are abl-e

to gJ-ean some indication of the motive f orce behind

Fowl,errs investigations into and recovery of the tern

"faith". He makes no effort to conceal the fact that hts

underJ-yi-ng goal is the regeneration of religious faith jn

a secularized cul-ture.26 In order to accomplish this, he

is concerned to demonstrate that faith is much more than

intel-l-ectual assent to religious propositions of dub j ous

verif iabiÌ j-ty. It constitutes, j-n his words, "prâct i c,'; I
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commitment that invol-ves both conscious and unconscious

aspects. It is a moral- and existential orientation of the

total seLf to that which has the val-ue of the sacred for a

person or group. "27

Ànother consequence of this transition in the meanj-ng

and usage of term I'faith" as somehow equivalent to the

propositional meani-ng of "belj-ef't was the qradual loss of

the active and personal connotations that the term

original-1y had. There r¡ras and is no verb form in English

connected with trfaithrr as there is in other languages and

traditions. Therefore, as Smith points out

In the three and a half centuries since the King
James Àuthorized Version (of the Bib1e), the
lsord rr f aith" (as a noun) has not attogether
Iost its original spiritual meaning, but the
words ilbel-ief " and "believetr have. One might
therefore urge that I'belief/believert be dropped
as religious terms since they nov¡ no Ìonger
refer directJ-y to anything of human
ultimacy...The modern world has to rediscover
what I'faith" means and then to talk about that;
it must recover the verb, to rediscover v¡hat it
means to have faith, to be faithful, to care, to
trust, to cherish, to be ì-oyal- , to commit
oneself: to rediscover what believe used to
mean.28

Smith cont j-nues in a passage that coul-d f orm al-most

pref ace to For¡l,er's investigations of f a j-th:

Thjs last has, at a linguistic Ievel-, been our
task. To transpose this from the linguistic to
the theologicaf level, and to the personal, the
inst-itutionaÌ, r-he socio-cultural, will be a
ì arger t-asli, f or coming generati-ons: the
redisco\¡el:l/ oí' ìtvir-rg one's Iife, corporate and
indjvidr:al, -rlt a\.'¡ìreliess of, quiet confidence
i.t-r, pì cd,;r,-.rì ;- I lr:c; j tnc,.: t-o, ,¡rdelrt l-ove of- , the
111 än:;cc:ricrn'.. l-ce.l : t I' jn 'l ;lc ^;:al ticipation in
r.hi-cil'cir¡.. l:uIt;:l^r I I i'c L-r-rltsi r.r:-,.'l t



It is not surprising, given Smithrs acknowledged

influence, that Fowler in his fj-rst article on faith

development theory, gave his prelirninary definition of

faith as a verb. Echoing Smith, he asserted that there j-s

no convenient English term for denoting the activity, the

state of being, or the quality of participation that is

faith"3o Thereafter, Fowler has employed the term freely

as a verb, talking about I'faithing" as a human universal.

Psvcholoqy and Theologv: Fowl-erts Distinctive Approach

What makes Fowler's approach to faith as a human

universal distinctive? Building directly on the

theological and religio-historical insights of TiIlich,

Niebuhr, and Snith, Fowler seeks to operationalize faith

for purposes of psychological investigation. Although he

is not explicitly engaged in I'empiricaJ- theologyfi as such,

there is a sense in which his theological vision has

served to inspire his empirical psychological

investigations. Fowler works at the intersection of these

tr¡o disciplines guided by the conviction that theological

insights can and ought to be open at certain levels to

psychologicaJ- verif j-cation. Fowler acknowledges that there

are many dimensions of faith that remain beyond the scope

of psychologicaì- inquiry. But, âs he exclaims, "The fact

that we deal with a complex sublect matter, edged around
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with mystery, provides no excuse for not being clear where

we can be clear - r' 31

Fowler appropriates the insights of two major bodies

of psychological theory in his search for the structures

of faith. The first and most obvious is that of the

structural-developmental school Ied by Jean Piaget and

Lawrence Kohlberg. He relies extensively on their work to

clarify the structures of f aith as a unil'ersal form of

knowing. The second body of research that has influenced

Fowlerrs approach to faith as a "human" quality is the

psycho-social theory of Erik Erikson. Fowl-er asserts that

Eriksonts inf luence on him rrhas been both more pervasive

and more subtle" than that of Piaget and Kohlberg and has

touched him rtat convict j-onal- depths that the structural-

developmentalists have not addr"=s"¿. rr32

Perhaps Erikson's infl-uence has been more pervasive

because his focus parallels so closely Niebuhrrs concern

to il-luminate the social- nature of selfhood and faith"

Eriksonrs psycho-social- perspective on human deveJ-opment

coupled with complementary theological perspectives on the

dynamics and evol ution of faith has provided many

important el-emell+.s ii-l Fo¡.rler:' s art j culation of f aith as a

human qual ity j. lr i-r..'c; rìcnses. F j rst of aJ-I , as the

foundational Cvna:r

sel í hoori ¡:nci re I ¡¡l- r

knowj.nq a;ril .,'al'.1 illr-t

t.i"us;t- anC I oyalty underlying

:1. 5ici:c>niil\;, ¿ls-:, ,i hol.tstic way of

t-
1!- \-))

' r tt l: I i-l

r i.:ir Ì),rl-rrcÌ-r Í- l¡jtalri-: t-he j r relations
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ofwith self, others and worl-d in light of an apprehension

and by transcendence.33

There is an obvious distinction between faith

considered as a hurnan universal and faith considered as a

specificallyrrreligiiousn phenomenon. To regard faith as

the "making and ma j-ntenance of meaningrr is not exacti-y

synonomous with faith as gifted response to divine

revel-ation. Fow1er himself acknowledges this when he

identifies two dimensions of faith that are r,stressed" as

central in sub-groups of several major v¡orld religious

traditions. He describes the first of these dimensions as

rrthe unifying and Iife-directing response or persons,

mired helplessly in alienation or self-groundedness, to

the gift of divine grace.¡r The second he describes as

"obedient assent to revealed truth.t34 Fowler d.oes not

perceive these dimensions of faith to be universal, but he

does include them in his definition of faith. The further

implication is that there are universal dimensions of
rrrel-igiousrr faith that can be understood in psycho-social-

and structural--devel-opmental terms.

Thi-s distinction cl-arifies to some extent what Fowler

means by the term "human faith" in contrast to faith

understood as a theologicaì- virtue. 'rHuman f aith" j s

essential)-y a psycho-social- phenomenon, a generic qualitl'

of all persons, that relates them to themseJ-ves, ot.he rs

and shared centres of val-ue and power which ma1' or iììa)v¡ not
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bear ultimacy in any objective sense. Faith, understood

theologically, is both a psycho-social phenomenon and a

reJ-igious phenomenon insofar as it rel-ates persons to

themselves, others, and a shared centre or principle of

val-ue and power that reveals itself as ultimate and

absolute in an objective sense.

Fowler hirnself does not always make the distinction

between "humanrr and rrreligioustr faith as clearly as this

in his writings. This has led to ambiguity in terms of

defining where the boundary lies betv¡een his descriptive

and his normative statements . While distinct, FowJ-er

perceives human and reJ-igious faith to be closely related

inasmuch as both are understood I'theocentrically.'¡ When

"centres of val-ue and powerrr are understood as ttgodsrr that

cl-aim ultimacy in the ordering of personal and corporate

l-ife, they can be judged in terms of the degree to which

they are actually capabl-e of bearing such ultimacy. Fow1er

attempts to describe not only how such trgodsrr organize our

l.ives in "faith" psychologically and socially, but also

sets the stage for making normative claims about v¡hich of

the " gods " is trul-y worthy in this regard . Psychologicaì-

fait-h ¿rlrd theological faitn are understood as distinct but

r, c l- aì-cr:l ¡rhenornena . The f ormer has the potential- but does

r-i ot nccessariIv evolve into the latter.
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C}IAPIER TWO

FAITH AS REI,ATIONAL

My intention in this chapter is to elucidate in

greater detail Fowlerrs description of faith as

fundamentally a rrway-of-being-in-relation. " Fowl-er carries

out his analysis of faith as relationaÌ at three distinct

Ievels. These can be described as the psychologicaÌ, the

covenantaJ--triadic , and the existential l-eveIs . We w j" I Ì

Ìook at each of these levels of his analysis in turn.

The Psvcholoqical Dimensions of Faith as Relational

In his most recent descriptions of the nature and

structure of faith, Fowler opens his analysis of its

relational dimensions by building on Erik Erikson's

insights into the formation of basic trust during human

infancy. l Fowler sees such pervasive trust - and

trustworthiness as foundational for aIl- other human

strengths and virtues including that of faith. According

to Fowler, primal trust ttunderlies a person's capacity to
Itbe thererr for others, f or causes of import, anC f or: one ' s;

own becoming. "2 Following Erikson, he sees tì-iat tire

struggle f or basic trust, in the midst of- crrgoi nq ¿¡nrj

deep-seated tendencies toward basic mistrust,, e>lt-enci:, i.,c>

onets sense of the character of the ì arqer r.,'cr--l cj an¡ 1-.(.)

the character of the "ultimate environr¡clii-", l
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In infancy, we are exposed to and become gradually

more conscious of the environment that surrounds us. We

enter rapidty into a process of discovering that which is
rrother-thanrt \^Ie are. The character of that environment can

be experienced as both life-affirming and/or

negating. As Fowler describes it

I ife

our first experiences of faith and faithful-ness
begin with birth. We are received and wel-comed
v¿ith some degree of fidelity by those who care
for us. By their consistency in providing for
our needs, by their making a valued place for us
in their l-ives, those who welcome us provide an
initial experience of loyalty and
dependabifity. Ànd before we can use lanquage,
form concepts or even be said to be conscious,
we begin to form our first rudimentary
intuitions of v¡hat the world is like, of how it
regards us and of whether \4re can be at rrhomerr
there - +

Both Fov¡Ier and Erikson see the genesis of faith in

rel-ationship. There is always another in faith. rrI am

conscious of . . . rr, rr I depend on " , lrI trust in and am

loya1 to. . . " This rrprimaì- Other'r , usually the child's

mother, becomes both the object and source of faith. She

is the larger world or "ultimate environmmentrr of the

infant, towards which

dependence.

it responds in trust and absol-ute

The larger world of the infant is, therefore, the

world of touch, of sound, of taste and reassuring warmth

prov ided

and child

in and through the relationship between parent

This world is more or Iess consistent in its

provision of care and nurture and j-n its response to pain
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and discomfort. In the interaction between mother and

child, not only does a bond of mutual- trust and loyalty

evol-ve, but the infant begins to sense almost irnmediately

whether h is or her I'u lt imate env i ronmenttt i s a

hospitabl-e, welcoming space or an indifferent, perhaps

even col-d and hostil-e space. This has a profound influence

on their experience of the character of the J-arger v¡orld

and thej-r growth in faith thereafter. For this reason,

FowIer is paying increasingly close attention to the

formatÍve impact of infantile experience on faith

development. 5

The Covenantal-Triadic Dimensions of Faith as Relational

Faith involves more than the bonds of trust that we

deveJ-op with others. fn Staqes of Faith, Fowler refl-ects

on what the parent or parents bring with them to the care

and nurture of the developing chil-d in order to cJ-arify

the notion of the what he cal-l-s the "triadic[ shape of

faith.6 According to Fowler, the developing child not only

senses trustworthiness or tl-ie lack of it in their

surrounding environment, but ver:y r:apidly begins to

perceive the more subtle val-ue crj.entations of his or her

care-givers. As Fowler himseÌ f pui-s j t:

Long before the child can sort out cLearly the
values and beliefs of the pâl-ellts, he or she
senses a structure oí raean j ri; ;¡:rcì bcgins to form
nascent l-mages ol '¡Ìr¡: celri.-l'e :., (-'i' .,¡i: I ire ¿rnd f)o\r,€l:
that aninate i.he narcrri.,'ri i'¡itlr. -À.s .lc¡vc,
^++^^ì-*--*rdLL<rLlJ.rirrrr¡ç,, .:ilC <-ìe1:e;rcì[r]lce ì.., j liiì tllr-: t-i cir¡ L)l'le i ltt-.O
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the family, he or she begins to form a
disposition of shared trust and loyaì-ty to (or
thrãugh) the family's faith ethos.T

Fowlerrs description of this process of socialization

in the farnily depicts a structure not only of

interpersonal trusts and loyalties, but also of the

familyts shared centres of value and power. This includes

the famiì-y's rrstory, rr its recognized and unrecognized

col-l-ection of formative myths, memories and hopes.

Moreover, it discloses the interplay of faith and identity

in the triadic pattern of faith.

IrÏhen Fowler speaks of felt commítment to centres of

val-ue and power he uses a highl-y formal language to speak

about a very subtle and intensely personal dynarnic. In

that process of osmosis by which the chitd absorbs the

outlook of its parents and farnily, it is "resting its
heartrr on the centres of val-ue that it senses v¡iII confer

val-ue upon it. In Fov¡Ierrs words

We value that which seems of transcendent worth
and in relation to v¿hich our lives have worth.
Further, in a world of powerful forces that have
an impact on üS, enlarging and diminishing üs,
forming and sometimes destroying uS, we invest
loyalty in and seek to align ourselves with
powers that promise to sustain our lives and to
undergird ttmore being . tt8

There is clearJ-y then two respects in which FowIer

describes the interplay of faith and identity. The first

concerns the way in which we discover who we are in the

context of what might be ca I 1 ed interpersonal

faithfulness. "Without the kind of commitment and regard
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that are involved in faithfuL relationships, human beings

cannot become and maintain themselves as "selves. "9 Here

Fowler draws on the insights of H. Richard Niebuhrlo and

the Àmerican phil-osopher-psychologists Georqe Herbert

Mead11, James Mark Baldwinl2, and John Deweyl3, in

ill-ustrating how others, by their consistency in caring

and interacting with us, provide the feedback by which \./e

can f orm rel- iabl-e images of ourselves . We require a

community of rrThoursrr to form an rrlrr. We require others to

bel-ieve in us and to confirm our v¡orth. Faith, in this

sense, is the very foundation of sel-fhood"

However, faithfulness in these covenant relationshi-ps

is neither given nor maintained in a vacuum. Fowl-er

acknowledges the influence of Josaiah Royce on his

conception of faith as the foundation of not onJ-y the

psychologicaÌ Iife of the human subject but its social-

life as well. Royce expJ-ored the \^/ays in which persons

live in rel-ationships that are mediated by promises. Their

ties to each other are mediated, formed, and deepened by

shared or common trusts in and Ioyalties to what Fowler

calls 'rcentres of value and power. "14 It is not only the

"other" who confirms m)/ identity and self-worth, but the

centre of val-ue to which vre are both committed in a

commun ity of vaLue::s. Àt one time, Fowler made a

dist j,nctio:r belueell Llie i n*. rapersonal- and the inter-

pei-sonal as tìrc jnner r;Ll,ìJL--tul-e ancj the outer structure of
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faith. ÀÌthough he no longer uses this terminology, it is

v¡el1 to heed his reminder that in the study of faith we

must hold in view a dynamic, dial-ectical- rel-ationship

between these two dimensions of faith.15

Fowler points to the use of language in oral or

r¿ritten communication as an example of the covenantal-

triadic structure of faith as the basis of social l-ife. 16

In the phenomenon of communication there is a bond between

writer-speaker and hearer created not just by the sharing

of information, but also by the inplicit promise to use

language truthful-ly and faithfully. The rrthird" or triadic

pattern of faith is represented here by the transcendent
rrcauserr of honesty and fidelity to truth. Should one

party suspect the other of faiJ-ing to adhere to the mutual

but tacit commitment to truth, then the relationship is

jeopardized by rrbad faith".

Niebuhr, in his vol-ume Faith on Earth carefuì-J-y

developed the notion of the covenantal- structure of faith

and its broad social , rel igious, and pot itical

implications. lT The underlying principle which Fowler

appropriates from Niebuhr is his observation that we are

creatures who l-ive, indeed, must live in society by faith,

understood as the commitment and loyalty to centres of

value that transcend us as individuals. In science,

business, medicine, or the economy, âs well- as in

political- and international- Iife, w€ l-ive by many such
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tacit "covenants" as well as by a number of very explj-cit

ones. The triadic structure of faith in our lives is made

visibl-e as much by our disl-oyaì-ties, our breaches of

promise, âs it is by our experience of relying upon the

f idel- ity, the 'rgood f aith" of personal- and collective

others.18 one only has to consider the impact of the

Watergate scandal- or, more recently, the lran-Contra

affair, to appreciate the prophetic value of the following

l-ines from Faith on Earth written over thirty years ago:

Questions about faith, faj-thfulness or fidelity,
trust or confidence arise in an urgent and
tragic f orm as \../e view the massive and petty
betrayal-s and deceptions of our time the
propaganda of the "big lie,rt the cultivation of
mutual distrust in society as measures of party
and national poJ-icy, the use of pretended
loyalty in conspiracies against state and.
civilization, the enlistment of men as faithful
followers of causes that depend for success on
practices of deception...The experiences of the
twentieth century have brought into view the
abyss of " f aithlessnessrt into v¡hich men can
f al-l-. vle see this possibility that human
history witl- come to its end neither in a
brotherhood of man nor in a universal death
under the blows of natural or man-made
catastrophe, but in the gangrenous corruption of
a social life in which every promise, contract,
treaty and "\,vord of honor'r is given and
accepted in deception and distrust. If men no
l-onger^fg"" faith in each other, can they exist
as r¡en? a'

llh j s quotation il-l-ustrates the concern of both

Fowl er and I'J iebuhr to uncover the social structure of

f a j tl: ¡:nC the noraì impJ- ications of its breakdown. Both

;: i so cclls i rj,3 l: tire covenantal- nature of f aith and its

i-.t:¡,11.in<r oI'j "uolal.rì:r;¡intenance." This was a central- concern
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of I'liebuhr and one addressed by Fowler in his earl_ier work

that has been mysteriousì-y absent from his most recent

discussions of faith.20 ft is one that is stil-I worth

pursuing in this context because of the light it sheds on

the foundations of Fowler's thought.

f n Niebuhrts view wê, as knowers ¡ never rel_ate

immediately to an object of our knowing. It is true that

we do have a direct relation to, and therefore personal

experience of, any such object, but Niebuhr's point would

be that v/e don't come to such a s j-tuation of perception

and interpretation without the aid of J-anguage and

concepts accepted from others. Nor do \de engage in such

knowing without being av/are of , ac-knowl-edging, the

presence of others of co-knowers whose perceptions and

i-nterpretations must be put along side our own, and about

whose trustworthiness and faithfulness, to us and to

truth, judgements have to be made.2l

It is as rrco-knowersrr in this sense that persons are

invol-ved in the process of world maintenance orrtthe

hoì-ding together of a shared vision of reality and of
rrexcell-ence of being" in human communities. Fowl-er

suggests, aÌong with Niebuhr, that 'treal-ity', itself is cr

shared construct which is covenantal-i-y maintained ¿:n¡j

argued that the maintenance of "reaJ-ity" regul r:ed t-,Ìtc

constant renewal and transformation of this constl:uct ,Ì,.s

he expresses it: I'The trust and loyaì ty to e¡acÌr rr1-lrc¡l-
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and to each other in a shared vision of excellence of

be ing must be consistently developing and

re-vivifyíng."22 Failing this, solipsism sets in, both

epistemological solipsism, in which each person construes

the world and the ultimate conditions of existence after

his or her own fashion, and moral- solipsism, in which each

person acts so1ely out of an ethic of self-interest.

Fowler originally saw the principal contribution of

institutj-ona1 religions in cul-tures as their generation of

renewing po\^/er and passion in the mainly tacit covenants

which sustain a people¡s interpersonal trust and their

shared visions of excellence of being.23

ft is important to recognize here that, whiJ-e Fowler

no longer deals explicitly r{rith the notion of worl-d

maintenance as a |tsocial constructr rr his understanding of

the covenantal and triadic structure of faith has not only

profound psychologíca1 meaning but also broad social,

moral- and even ontological irnplications. The basis of his

l-ater ref l-ections on the developmental- epistemology and

psychology of faith is to be found in his early

appropriation of Niebuhrrs insights into the fiducial

structure of aIl known reaJ-ity. Critics of Fowl-er's

thought who claim that he is reducing faith to a

psychoÌogical phenomenon invariably fail- to recognize this

pÌ-rilosophrcaÌ and theological- basis of his approach.
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The Existential Dirnensions of Faith as Relational
In his description of faith as irreducibly relational_

Fowler extends his analysis one further step to what he

calIs the broadest and most inclusive relationship in
faith" sternming from the recognition that we are members

of many different faith-relational triads in a society
that demands Ioyalty to diverse and often conflicting
values and causes, Fowler raises the question as to hor¿

our identity and our faith bring these diverse roles,
contexts and meanings into an integrated workabte unity"
The answer that Fowler gives is that we need to construct

a faith triad that incrudes arl the others of which hre are

a part" rThis is that most inclusive triangl_e in which the

self relates to the canvas of meaning itseÌf.w24
Faith, in the thought of James Fowler, is essentially

an activity of knowing and being in rshich the serf nakes a

bid for relationship to a centre of value and power

adequate to ground, unify, and order the whole force-field
of life. It is a mode of being-in-relation to whatever one

construes as the ultimate conditions of oners existence

through the construction of a hierarchy of faith triads
oriented, consciously or unconsciously, towards an

ultimate centre of val-ue and power " In theological

languageo faith is the knowing or construing by which

persons apprehend themselves as related to the
transcendent.25 Fowler states it thus:
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As persons and communities, we l_ive in the midst
of powers, forces, and val-ences that break upon
us from a variety of Ìevel-s and directions. The
triadic patterns of faith.. - are part of the way
we give order, coherence, and meaning to this
v¡elter of forces and powers. But it is our tacit
and explicit assumptions about the "girainrr or
character of the ultimate environment taken as
whole that provide the J-arger framework of
meaning in which l{e make and sustain our
interpersonal, institutionaf, and vocational
covenants. It is our operational images
conscious or unconscious of the character,
povler, and dísposition of that uftimate
environment towards us and our causes which
give direction and reason to our daiJ_y
commitments - z b

This quotation serves to iflustrate what may

important element of
rrtheoretical prologemenonrr

what might be

to Fowlerrs faith

identifies the

be the most

caIIed the

development

covenanta ImodeI. Here, Fowler

to demonstrate how h j s ir,,:c¡c ,,ìl i ir j rJl

relationship that every person must form with that which

j-s ultimate in their environment and which subsequently

gives shape to the faith triads that inform their everyday

l-ives " This is the existential core of Fowl-errs faith
model that actualJ-y grounds, contextualizes and gualifies

his constructivist analysis of faith development- As wilI

be seen, development in faith, accordinE to FowIer, takes

place in this rel-ationship towards and construal of one's

ultimate environment. For this reasoll, it is important to

explore a little further the ¡-rhiì os;ophicaì and theol-ogical_

roots of this centraf noti.on in ijov.'Ìer's tl'rought in or:der

ii..i rciatiorr¿rl is

funded by a much dee¡:er: lr:'ìir: l-'.' ::t:.
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his theologicalexistential attitudes carried out

mentor H. Richard Niebuhr.2T

commentary on H.

earth. 29

As Fowl-er points out, there are many moments in which

persons do not feel themsel_ves rel-ated to any value or
power adequate to unify and order their experience. For

some, the images they form to express a unity and order in
their urtirnate environment are at best neutraL toward

their l-ives and human events generaJ_ly, or at v¡orst they

are hostil-e and destructive. Nonetheless, Fowler asserts

that rreven as negativity or void, a person¡s unconscious

assumptions or conscious convictions regarding po$¡er and

value in their ul-timate environment have important

irnplications for the character and guality of the

relationar commitments in the range of his or her other
triangular rerationships. ¡r28 Fowrer himself does not spelr
out these implications within the context of his o\¡,rn

description of faith, but he d.oes allude to them in his
Richard Niebuhrts volume Faith on

One of Niebuhr's key insights in Faith on Earth, and

the one that FowIer builds oD, is that there is an

uftimate covenantal- structure to al-I of reality, and that

the ubiquitous presence of the triadic structure of trust

and loyaJ-ty impì-ies the idea of an ul_timate, transcendent

loyalty and cause. ReaJ_ity for both Fowl-er and Niebuhr has

a fiduciary structure as a whol-e: ,'The familiar qround of
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network of trust and Ìoyarty centring ultimately in one

who is supremely faithfut.r'30 Human beings bear the awful

burden of choosing not whether to relate to the ground. of

their personaì- and colrective being for this reration is

a fact but rather how it is they wirl- rerate to this

urtimate. That is to say that the serf, whether it knows

it. or not, whether it admits it or not, must assume a

di-sposition towards the transcendent, and wirr base that

fundamental disposition on its convictions or

interpretations concerning the transcendentrs disposition

towards the self.

Fowl-er employs a typotogy that Niebuhr originalJ-y

developed to il-lumine the different ways in which the

human being or human community organizes its relation to
what it perceives as its ul-timate environment. Fowl-er

describes these as "faith-identity patterns. because they

are different modes of integrating the many faith triads

to which persons berong into the larger comprehensive

meaning frame tha-u shapes and sustains them.31

Fowler uses the term "polythej,sm" to characterize a

pattern of faith and identity t-hat Ìacks any one centre of

val-ue and power of sufficient rLallscendence to focus and

order one's life. Polythejst.jc 1.ajth i'ias attachments to

many minor or subsidr-:ar-1' rì{:rrrtÌ(:rt; c¡Í ','âlr-le and powel:. ft

manifests itsel f ilt â Í:icl i cs ci' :c:l e-. i vcl..,' i ntense or
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total faith commitments which usually prove to be

transient and shifting. Polytheists thus move from one

faith relational triad to another, often with sharp

discontinuities and abrupt changes of direction.32

The second faith-identity pattern that FowIer

describes is tthenotheismrr (Greek, heno, rronerr + theos,
Itgodt' ) suggesting trust in and loyalty to one singJ-e,

overarching god-value r¿hj-ch has the capacity to order and

unify the hierarchy of lesser triads of trust and loya1ty.

Put into biblicat language, the henotheistic god remains

merely an idol-. It is a value and cause elevated to

central, Iife defining power that possesses only finite

and l-imited significance. Though henotheism solves the

faith-identity dilemma of internal value competition and

confl-ict for the person or community, it is likety to

involve its faithful- in excesses of confidence in their

ol{n righteousness and the righteousness of their o\Ä/n

cause, with potentiaÌJ-y violent consequences for their

neighbour=.33 ¡¡iebuhr identifies nationalism as a typical

example of this form of faith.

The third faith-identity relational pattern that

Fowler considers is what Niebuhr has caIÌed "radical-
monothei=*.34 although inspired by an historical and

theological anal-ysis of biblical- faith, the term "radica]
monotheism" refers to a form of faith not limited

specifically to biblical, oy even cultic religious
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j-nsLances. Irowl-er def ines it as rra type of faith-identity

reÌation in whj-ch a person or group focuses its supreme

trust and loyaÌty in a transcendent centre of value and

power, that is neither a conscious or unconscious

extension of personal or group ego nor a finite cause or

instituti6¡. rr35 For Fowler, this type of monotheism

implies l-oyaì-ty to the principle of being and to the

source and centre of aII value and power that rel-ativizes

and orders l-ess universal or less transcendent centres of

value and power. He maintains that this transcendent

centre of val-ue and power has been symbolized or

conceptualized in both theistic and non-theistic ways in

many of the major religious traditions of the world and is

not limited to Western cul-ture or predoninantly l^Iestern

reJ- igion. 3 6

Fowler's use of this typology to ill-ustrate formaì-Iy

his notion of faith-identity relationa] patterns implies

definite value judgements concerning the normative

direction and goal of faith development. It al-so makes

impì-icit theol-ogicaÌ judgements concerning the existential

necessity for constructing an "ul-timate environmentrr that

is truìy adequate to ground and unify human 1ife.37 The

cen'Lres of walue anC power around which persons choose to

ordcr anrl orgenlz-e their l-ife commitments has profound

c>: j :.tc¡.lr--t a,l j:rpl jr-:at--jons and influences greatly the

l)os:r:ì-li j ri_v* c,ri. i,irc¡l- attaining integrated sel-fhood.
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Polytheism and henotheism are not merely neutral-

descriptive categories but identify forms of faith-

identity rel-ations whose centres of value and power are

seen to be not ultimately sufficient to sustain meaning

and sel- f -worth. Àlthough Fowl_er uses inclusive

philosophical ì-anguage to convey the sense of these

patterns, their derivation in Niebuhr's anaÌysis of faith

indicates a shared concern on Fowlerrs part to hold up

radical monotheism as the ideal.

The central thrust of this section has been to

explore the way in which Fowler has undertaken to describe

faith as relational not only in interpersonal- terms, but

ultimately in existentiaL terms. He refers to Ernest

Becker I s characterization of man as rrhomo poetarr and

quotes him in an effort to convey in generic language the

essence of his notion of faith as rel_ational-:

The meanest man must brave his canvas, and it
must be one which refl-ects somehow his own sense
of significance in a world that is significant.
Above all- it must be integral, unified, even if
it should suffer from Uein-q Þaie.38

It is this notion of a 'tcanvas of meaningil that is central

in any attempt to unravel- the compì-exitj-es of Fowler's

f a ith description. It is al-so wise to bear in mind the

sub-tjtle of Staqes of Faith "The Psvcholosv of Human

!9.,1çì._o_pment and _lne Ouest for ¡leaninqrr - for this

rc¡rÌ e:;eni-.s; i--c¡i-;.1 er 's; underì-ying focus: the making and

r;'¿r i l-rt.cr.i;,: l'rcc: af ntean incr in rel-ation to onet s ultimate
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environment. FowIer sees this ul-timate environmenl- ¿ìs

being formed and sustained at the psychological, the

interpersonal, and the existentiat l-evels and thus truly

universal in nature and scope. The human being must l-ive

in some relation to the ul-timate conditions of existence.

The guestion remains, however, as to how the human being

apprehends those conditÍons and forms them into a schema

that is truì-y life sustaining. It is to this I'inner

structurerr of faith that we now turn.
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CIIÀE{TER THREE

FAITH .AS A I'ÍODE OF KNOWING

Fowler describes faith as a lvay of being-in-rel-ation

to an 'ruLtimate environment'r. In this chapter rny task will-

be to ill-uminate Fowlerrs understanding of faith as the

mode of knowing by which this ultimate environment is

apprehended. My approach v¡il1 be to first examine the

theoretical- basis of the statements FowIer makes about

faith as a I'constructiverr mode of knowing. I will then

explore his understanding of faith as a "constitutiverl
mode of knowing" This v¿iII lead directly into a discussion

of how Fow1er conceives and describes the role of

imagination in faith. Finally, I v¡il1 attend to the

delicate guestion of how knowing in faith functions

together with valuing in the composition of a personrs

ul-timate environment" Fowlerrs statements on this last

topic contain the very essence of his "philosophy" of

faith and serve to integrate his descriptions of its many

diverse aspects.

Faith-Knowing as Constructive and Constitutive

Fowler indicates that his approach to faith as a mode

o f knowing has been shaped by the trstructural-

developmental" tradition pioneered by J. Mark Bal-dwin and

John Dewey, and brought to heightened cJ-arity through the
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Jean Piaget, Lawrence Kohlberg/ and iìobert

This I'constructivist'r perspective on knowing

views it generally as an acting upon, composing, oL

structuring of the object known" Knowing occurs t'\^,'hen an

active knov¡er interacts with an active world of persons

and objects, meeting its unshaped or unorganized stimuli

with the ordering, organizing power of the knower's

mind.. "2 The conmon basis of all structural-devel-opmental

theory is the posi-ting of integrated patterns or

operations of thought, f ormaJ-Iy describabJ-e, which

characterLze a sequence of increasingJ-y more

di f f erentiated and theref ore rradeguate't systems of

knowing. These are generally conceived of asrrstagestl

which are hierarchically ordered, sequential-, and

invariant. 3

Jean Piaget t s applications of structural-

deveJ-opmental theory focused rnainly on intel lectual

development and resulted in many originaJ- insights into

the child's and adol-escentrs mode of composing the reaÌity

o f the world of ob j ects and rel-ationships between

objects.4 Piaget's work in this area, which he describeC

as I'genetic epistemology,t' served as the foundation of aìl

subsequent structural-developmentaJ- research and rje f r ncti

its two principal- research f oci . The f i rst j =, t ìrc

determination of which operations of ¡¡in<r can i-,c

scientj-fically demonstrated to underl,ie the achjevcn.rcrn'. r,',1
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rationally certain knowledge. The second is the way in

which these operations take form in the person over the

human life cycIe.5

Following the Piagetian approach, Lawrence Kohlberg

and Robert Sel-man have investigated the structures of

moral reasoning and sociaf-perspective taking

respectively.6 th" research of each of these theorists has

been incorporated explicitly into Fov¿l-erts conception of

faith r¿hich he regards as itself a rrpowerful expression of

constructive knowing. tt7 Fowler is wel-l- av/are of the

inherent Iimitations of the structural-developmental

approach and has attempted to adapt it more specifically

to the complex phenomenon of faith. When Fowler speaks of

faith as a mode of knowing, he does not wish to imply

that it is only a rational or intel-l-ectual structuring of

reality. He emphasizes that faith

is a knowing which includes l-oving, caring, and
valuing, âs well as av¡e, dread, and fear.
Faith-knovring relates a person or community to
the I inriting boundaries and depths of
experj-ence; to the source, centre, and standard
of valuing or responsibility in life...The sel-f
may be disposed negatively or hostily,
distrustfully or rebel-l-iousIy, or it may be
disposed positively and with love, with trust
and loya1 responsj-bility. Faith. which often
comes to expression in religion, ilây apprehend
the Transcendent and ones rel-ation to it in
terms either of the Void, the Enemy, or the
Companion. No one of these is purely cognitive
or rational. Each is a valuing apprehension.E

To view faith hol-istically as a valuing apprehension

necessitates addressing three decj-sive problems which
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Fowler identifies in his effort to extend the Piagetian

approach. The first problem is the bifurcation of

cognition and affectivity in the structural-developmental-

approach. The second is the failure of

structural-devel-opmental theorists to make a distinction

betv¡een the activity of knowing in which the identity or

v¡orth of the person is not directJ-y at stake and the

activity of knowing in which it is. The third problem is

the failure to to give significant attention to the

bihemispheric, bimodal forms of consciousness invol-ved. in

modes of knowing which Fowler describes as t'ecstatictr and

¡timaginative. "9
The rrconstructivist" approach has been used by both

Piaget and Kohlberg to illumine cognition (or what Fowler

calls the rrstructural- aspect of knowing" ) , guite

intentionally bifurcating this from "affectionrr (the
rrenergeticsrt or emotionaf dimension of knowing) .10 while

both Piaget and Kohlberg have acknowledged the

inextricable unity of cognition and affection in actual

behavior and choi-ce, neither has sought to deal explicj-tIy

with that unity in a theoretical way. Such a challenge

cannot be avoided in the real,m of f,aith '¡here both reason

and feeling operate so powerfully.

In his efforts to articularc the na-L\11..- of faith as

a 'rvaluing apprehension" tilat j;ttc,:l ¿ì'ai.rs l-.ci:Ì: cognrti-on

and af f ectivity, Fowl er: h;¡s morrì i'i:.i:tiì'i, I \ ;ì;t.,1',rt'r j etccì thc
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Kegan has extended the

Piagetian paradigim into the realm of ego devel-opment and

has argued that the issue is not one of how to

theoretically integrate thought and feeling within this

model but rather to recognize that meaning making, âs a

constructive movement, is "prior to and generative of both

reason and emotion.rrl2 Kegan claims that the bifurcation

of reason and emoti-on is artificial and obscures the

broader nature of meaning making by paying selective

attention to only one aspect of it.13 The intell-ectual

structures and operations involved in the making and

maintenance of meaning reflect a more integral process of

total ego development" This process involves a mode of

knowing that is not only rrconstructiveil but al-so

Itconstitutíve. It

For Kegan, the ego is def ined as rrthe total

constitutive activity of knowing (vrith its evolving

characteristic patterns) by which the self constitutes

and, therefore, knows other persons and the self as

rel-ated to others. ¡¡14 Important to note here is that

constitutive knowing is not what the ego does but what the

ego is. In the trknowingtt or av¡areness that is ê9o, a

person structures both the r¿orld around h j-m and the

'sel f-world" within him. By adopting Kegan's broad

understanding of cognition as co-extensive with €9o,

Fowl-er is able to overcome the dichotomy between cognition
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and affection and account for their integration in faith

as a core process of the constitutive knowing that is

ego.15 The key to understanding how this is accomplished

is to recognize the vray in which the notion of cognition

itself is radically redefined. This process of making

meaning in an al-1-inclusive way is not the result of

exercising some separate faculty of knowledge within the

self, distinct from the reasoning and feeling functions,

nor is it the exercise of reason and feeling together in

some complex interaction. Fowler, following Kegan, views

the sel-f as the totality of constitutive knowing activity

in v¡hich there is no thought without feeling and no

feeling without thought.

From a structural--developmental standpoint, each of

the levels of relationship that Fowl-er identifies in the

l-ife of faith invol-ves t'constitutive knowing. " These

levels were described in the previous chapter as the

psychological Ievel, the covenantal-triadic IeveI of

relationship between persons, groups, and shared centres

of val-ue and power, and the level- of existential-

relatedness to an ultimate environment- ft is when he

conceptualJ-y addresses the Iast and crucj.a] refationaL

IeveÌ of faith that of rel-atedncss t-o an ultimate

environment that has the capaci.t--y to uilrl-',, al I personal

experience within the force field of liÍe - tllat I'ovrl-er
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EA

the structural-

developmental paradigm.

Here Fowler identifies a crucial lack in all previ-ous

constructive-developmental approaches to 'rconstitutive

knowingrr: their failure to attend to "the differences

between constitutive knowing in vrhich the identity or

worth of the person is not directly at stake and

constitutive knowing in which it is.16 WhiÌe Fow1er

acknowledges that this issue was never a focal concern of

Piaget or Koh1berg, he does take Kegan to task for his

own lack of clarity about rrhow he makes the move from a

theory of knowing v¡hich strives for objectivity and

rational certainty in knowing to one in which the self's

identity and worth and more its very constitution are

at stake -tL7

Faith-knowing, like intellectual knowing and moral

knowing, involves the structuring or I'construing" of the

worl-d of physical objects. These operations are basic to

all knowing. But in both faith-knowing and the kind of

moral knowing which grives rise to choice and action, the

const j-tution or modif ication of the sel-f is always an

issue. lB This is because one is relating at this l-evel to

those centres of val-ue and power that are not onJ-y of

supreme worth, but which bestow worth and val-ue upon the

one who invests their trust and loyalty in them.

Constitutive knowing at the level of relatedness to the
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Transcendent is the focal point of Fowler's concern.

Moving beyond the structural-developmental concern with

the operations of thought, moral reasoning, social

perspective-taking, and even ego development, Fowler seeks

to understand faith as essential-Iy an orientation towards

the ul-tirnate conditions of existence involving personal

commitment and devotion.

In order to carry out his analysis of constitutive

knowing j-n the domain of faith, Fowler introduces the

distinction between two major kinds of structuring

activity which interact with each other in the composition

of oners ultimate environment. Fowle.r maintains that the

introduction of freedom, risk, passion and subjectivity

into the Piaget-KohIberg epistemological paradigm

req.uires the distinction between a r'logic of rational

certainty" (Piaget's major concern) and what Fowler ca1Is

a "logic of convictior,-"19 The term rrlog'icrr d.enotes a form

of structuring activity and is not to be confused with

reasoning power onJ-y - Fowler indicates that the

relationship betwecn the twc logics is not one of choice

between alternatlvcs, bur rather of the logic of

conviction groundinq, contextuaJ-izing, qualifying, and

anchoring tire ìoc;ic oi r-at-ionaI cer:tainty-20 He stresses

that "Recoqn"1 tl<-lt'l ()i' ,iì n-rcre comprehensive 'rl-ogic of

collvIctIon" dor,::i :. i.c s(jc ri-rat the l-ogic of rationaf
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certaínty is part of a larger epistemological structuring

activity and is not to be confused with the whol"¿.n2I

In his description of the logic of conviction and its

relationship to the J-ogic of rational certainty it is

possible to gain a glimpse of For.¡Ierrs core understanding

of the episternology of faith" Fowler states that he is

"trying to grasp the inner dialectic of rational Ìogic in

the dynamics of a largier, more comprehensive logic of

convictional orientation.n22 A holistic structural

analysis of faith-knowing must involve both.

Faith does involve reasoning, but not merely the

reasoning that aims at objectivity understood as a knowing

free from al-l particuÌar or subjecti-ve involvement. The

Iogic of rational certainty is itself insufficient in that

its truths are impersonal, propositional, demonstrable,

and replicable. Such criteria are adeguate in the context

of scientific inguiry or even conlmon sense objective

understanding, but the model of disinterestedness

represented does not fit with the guality of knowing

involved in faith's composition of an ultimate

environment. Fowl-er expresses this most succinctly in his

expì-anation of the futly constitutive nature of faith's

constructions in contrast to those of the intellect alone:

Piagetian formal- operational Iogic does involve
the construction of non-empirical, imaginative
constructs some of wh j-ch (say, in theoretical
physics) operate with the same remoteness from
the possibiJ-ity of direct empiricat validation
as do faith constructions. But we must recognize
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a critical- distinction between the "fictive" or
"imaginative rr constructions of theoretical
physics and those of faith and theology. This
distinction arises from" ". the degree to which
the identity and value of a self or selves are
at stake in our acts of constitutive knowing. I
can live with curiosity and intrigue about the
question of the nature of rrblack holesrr in
space. But in my unknowingi, I am not paralyzed
in my choices of lifestyle and commitments.zr

The logic of conviction, as a structuring activity,

comes into play whenever the individual is confronted with

self-defining choices based not only on what is

objectively known, but more fundamentalJ-y, ofl r¡hat is
j udged to be of value " Rational analysis and

interpretation can yield a clarification of options, but

in the¡rselves rrprovide no criteria for highly

consequential value choices.t24 Às Fov¡Ier himself puts it

In these situations, we choose and act (and/or
find explanations and rationales for our acts)
with reference to our assumptions or convictions
about the character of power and value in an
ultimate environment. our choices and
explanations of choices in these situations
reflect operative attachments to rneanilg giving
images and centres of value and power.z5

Fowl-er is adamant in his own conviction that such

broadening of our understanding of knowing so as to

include the J-ogic of conviction does not represent an

anti-rational- or irrational understanding of faith. His

efforts have been directed towards clarifying how faith is

a "valuing apprehensionrr that incorporates but is not

I rnrted to intellectual- reasoning.
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There is a sense in which Fowler's epistemology of

faith is self-evident. The distinction between

intellectual knowing and moraÌ knowing and judgement is

not a new one. Nor is Fowler breaking ground in his

observations concerning constitutive knowing as a

component of the experience of faith. What is unigue to

Fow1er, however, is his assertion that faith is grounded

in a rrlogic of conviction" that invol-ves a patterned

knowing, a patterned valuing, and patterned constructions

of meaning.26 These patterns can be understood as the

cognitive and affective operations by which the human

subj ect constitutes itsel-f and rel-ates itself to the

ultimate conditions of its existence- Fowlerr s

contribution to the field of faith studies lie primarily

in clarification of the nature of these patterns.2T A more

thorough understanding of these underlying patterns

requires a closer l-ook at Fowler's concept of the role

played in faith by modes of knowing that he calls ecstatic

and imaginative.

Imaqination and Valuati.on in Fa rth-Knowinq

The third problem that Fowl er attempts to resol-ve in

his efforts to adapt the stt.uctul,el-'de:r.'cìopmental approach

to the domain of fajth js the irit.cgl,{ìtjoll of cognjtion

with affective, sl.ini-roìl-c ,:ììrd -llor j-';t-ic forns or

consciousness. Às he poi nt : ouL-:
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To move in this direction requires coming to
terms v¡ith modes of thought that employ images,
symbols, and synethesial fusions of sense and
feeling. It means taking account of so-cal-1ed
reg:ressive movements in which the psyche returns
to pre-conceptual, pre-Iinguistic modes and
memories, and to primitive sources of energizing
imagery, bringing tbrem into consciousness with
resultant reconstruals of the experience
world. 2 8

Fowler also rnakes reference in this context to brain

research which investigates how the mind employs the more

aesthetically oriented right hernisphere of the brain in

the ecstatic and imaginative modes of knowing that he

claims underlj-e faith-knowing. 29

The challenge in faith research is to see how

rational (or left-brain) knowing plays the crucial role of

conceptualizing, questioning, and eval-uating the products

of these other modes of knowing. Faith-knowing involves a

subtle and complex interplay not between reason and

feeling, but rather between different modes of knowing

that are constitutive of seLf and that follow a

discernible "Iogic" or pattern that can be understood

formaJ-Iy. In the final analysis however, Fowl-er focuses on

the rol-e of imagination in his elucidation of the "how" of

faith-knowing. Fol-J-owing the work of wil liam Lynch, h€

asserts that "virtually att our knowing begins wit,l-l j,mages

and that most of what we know is stored in iniacles- "30

An image, as Fowler uses t-he term, un j tc:s;

'r information" and feel ing ; it l:o l ds -Lor:ctÌìel^ botir

orientation and af fectjonal siol-r j t.r<-:¿il-lr:c. ,l 1.- irc:r;i tl ,: i,:Í:i ,ì
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vague, felt, inner representation of some state of affairs

and our feel-ings about it. As such, images are prior to

and deeper than concepts.3l Fowl-er makes three points

about "imaginal knowing'r that iIlu¡nine its nature more

clearly.32 The first is that knowing registers the impact

of experience in far more comprehensive ways than present

conscious awareness can actually monitor. As was noted

earlier, experiences in infancy and early childhood seem

to play a powerful role in the constitution of self,

others, and the imaginal- construing of the surrounding

wor1d. This constitutive knowing begins J-ong before the

emergence of rrnarratizing consciousnessrr that rnakes

memory possibte" The point here is that knowing is not

depend.ent on and does not proceed directly from discursive

thought. The most formative experiences of knor.¡ing precede

the emergence of any l-ogical- operations and are grounded

in images that are formed by faith and that are formative

of faith.

The second point that Fowl-er makes is that this mode

of imaginal- knowing is ¡rot onì-y a devel-opmentaJ- f act of

infancy and early childhood, but the foundation of knowing

at all- times. Àccording to Foluler, "The spectrum of

knowing taking pì-ace in us j s aLways wider and more

incÌusive than the band of oi-rr conscious awareness or

attention apprehen¿-.'r-13 Hci-e Ì'owler- js referring to tite

wel-I establ-ished rrotiol-: oÍ "suì¡i j¡- j-:ral " ìcarnìng and
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knowing which registers meanings and impressions on the

human mind constantly without the necessity of narratizíng

or conscious attention to them. The formation of images is

continuous and dynarnic.

Fowlerrs third and final- observation foll-ows directl-y

from the fj-rst two, and concerns his root definition of

knowing. Conscious attention to and narratization of

events in ones field of awareness may be a part of the

Iearning process but one does not trkno\n/" what is being

experienced until it has found Iinkages with previously

formed images. The imaginaÌ basis of al-I knowing implies

linkage, extension, reorganization and often the

re-valencing of images with different feeling. FowIer

describes this in some contexts as rrgenerative knowing"

because the linkage and combination of new images with

those previously formed can result in the formation of

entirely new consteÌlations of images (often experienced

in dreams, for example).

Another important characteristic of image formation

is its holistic nature. Àn image is a represelrtatjon of a

state of af fairs that somehow " conta i ns " tìtat stat-e of

af fairs as a rrr¡o1". "34 Fowl-er emphaSI Ze Í:, thar- ro tìr j-nk- or

know rrabouttr somethì-ng or someor'ìc ¡ seLs j n i:ì,.)t. i.oÌ') ¿r i.. j r:d

of scanning interrogation ol: cìrr-lsr i or-l i n,l oi t.hr: rlìla(les

i- i-r ,: i

in a process that i¡-lvoì vr-5,
expression, we narÌ-¿ìtLì üìt

i., t.:'. ì I

:'1. i ill
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someone, sets in motion a kind of scanning interrogation

or guestioning of the images that are associated with

them. Fowler claÍms that

in a process that invol-ves both a forming and an
expression, \,ve narrate what our images rrknosl . rr

The narration may take story form; it may take
poetic or symbolic form, transforming nascent
inner images into articulated, shared images; or
it may take the propositional- form of conceptual
abstractions . r )

Thus, for Fowler, imagination is a v¡ay of seeing and

processing experience in the form of images which fuse

sense data v¡ith feeling. This process creates internal

coherence or I'meaningrr out of the welter of impressions

and experiences to which the human person is subject at

every moment.

When Fowler describes faith as a form of imagination,

he is focusing on that aspect of faith that rrcomposes a

felt image of the conditions of exj-stence grasped as a

who1e. ¡r36 It is precisely this fett image which Fowler

refers to as oners ul-timate environment:

Faith, âs imagination, grasps the ultimate
conditions of our existence, unifying them into
a comprehensive image in liqht of which we shape
our responses and rnitiatives, our
actions...(Faith) is a dynamic process arising
out of our experiences of interaction with the
diverse persons, j nst itutions, events, and
rel-ationships tha*c malie up tìre " stu f f 'r of our
l-ives. . . (Faith) is; awallenei alrd sì-raped by these
j-nteractions and the ì n",aqc,:s, si'm):oì s, ritual-s,
and conceptuaì, rcpre:-icn'¡,¿:t-jcn:;, of,i:ered with
conviction, in t-,he ì anqr)âclr.' alld comlìon I j f e of
those with whol:l çr,, l- c:¡ r n .: ri,ì c r i-r'* . l'7
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Ernest Beckerrs characterization of the human being as

'rhomo poetarr distinguishes man as the only creature faced

v¡itfr the challenge and burden of finding or composing some

kind of order, unity, and coherence in the manifold force

fields of life.38 In Fowlerrs view, faith is the form of

imagination that carries this out: situating, orienting,

and empowering the human being by relating him to the

J-argest possible frame of meaning which it ilforms into

onerr from the events, persons, and experiences of daily

1ife.

It is crucial here to recall the distinction Fowl-er

makes betv¡een the ttfictivert or "imaginative" constructs of

intellectual speculation and the imaginal grasp of an

ultimate environment composed by faith. Such an

rrenvironment of environrnentsrr is not merely a world view

or philosophy of l-ife although these may be conceptuaì-

expressions of it. It is a broader, deeper,

"fel-t-sense-of-the-whoIe'r that both "hol-ds and grows out

of the most transcendent centres of value and po\^/er to

which our faith gives aì-Iegian.". "39 Through this process

of I'f orming into onert , f â ith ' s image of the ul-timate

environment grasps its essentiaÌ charactel:, that is, the

disposition of value and power i.n jt tov,'el:o's one's sel f ,

others and the worl-d

For many indiv

never made expì-icit.

iduals t-his "ulr,.l n¿ì*r-c r.lt-lvi. l-olrnli'llt." isr

In l:-owl-e):' s I'c:;c¿:rr,.'ì, iiti.,,:1-',' j i-'i.,':; , jìl;ìlj))
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any suchnon-rel- ig ious persons

construct in their l

conscious awareness

guestions" is not the

Às Fowl-er puts it:

deny the presence

ife or thought. But

of or reflection
phenomenon that faith

here again,

on Itultimate

responds to.

The fact that an image of an ultimate
environment is J-argel-y unconscious or tacitJ-y
hel-d makes it no fess influential or operative
in a personrs initiatives and responses in
l-ife. Simil-arly, the fact that one images the
ul-timate conditions of existence as impersonal,
indifferent, hostile or randomly chaotic,
rather than as coherent and structured, does not
disqualify his or her image as an operative
image of iai¡¡. rr41

fn this sense, faith can more clearly be seen as a

human universal-, for every individual, consciously or

unconsciously, adopts some image of the ultimate

conditions of their personaJ- existence and a disposition

or stance towards those conditions. Every person,

consciousl-y or unconsciously, construes those conditions

as either positively, negatively, oy indifferently

disposed towards them and shapes their every day choices

accordingl-y- The opposite of faith. âs Fowler considers it

here, i,s nih j Ii-sm, the inabitity to construe any

transcelrdent meaning to one's l-ife, to image any ultimate

env j.ronnerit, and to orient or dispose oneself in any way

towards r,ilc ccllrCi *, ions of one's existence. The absence of

fajth jlr t-his :;ense, can result in an experience of

eìììjr'r- j Ìl(ì.(:ìi.;, ¿:i;;:nrJorlr-rr:-'nt., anci a sense of inval-idity. When
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pressed far enough, these feelings can issue in unspecific

raqe and destructive pathology.42

There is one final- guestion which is of great

importance to a compJ-ete understanding of Fowf er I s

description of the inner dynarnics of faith. This guestion

concerns FowIer I s understanding of the relationship

between the aspect of faith that invests trust and loyalty

(which was attended to in the previous chapter) and the

aspect of faith that composes a holistic image of an

uttimate environment? Faith operates as that irnpulse to

give trust and loyalty to another. This trust and loyalty

relates the person to herself, to others with shared

causes, and to a transcendent or ultimate environment.

Faith also operates as that imaginaÌ knowing that

structures life experience into some totality, some canvas

of meaning that endows the relationships, contexts, and

patterns of everyday l-ife, past, present and future, wj-th

significance. Put siniply, faith is both a trusting of the

heart and a construct of the mind. How does Fowl-er see

these two movements of faith as rel-ated?

Fowler does not deal with this guestion in any

systematic way but a cl-ue to the answer can be gleaned

from several- key state:rents thar he makes concerning the

rel-ationship betr^'een rmag j nai-ir:n ancÌ trust j n i-he l-ife of

faith. In one cf his rìos't-:;u.crnct, conposjte definitions
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faith, Fowler seems to give a certain analytic priority

the aspect of trust and loyalty. Faith, says Fowl-er, is

The process of constitutive knowing

Underlying a persones cornposition and maintenance
of a comprehensive frame (or frames) of neaning

Gene.rated from ttre person¡s attachments or
commif¡snts to centres of supraordinate value
v¡hich l-ave power to unify his or her ex¡reriences
of the world

Thereby endowing ttre relationships, conte>rts, and
patterns of everyday life, past and. future, with
significance. +J

Here faith is defined as a process of constitutive

knowing that construes or composes a frame of meaning. The

important point is that this knowing is generated from

attachments and commitments to centres of value and power

which have the capacity to unify and integrate experience.

Thus far, this analysis has focused on Fowler's

description of the imaginal knowing that "thinksr'

hol-istically. But in this definition of faith, it becomes

clear that its holistic patternj-ng derives from attachment

and convictional investment of trust in centres of val-ue

and po\,rer. Ul-timately it is these centres of vaLue and

power that have the ordering and integrating force which

generate the spread of meaning out of which a person

.l- j,ves. The suggestion here is that it is the personal,

conv i ct i ona I attachments that inspire the human

i nae j nation in the comprehensive constructions of

i ¿,ì j th-knowi ng -
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FowIer is not speaking here of fantasy or

make-believe, but the power of imagination to ttform into

one.'r He underscores that the effort to attend to these

more hol-istic modes of knowing does not negate the part

played by the l-ogic of rational certainty.44 The

challenge is to see them in their proper relationship" His

conception of this relationship is expressed clearly in

the fol-Iowing statement:

It is the character of faith as a knowing that
it draws its imaging in response to the
apprehension of and by val-ue by that which
instantj-ates supreme worth. We form the imaginal
orderings of our most inclusive real-m of
experience in rel-ation to that centre or those
centres of value which ground and confer value
and worth upon us and upon our strivings.
I'Worthtr and rrworshiprr are etymologically
related. We worship that which has supreme worth
for us, and in relation to which our lives anq
strivings are confirmed in transcendent worth.45

I have argiued here that Fov¡lerrs approach to f aitfr

seems to give a certain analytic priority to its

relational dimension. By analytic priority I mean that in

his description of the inner dynamics of faith, the

ordering force of our convictional investments is basic to

the ordering force of the imagination. It is important to

recognize however that although there may be a

discerniirle analytic priority given to one aspect of

1,aith, functionall-y speaking both convictionaÌ investment

anC ìnaginal- knowing work together. Whether tacitly held

ol- r:>lirl ic i tLv f ormulated, Fowler has observed that aIl

Iive out of frame of meaning, or ultimate
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that is composed and re-comPosed

continuously" fn actuality, the faith-knowing process

involves a dialectic between convictional investment and

imaginat construing that cannot be resolved into any set

of discrete inner acts. Fowler speaks of this in terms of

Itreciprocityrr :

We image from our experiences of relatedness in
the covenantal- contexts of our lives. We enter
j-nto, f orm and trans f orm our covenant
relationships in reciprocity with the
transcendent backdrop of meaning and power,in
relation to which we rnake sense of our lives.+o

Having sought to make anaJ-ytic distinctions and expl-icate

the inner dynamics of faith, Fowler nevertheless honours

the mystery of the process. As did Richard Niebuhr, Fowler

likens faith to a cube, pointing out that from any angle

of vision one can onJ-y see and describe three sides. The

cube also has back sides, a bottom, and insides as well.

Several angles of vision have to be coordinated

simultaneously to do any real justice in a

characterization of faith. It is a process that obviously

involves both the mind and the heart, imagination and

trust, rationality and passj-onaIÍty, objectivity and

subj ectivity.

The goal in this chapter has been to explore Fowl-errs

description of the inner dial-ectj-c of faith-knowing in

greater depth. To speak of fa ith as a "valuingl

apprehensionrr has required Fowl-er to reopen the age-old

question of the rel-ation between affectivity and reason
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and has led to some original insights into the modes of

cognition that combine to create the meaning that

sustains human l-ife. It v.las noted earlier however that

this "philosophy of faithtt is only a prol-ogemenon to

Fowlerrs main research efforts. These efforts have been

directed not only to clarifying the cognitive dynarnics of

faith, but also the developmental dynamics of faith. An

analysis of these will involve looking at hov¡ Fowler has

actually 'roperationalized" faith for purposes of empirical

research.
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CIIÀPTER FOUR

FAITH AS A DE\rELOPMENTAL PHENO}ffiNON

My primary aim in this chapter is to examine

Fowlerrs rroperational'r description of faith as a

deveÌopmental phenomenon. In order to do this, it is

necessary to inquire first into the particular notion of
rrdevelopmentrr that Fowl-er adopts from the thought of Jean

Piaget, Lav,rrence Kohlberg, and Robert Kegan. I^iith this in

mind, it is possible to see how Fowler has applied that

notion to the phenomenon of faith. In the second part I

will outline briefly the operational aspects of faith that

Fowler has identified in his research. The final section

is devoted to a brief presentation and discussion of

Fowlerrs description of the stages of fai-th.

The Meanincr of Development

Fowlerrs image of faith as a developrnental phenomenon

is rooted in structura]-developmental theory. This is a

psychological theory which has a long and complex

intellectual- history a fulI account of which would be

impossible here.1 The aim in this section is l-imited

rather to an expJ-oration of some of the its root

pre-suppositions as they inform Fow1er's approach to faith

as a developmental phenomenon It is impossible to

overstate the impact that the use of this particuJ-ar

theory has on Fowlerts description of faith. As Dykstra
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has pointed out, "a structural developmentaJ- theory of the

nature of growth or change in faith requires precisel-y the

kind of understanding of faith that Fowler in fact

presents. tt2

Structural-developmental theory has its origins in

evol-utionary biology and is based on an organismic

conception of growth.3 Living organi-sms such as plants and

animals gror^r through the process of division and

specialization of cells, the combination of like cells

into different tissues, and the combination of Iike

tissues into separate sub-systems. Examples of these

sub-systems in the human organism would be the digestive,

circulatory, reproductive or nervous systems" In the

growth of the human embryo, it is the processes of

rnultiplication, dif f erentj-ation, combination, and

integration of cells which bring these elaborate

structures or sub-systems into being. The organism itself

is a hierarchichal integration of many levels of dynamic

sub-systems forming one structuraÌ whole.

This process of self-organization always tends

towards a dynamic equilibrium, a balance, a maintenance of

harmony amongi aII its constituent elements. It maintains

this delicate equJ-Iibrium in two fundamental \uays. First,

through a process of rrassimilationil of new experiences

(selectivity) and second, by rraccomodation" to ner¡J

experiences (flexibitity) within the limits possible at
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its present state of organization. The former involves

organismic interaction with the environment in which the

structures of the organism do not change. The latter,

acconodation, endows the orgTanism with the ability to

adapt or change its structures to meet novel- situations

and thereby arrive at a ne$t and higher state or rrstagerr of

equilibrium. Such structural ¡raccomodationrr is known more

generalJ-y as "development.rr Structural development in any

organism can normally be expected to continue until that

organism reaches a stage of structural eguilibrium

adequate to its surrounding environment.

The organismic rnodel of structural development has

been appl ied in real-ms as diverse as psychology,

sociology, economics and even astronomy to understand

organized compJ-exity in all its manifestations as wel-l- as

the laws of its development"4 As was mentioned in the

preceding chapter, Fowlerrs understanding of faith and its

development is based largely on the seminal- research of

Jean Piaget into the nature and development of human

cognition.

Piaget postulated the existence of a series of

cognitive stages each of which he saw as an integrated set

of operational structures that constitute the thought

processes of a person at a given time. A 'rstage"

represented a kind of balanced relationship between a

knowing subject and his or her environment. Às i n
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biol- ogy , Piaget conceived the deveJ-opment of these

cognitive stages as the transformation of integrated
rrstructures of the wholerr in the direction of greater

internal- differentiation, complexity, flexibility and

stabiJ-ity. Four basic stages mark the course of this

development in human cognition: sensorimotor
(approximately O-2 years); preoperational (2-7 years);

concrete operational (7-11- years); formal- operational

(11-15 years¡ .5

Piagetts conception of a structural--developmental
trstagerr can be considered prototypical of the

structural- -developmental rrparadigrnrr in general. An

adequate summary of this paradigrn must make mention of six
principles. Each stage represents a discrete structural

whol-e dispJ-aying a coherent pattern of cognition. Each

stage of equilibration is qualitatively not just

guantitatively different from the others. The stages of

cognitive development follow an invariant sequence: they

always follow the same order and no stage can be skipped.

The stages are hierarchically integrated, each one

buiJ-ding on and extending the operations of previous

stages. The sequence is universal across the species

reflecting genetically endowed potentials for operations

of knowing. The operational. structures of cognition do not

emerge automaticalJ-y as a function of chronological age or

biological maturation but '¡deveì-op't under the impact of
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not to suggest that the knowing organism is only a passive

responder to environmental- stimuÌ i . Structural

developmentalisrn, unlike behaviorist psychology, views the

the organism asrrself-regulating activity" in constant

interaction with its environment.

Fowlerrs appropriation of structural-developmental

theory parallels Piaget's approach in many essential

respects. This vras not always the case. Fowlerrs earl-iest

preliminary sketch of the stages of faith owed a great

deal to the developmental constructs in Eriksonts

psychosocial- theory, Robert BeIIahrs theory of reJ-igious

evolution, and Carl Jung's concept of individuation.6 It

r''las the inf l-uence o f La'úi rence Koh lberg and h i s

structural-developmentaì- approach to moral reasoning that

originally inspired Fowl-er to adopt this paradigm in his

investigation of faith and its development.T

KohÌberg I s main assumption has been that moraL

judgernent and action must have a rational (cognitive) core

that l-ends itself to structural--developmental-

investigatj-on. His second assumption, based on a Kantian

conception of ethics, is that the hear:t of moraJ-ity Iies

in knowing what is reguired of on".8 A stage of moral-

development, theref or:e, is conceived as a f ormally

describable pattern of thought or reason

person in the adjudication cf mor.l t c-l-a¡ m

lng

S.

emplo)'ed by a

Kohìber:g views
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the process of the development of this cognitive core of

moral- reasoning as occuring in the interaction of persons

with the social- conditions of their ]ives.

Kohlberg charts the development of moral (justice)

reasoning through six stages grouped in pairs on three

level-s: Preconventional- Leve1 (Stage 1 Obedience and

Punishment Orientation; Stage 2 Instrumental- Rel-ativist

Orientation), Conventional Level (Stage 3 Interpersonal

Concordance Orientation; Stage 4 Authority and

SociaI-Order Maintaining Orientation), and

Postconventional Leve] (Stage 5 Social Contract, Legalist

Orientation; Stage Six Universal Ethical Principle

Orientation). In keeping with the Kantian cast of the

theory, this sixth stage conceives conscience in terms of

comprehens ive ,

" obj ectively"

situations. 9

un j-versal, and timel-ess principles,

distant from particular concrete

Piaget's and Kohl-berg's inf l-uence on Fowler I s model

of faith development has both implicit and explicit

dimensions. Fowler admits in Stages of Faith that one of

the most important contributions of the Piaget-Kohlberg

school- to his pro j ect is its broadly episternological

f ocr-ls, a f ocus that connects welI to the theological

perspectjves on faith that FowIer has appropriated from H.

Ríchar-C l.,ljebr:hr anC Paul TilIich. A strong theme in their

desc-r: ¡:tr cns of f a rth has to do with f aith as a way of
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knowing or construing the world in Iiqht of certain

discl-osures of the character of reality as a whole that

are taken as decisive. l0 Another more implicit dimension

of Kohlberg's approach in particular \¡¡as the suqgestive

but as yet incomplete ways in which it began to widen the

scope of knowing to incl-ude the affective domain so

crucial- to a full- understanding of faith" 11 This

constituted the growing edge of the structural-

developmental approach.

complex phenomenon of

extension for Fowler.

deveì-opmenta l

invari,ant; anci

Its application to the more

faith-knowing v/as a natural

sequence that is hierarchichal and

Fowl-er !,/as impressed with Kohlbergts claim to have

uncovered a succession of six "stage-like equilibrations',

which constituted more or less cornprehensive rrmoral_

logics." He set about to determine whether a simil-ar

succession of more or less comprehensive tt faith logicsrl

could al-so be discerned. Fowl-er shared Piaget and

Kohlbergrs focus on the rationa] core of the

developmental process. He also adopted the basic

assumptions of the 'tformalist" approach delineated above:

each stage viewed as a discrete set of internafly coherent

and ordered operations of knowing, valuing and meaning

constructjon; each stage exhibiting a certain formal

uniformity in a range of persons; each stage emerging in a

i, r.naJ- Ìy, each stage integrating the
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operations of aIl prior staqes and adding successiveJ-y

operatj,ons that are qualitatively new and more complexly

developed.

object-relations theory has added a novel dimension

to the meaningi of I'developmentrr in Fowler's approach. to

f aith. As was noted earl-ier, FowIer has relied

increasingly on Robert Keganrs decisive reshaping of the

Piaget-Kohlberg paradigm in the direction of personality

theory and ego development in order to give a more

hol-istic perspective on the process of faith development"

Such a perspective on faith holds together cognition and

affectivity as component dimensions of the more total

meaning constitutive activity that is ego. Kegan, in

effect, shifts the Piagetian focus on cognition to the

prior and more radically inclusive realm of personal-ity

development" The pattern of developmental activity, in

Kegan's view, is seen as both the creation of the object

(differentiation) and of the subject relating to it

(integration). As Kegan expresses it: 'rsubject-object
relations emerge out of a life long process of

development in which a series of quaJ-itative

differentiations of self from world create an ever more

compJ-ex of relation successive triumphs of relationship

t-o rather than embeddedness i¡.rr12
ô-^ ^^ ir¡-,,oLc tloes not permit a detailed description of

lleqanrs stages of ego development but it is J-mportant to
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observe how Fowl-errs description of faith development

situates it within Keganrs more inclusive developmental

schema" In fact, in his most recent presentation of the

theory, Fowler not only explicitly correlates the two

processes of faith and ego development, but seems to

integrate them in a more comprehensive description of
rrthe dynamics of selfhood and faith by which we become

subjects in relation to 6e¿. rr13 The context of this

description is oriented more towards the outl-ine of a

theological anthropology, but it nonetheless reveals the

broader notion of development that now informs Fowl-errs

approach.

Clearly, the thought of Piaget, Kohlbeyg, and more

recently Robert Kegan has played a significant role in

Fowlerts definition of faith as a developmental

phenomenon. Aì-though many observers have been critical of

Fowler's appropriation of structural-developmental theory

in his study of faith, FowIer has vigorously defended

himsel f on this score. Their formalist structuraf-

developmental focus on thought, moral reasoning, and ego

development as patterned processes or operations rather

than as ideational- content, has offered Fowler the

theoret:-caL basis f¡.om which to make more rigorous

empir j cal Ce-qcrì ptíons of f aith development as a

qenerica l. iv iruman ¡:henomenon. Fowf er asserts that r¡The

st-ri:ct-ur¿ ì appi:r:ach srrggested a r^ray of f ocusing on some
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features of faith that may be universal despite the great

variety of particular symbolic, thematic and imaginaì-

contents. rr 14

His view of faith as arrstructuring activityil has

al-so a]l-owed Fowler to be rrcontent-neutralrr making

possible generaJ- comparisons across religious group lines"

It has given him the means to develop formal criteria with

which to make normative judgements concerning the overall

adequacy of faith structurj-ng activity. This implies that
the more developed structural stages of faith-knowing are,

in important l^¡ays, more comprehensive and adequate than

the less developed ones; that the more developed stages

make possible a knowing that in some senses is rrmore truerl

than that of less developed stages.15

The Aspects of Faith

In this second section I wish to outline the
rraspectstr of f aith that Fowler has identif ied as

operational structures within each staqe. Fowler claims

that these are the the patterns of knowing, valuing, and

meaning construction that actually undergo development. A

full- apprec j-ation of Fowlerts theory demands both a

'rvertical-rrand arrhorizontal'r grasp of the stage-aspect

descri-ption. This impJ- ies an understanding of the

developmental- stage sequence of each of the aspects

individualJ-y i but also a sense of each staqe as a
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structural- whole the aspects in their interrelatedness.

FowLerrs search for the structures of faith has l-ed

hirn to differentiate seven operational aspects which are

integrated and reintegrated at each of the seven levels or

stages of faith.l6 That is to say that each aspect has its

ov/n rrvertical-rr developmental pattern through the stages.

For¿l-er relies explicitly on the research of the pioneering

structural-deveÌopmental theorists in elaborating the

stages and structural transformations of the first three

aspects.

The first, Aspect A, is l-abel-ed rrForm of logic" and

is essentially a Piagetian description of the patterns of

reasoning and judgement available to the developing person

at each cognitive stage. Fowler claims that for the

equilibrated operational pattern of a given faith stage

fuÌIy to emerge, the correlated leveI of Piagetian

cognitive operations must have been developed. He is

careful to note, ho\nrever, that cognitive development does

not necessarily lead temporafly, but that full

development of the other operations or aspects is never

found in the absence of the correlated cognitive

functioning. Intellectual- development progresses from the

pre-operational phase in which imagination and fantasy

dominate to a cul-mination in sophisticated scientific

reasoning j-n which formal operations dominate.
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Aspect B is referred to as trPerspective Takingt' and

is based on the research of Robert Sel-man into the

individualrs developing abiJ-ity to take the perspective of

others. This is of particufar importance in the

developrnent of both faith and selfhood insofar as both

processes are highly reflexive in nature and depende^R

nt on relationships to and responses from significant

others " Each successive l-eveÌ of deveJ-opment in the

capacity for social perspective taking affords enhanced

possibilities for knowJ-edge of self and for intimacy with

others" Development of this aspect of faith implies

movement from infantile egocentricity to ever widening

mutuality with persons and groups rrother than[ ones ori¡n.

Fowl-er has incorporated and modified the research of

Lawrence Kohlberg in his description of Aspect C, which he

ca1ls rrForm of Moral Judgenent.'r A stage of moral

development, as mentioned previousÌy, is conceived as a

formally describable pattern of thought or reasoning

employed by a person in the adjudication of moral claims.

Fowl-er asserts that there are signif icant paralleJ-s

between moral- judgement stages and faith stages.

Development of this aspect of faith moves from

pre-conventional moral reasoning based on punishment and

reward towards a post-conventional-

universal loya1ty.

principJ-ed and
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Aspect D has been named rrBounds of Social ^A.warenessrr

and is the first of four aspects that Fowl-er has uniquely

identified in faith development research. This aspect

focuses on the extent of incl-usiveness and accuracy of

construal- of the reference groups in relation to which

persons ground their identity and define their moral

obligation" Although simil-ar in some respects to Aspect B,

Perspective Taking, this aspect differs in that it

attempts to account for the typical range of persons and

g:roups rrr^¡ho really countrr in one t s composition and

maintenance of identity and of a meaningful worl-d at each

stage. Development in this aspect manifests itself in
progressively more incl-usive a\¡/areness of and rel-ationship

to persons and groups in oners social environment.
rrl.ocus of Auttroritytt is the name given to Àspect E.

The concern here is to establ-ish whom or what an

individual l-ooks to for validation of his or her most

significant felt meaning. How is that l-ocus t'constituted?rl

How is it justified? This aspect centres on the patterns

of constitutive knowing and commitment by which persons,

ideas, institutions, experiences, and processes of oners

o\,{n j udgement are invested with meaning sanctioning

authority. Development in this aspect invol-ves a

decentration of authority outside of oneself or oners

group towards a more personal and autonomous form of

authority.
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Fowler refers to Aspect F as trForm of ldorld

Coherence.rr The focus here is on the way in which each

stage composes and maintains a comprehensj-ve sense of

unified meaning. Faith images and rrreasons" in wholes.

This aspect reveals a sequence of stage typical rrgenresrt

ernployed by persons to conceive or represent patterns of

coherence in their ultimate envj-ronment. These gienres

range from the episodic mode of integration found in earJ-y

chil-dhood to the conceptual and syrnbolíc modes of

mediation employed in mature adulthood.

Aspect G I the seventh of Fowl-errs faith operations,

is ttsynbolic Functioning. " This aspect describes a

developmental seguence of Level-s in 'rsymbolic competence.rl

Faith, in the composing of an ultimate environment,

involves relationship to realities that can only be

represented symbolica11y. An essential feature of the

structural whole of any given f aith stagie is the

characteristic way of using or responding to symbol,

ritual-, myth, ot metaphor. Fowler emphasizes that in this

aspect in particular account must be taken of the

bihemispheric functioning of thought and imagination.

Development in this aspect reveals itself as a progression

from literal appropriation of symbols to a intermediate

phase of demythologization, culminating in a post-

criti-cal participation in symbolical-Iy mediated reality.
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The seven aspects of faith are outlined by Fowl-er in

a particularrrspectralrtorder. Aspects A to C represent

what was earlier described as a rrlogic of rational

certainty. " These aspects are rtcontextualized by and

integrated with the aspects of a togic of conviction (D,

E, F, and G).rr17 It is interesting to note that these

latter four aspects are the ones unique to faith

development research. They invol-ve cognition at a

dif f erent Ievel; a level of personal trust. I^Iith

reference, for exampfe, to Aspect E, Fowler observes

With this aspect we are weII into the elements
of a logic of conviction. In the domain where
the construction and worth of the self are at
stake, trust in and loyalty to sources of
authorization cannot be accounted for soley
within a logic of rational- certainty. In fact,
trust in and loyalty to the J-ogic of rational
certainty as a cornprehensive principle of
authority may itsel-f involve a faith commitrnent
involving rj-sk, judgement and conviction.lS

In the movement through the successive stages of Aspect F,

I'Form of World Coherencê, " Fowl-er discerns the

"reconciliation or integration of the J-ogics of rational-

certainty and conviction. rr 19 And in Aspect G I trsymbolic

Functioni.g," Fowl-er claims that rrthe dynamics of a logic

of conviction must be seen as operative with powerful

t::ansfornring potential for the orientation and functioning

of the tota l- psych ". 
rt2 0 Thus, the description of the

aspects moves from a focus on the intellectual operations

at the ccre of the J-ogic of rational- certainty, to an

eLucrjciation of the processes invol-ved in symbolic
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functioning which lie at the heart of the logic of

conviction. It is this convictional- knowing that forms the

foundation of faith.

The Stages of Faith

In this section, I wish to give a brief overview of

Fowler I s trhorizontalrr description of f aith deveJ-opment.

The rraspects'r that Fowler has identified are interrelated
Itstructuring operationsrr that develop together in stages.

Following Piaget and Kohl-berg, Fow1er defines a I'stagen as

an integrated system of operations (structures)
of thought and valuing which makes for an
equilibrated constitutive knowing of a personrs
relevant environment. À stage, âs a rrstructural
who1e, rr is organismic, i. e. , it is a dynamic
unity constituted by internal connections among
its ãitterentiated àspects.21

In Life-Maps and Stages of Faith Fowler has given detailed

descriptions of the development of faith in terms of

stages so defined with illustrative passages from actual-

interviews. For purposes of this study, I have relied on

the more schematic presentation he offers in rrFaith and

the Structuring of Meaningrt which is the introductory

chapter of a critical- volume of essays on his work.22

Fowl-er's description of the stages of faith traces

the development of these seven aspects through six

qualitative transformations. These transformations issue

in "more complex inner differentiations, more el-aborate

operations (operations upon operations), wider
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comprehensiveness, and greater overalt flexibility of

functioning.n23 FowIer admits that, despite their

apparent orderl-iness, movement through the stages is

actuaì-i-y often painful and deeply disorienting for most

individuafs. Moreover, the actual process of stage

transition will- not necessariJ-y occur either in a movernent

from aspects A to Gt or in an even and simultaneous

transformation of all the aspects. Rather, transition \¡¡itI

be uneven and ragged, with first one sector leading and

then another catching up or creating rrdragrr on the whole

faith developrnent process. 24

Fowler begins his stage descriptions v¡ith an outline

of I'primaJ-" or "undifferentiatedrrfaith" Here he Lreats

dimensions of infantil-e experience that are not available

for operational analysis in terms of the seven aspects of

faith that he employs in the six higher stages. Fow1er

describes Primal- Faith as a pre-language disposition of

trust and loyal-ty toward the environment that takes form

in the mutuality of oners interactive rituals of

relationship with those providing consistent prirnary

care. This may wel-I incÌude the intrauterine environment

of the fetus before birth.25 Infantile faith constructs

"pre-images" of powerful and trustworthy ultimacy, in

order to offset the anxiety that resuLts from the

seÞarations and threats of negatj-on that occur in the

in j t-ral phases of human deveJ-opment. f n psychosocial
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terms, Fowler is dealing with what Erik Erikson describes

as the tension between the developrnent of basic trust and

its struggle with basic mistrust.26

With the beginning of the use of language, Fowler

identifies the first stage of faith which he designates as

Intuitive-Proj ective " This styJ-e of meaning-rnaking

correlates with Piagetts pre-operational stage of

reasoning and with Kohlbergrsrs punishment/reward stage of

moral- judgernent. Typical of the chitd of three to seven,

the l-ack of stable, logical operations, coupled with
limited abilities in social perspective taking results in
a fluid, "intuitiverr mode of thinking which constructs or
ttprojects'r an ultimate environment by means of imitation,
fantasy, and a powerful imagination. Experience has no

logical- coherence but is unified through a series of

tableaus that are episodic in character. Social- awareness

extends to the farnily. Authority is external- and based on

relationships of attachment and dependence. Symbols have a

magical and numinous quality and are identified r^¡ith what

they represent, giving them a capacity to perrnanently

shape the affective and cognitive construction of the

chil-d's centres of value and power.

In the second stage, which Fowl-er designates as

l{ythic-Lit.eral Faith, the emotive and imaginaÌ funding of

the previous stage is still- operative, but the emergence

of new logicaÌ operations (Piaget's Concrete-Operational
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stage) make possible more stable forms of conscious

i-nterpretation of experience and meaninq" Fantasy and

reaJ-ity are gradually separated as cause and effect
relations begin to be understood. Perspective taking

becomes possible but remains simple, not yet able to
construct the interiority (feelings, attitudes, and

internal guiding processes) of oneself or others. MoraI

judgements are based on reciprocal fairness: goodness is
rewarded; badness is punished. Social- awareness extends to
rrthose like us.rr Authority remains external- and is given

to the incumbents of traditional authority roles. This

stage of faith uses narrative or "myt¡tt in its efforts to
give unity and coherence to experience. Symbols are

appropriated in a one dimensional and literal way.

Fowl-er refers to the third stage as

Synthetic-Conventional Faith" The logic of this stage is
early formal operational allowing the individual to
recognize and work with, but not yet to construct,
abstract systems of thought. According to Fowl-er, the

dominant factor in the faith structuring of this stage is
the emergence, typicaJ-ly in early adolescence, of 'rmutual-

interpersonal perspective taking. " This endows the person

with the capacity to construct the interiority of others

and to see him/herself from the constructed perspective of

the other on the sel-f. The i-dentity and worth of the self
i s embedded in the web of interpersonal_ rel_ationships out
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of which it later will become consciously independent.

At this stage, the identity of the self is derived

and unreflective: one does not just have relationships;
one is oners relationships. Moral judgements are based on

the principle of interpersonal- concordance. What is right
is living up to group or societal expectations. Social

a$¡areness is bounded by a composite of the groups in which

one participates. The locus of authority is in the

consensus of valued groups and in personally worthy

representatives of belief-value traditions. The images and

val-ues taken as authoritative are tacitly and uncritically
accepted. World coherence is achieved, similarily, through

a tacit synthesis of the conventional images and ideas of

the group. Symbols now have a metaphorical rather than

literal correspondence to what they symbolize, however

evocative power inheres in the symbol without any attempt

to interpret or de-mythotogize.

Individuative-Reflective faitn is the descriptor for
the fourth stage of faith. This stage requires upsetting

the bal-ance of stage three's tacitly hel-d system of
beliefs, values, and commitments and opening it up to
critical examination and restructuring. Fowler has

delineated a substage of Piagetian formal operations which

he characterizes as "dichotomizing. " These operations are

able to autonomously construct abstract systems of belief
and val-ue and to polarize them. Consci-ous choice and
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control become dominant. Social perspective taking also

becomes expl icit and systematic j-n accordance with

self-selected groups or classes"

The identity of the self at stage four is seen as

separate from relationships. Roles and relationships once

constitutive of identity, now being chosen, become

expressions of identity. Moral judgement is based on the

principle of societal maintenance but from an ideological

perspective of what constitutes ideal societal norms. The

bounds of social- a\4rareness extend to ideologically

compatible communities which exhibit congruence to

self-chosen norms and insights. The locus of authority is

nov/ internal-ized and informed by a sel-f-ratified

ideological perspective. I¡lorld coherence is organized as

an explicit system with often rigid boundaries, making it

resistant to the rrpenumbrart of mystery surrounding images,

bel- ief s , and val-ues other than its o\dn. Symbols are

separated from the reality symbolized and demythologized.

They function to mediate conceptual meaning that resonates

with the individualrs ideology or world-view.

with stage five, Conjunctive Faittr, the structuring

operations that attempted to bring the contents of faith

under conscious and deliberate control become more

flexible and open to paradox. The dichotomizing logic of

stage four becomes dialectical-. This arises from an

awal:ening to polar tensions within oners psyche which
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cannot be resolved through the collapsing of one pole into

the other. Social perspective taking rernains mutual- but

no\,r with groups, classes, and traditions rrotheril than

oners own" Moral judgements are usually founded on what

Kohlberg call-s rrprior rights and social contractrr or

"universal- ethical principles" though it is not limited to
j ust these tv¡o options. The bounds of social a\^rareness

extend beyond oners class or group and its corresponding

norms and interests.

In stage five faith there develops a disciplined

" ideological- vul-nerabilitytt to the truths and val_ues of

outgroups and other traditions. The locus of authority is

interiorized further and joined dialectically !/ith the

refÌective cfaims of other potentiaJ_Iy authoritative

traditions. World coherence is achieved through a

continual balancing of diverse metaphors, i-mag'es, systems

and concepts. ft is pluralistic, but not sirnplistic,

struggling to hol-d different elements in a creative

tension. It is characterized al-so by a post-critical

re j oin ing of irreducible symbolic por,.rer and ideational

meaning. ft develops a second or willed naivete, ãñ

epi-stemological humì-J- ity in f ace of the intricacy and

richness of the mystery that is mediated symbolically.

Universaì-izing Faith is the sixth and final stage in

l-owf er's developmental_ schema. From the paradoxicaJ-

;ìwal:cness and the embrace of polar tensions of the
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previous stage, the structuring of this stage is grounded

in the compJ-etion of a radical process of decentration

from self as the epistemological and valuational- reference

point for construing the world. Fowl-er has further

differentiated Piagetts formal operations to incl-ude a

"syntheticrr form of logic. This supercedes the dial-ectical-

reasoning of stage five, not by a suppression of

differences, but through relating to a principle of being

that unifies at a higher l-evel of consciousness the polar

opposites that apparently exist at lower levels. Social

perspective taking is mutual with what Fowler, following

H. Richard Niebuhr, call-s the rrcommonwealth of being. "27

Moral- judgements at this stage are post-conventional,

grounded on universal- ethical principles such as neighbour

Iove and non-vi-ol-ence. The bounds of social- awareness are

al-so universal in that they extend towards identification

with the species as a who1e. The locus of authority is

centred radically in personaÌ judgement informed by an

intuitive participation in a higher order principle of

discernrnent purified of egoic striving. World coherence is

experienced as a " fel-t senserr of the Ul-timate and is

usual-J-y expressed through story, imag'e, metaphor, or poem.

The evocative por.^/er of symboJ-s is actualized through the

unj.fication of the self with the symbolically mediated

r:eal- it-r¡. Stage six is extremeJ-y rare. Fowler points to

l,igures such as Mahatma Gandhi, Thomas Merton, Martin
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iIl-ustrate itsLuther King,

character.

Having reviewed briefly the aspects and stages that

make up Fowler I s t'operational'r description of faith

development, it should be more clear what tre means when he

refers to the structural dimensions of faith. These

Iogicai- operations can function within a variety of

content traditions both secul-ar and religious. They are

not intended to represent any achievement scal-e or

spiritual path28, but onJ-y intended to ill-umine the

styJ-es by which individuals make rrultimate senserr of their

experience and how these styles evolve.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE ORTEST AND CAUSE OF FAITH

In the next two chapters, I will be directing my

attention to the normative dimensions inherent in Fowlerrs

description of his most advanced stage of "Universalizing"

faith. In this chapter, the focus r¿iII be specifically on

what I have termed the 'robj ect and causerr of f aith. My

treatment of this topic r^¡ill be divided into three parts"

In the first section I will focus on some of the key

elements of Universalizing faith with a view to under-

standing how Fowlerrs description of it is conditioned by

H. Richard Niebuhrts conception of radical monotheism. In

the second section I will examine Fowl-errs central

conviction of the sovereignty of God and how he conceives

the object of faith to be both the source and principle of

being and val-ue" Finally I wil-l explore the image of the

kingdom of God which is made explicit in the normative

thrust of Fowlerrs thought. The rel-ationship of trust and

loyalty between the subject and object in faith extends

ultirnately to incl-ude devotion to a definite cause. That

cause is the realization of what Fowl-er calIs the

rrcommonwealth of being. tr

First, a ¡,uord might be in order about the use clf the

term "normative I' in the context of this discussion. The

term ordinarily irnplies some sort of standard used as the

basis for comparison or evaluation. In this context, the
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terrn rrnormative" refers to the image of human wholeness,

compJ-etion, and fulfillment in faith that constitutes the

ideal state in relation to which each of Fowlerrs stages

represents a partial and liinited attainment.l Put simply,

it refers to the image of rrgoodrr faith. James Fowl-er is

remarkably candid in his delineation of the theological

origins of his image of faith and many aspects of it are

made explicit in his description of UniversaJ-izing faith"

There are, however, crucial assumptions and pre-

suppositions that Fowler makes about the nature of both

the object and subject of faith that remain impl-icit in

his descriptions of Universalizing faith. A full

understanding and appreciation of the normative dimensions

of Fowl-errs image of faith requires attention to both the

statements he makes about rrmature[ faith and the

theological foundation that underlies those statements"

The Contours of Universafizincr Faith

Stage six or rrUniversal-izing faithrr is the normatj-ve

endpoint of Fowl-errs developmental schema and expresses,

in his own words, the rrcul-minating image of mature faith

in this theory. "2 What are the essential- features of

Universalizing faith? Having aJ-ready given a summary of

Fowlerts "operationalrr descripti-on of stage six f aith

structuringi in the previous chapter, I wish here to

synthesize some of the elements of Fowler's more
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I'philosophicalrr descriptions of stage six. These elements

can be categorized as both phenomenological and ethical-"

The term 'rphenomenologicalil refers to the form of

consciousness that Fowler cl-ai-ms to characteríze this

style of faith-knowing. The term rrethicalrr refers to the

form of action that is seen to issue from this

consciousness.

Speaking phenomenologicalJ-y, the hall-mark of stage

six faith is the culmination of a radicaf process of

decentration from self as the epistemological and

valuational reference point for construing the world"

Faith cornpositions are now generated in which arrfelt

sense'r of an ultimate environment is inclusive of aIl-

being. This I'universalizing apprehensionrr comes about as a

result of a recentration and fel-t participation in the
rrtranscendent principle of being. rt In a recent

publication, Fowler has referred to the I'God-grounded

sel-frr as the stage of selfhood correlated with

Universal-izing faith. As he puts it:

...with the Universalizing stagie, persons are
drawn towards an identification with God in
wh ich the bases of identity, knowing
(epistemoloqy) , and valuing (axiotogy) are
transformed. There is a relinquishing of self
into the ground of Bej-ng, a kind of reversal of
figure and ground in which the person of faith
no\,^/ participates, al-beit as a f inite creature,
in a kind of identif ication with Godrs \iùav of
knowing and val-uing other creatures. 3

The universalizing apprehensj-ons of this stage of

faith have powerful- ethical correlates. l{hereas the self
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in the prior Conjunctive stage of faith is rrcaugh¡rr

between these apprehensions and the need to preserve its

ov¡n being and well-bej-ng, the God-grounded sel-f of

Universalizing faith moves beyond this fiel-d of tension

through a moral- and, in some instances, even ascetic

actualization of the universal-izing apprehensions.

Fowler typically focuses on two ethical qualities of

Universalizing faith" The first is what he caÌls
rrredemptive subversiveness. rr Purif ied of egoic striving,

Universalizing faith is free to oppose the unjust or

unredeemed structures and attitudes of the social,

political- or religious worl-d. It thereby chal-Ienges and

calls into question the basis of I'the comprornise

arrangements in our common Ìife whj_ch have acquired the

sanction of conventionalized understandings of justice.tt 4

Universal-izing faith is prepared to make the sacrifices

necessary to achieve profound personal and social

transformation.

The second ethical quality that Fowl_er emphasizes is
rrrelevant irrelevance. tr The conventional standards by

t¿hich value and worth are assigned to ethicaf actions are

relativized by the absolute devotion of stage six

individuafs to love and justice. From the standpoint of

those who seek institutional- or social change. the often

h idden and personal sacrifices characteristic of

Universalizing faith achieve l-ittIe or nothing and are
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apparently irrelevant. But from a symbolic perspective,

they could not be more relevant insofar as they challenge

the very basis of all conventional- value judgements.5

These phenomenological and ethical gualities are

characteristic of and central to For¿l-er I s normative image

of faith. But this irnage derives from more than Fowlerrs

empirical investigations of faith structuring. FowIer

expJ-icitly acknowl-edges his indebtedness to H" Richard

Niebuhr's descriptions of radical monotheism as the

inspiration for his image of Universalizing faith.6

Following Niebuhr, FowIer employs the term t'radical

monotheismrr in both phil-osophical and theological ways.

Both usages illuminate the essential character of

Universalizing faith.

In chapter two of this study, I noted how Fowl-er

makes reference to radical monotheism as a type of
ttfaith-identity relation" in which a person or group

focuses its supreme trust and loyalty in a transcendent

centre of val-ue and pov/er that is neither a conscious or

unconscious extension of personal or group ê9o, nor a

finite cause or institution.T In its philosophical- usage,

the term "radical monotheism'r implies loyalty to the

source and centre of al-l- being, value and po\.^/er that

rel-ativi-zes aII other finite centres of value and power.

fn this philosophical sense it can be seen more abstractly

as I' a regulative principle, as a critical- ideaL against
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faiths from becomingpartial

As the operative notion underlying Fowlerrs image of

mature faith, radical- monotheism is, in fact, more than an

abstract ilcritical idealrr or "reguÌative principle. " It

derives from the theologicaÌ reflection of H. Richard

Niebuhr and is an expression of the dominant thrust of

biblical faith. In order to understand the all-pervasive

influence of Niebuhr's ideal of radical monotheism on

Fowl-errs normative image of faith it is necessary to

examine some of the root assumptions that Fowler has

appropriated from Niebuhr's theoJ-ogy.

Faith, Revelation, and the Sovereigntv of God

In H. Richard Niebuhrrs volume Radical Monotheism and

Western CuIture, the following definition of radical

monotheism is gJ-ven:

For radical monothei-sm the value centre is
the principle of being itself; its reference is
to no one reality among the many but to One
beyond al-l- the many, whence al-I the many derive
their being, and by participation in which they
exist. As faith, it is rel-iance on the source of
all- being for the significance of the self and
of all that exists. It is the assurance that
because I am, I am valued, and because you are,
you are bel-oved, and because whatever is has
being, therefore it is worthy of l-ove. It is the
confidence that whatever is, is good, because it
exists as one thing among the many which alt
have their origin and their being, in the One
the principJ-e of ^ being which is also the
principle of val-ue. e

Contained within this staternent are two basic theological
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presuppositions that are crucial to both Niebuhres and

Fowl-er's understanding of mature faith. The first is the

underlying conviction of the sovereignty of God understood

as the principle and source of being. The second is the

inseparability of the principle of being and the principJ-e

of val-ue. I will- brief Iy examine each in turn as they

relate to and infl-uence Fowlerrs image of Universalizing

faith.

The conviction of the sovereignty of God is an

articl-e of faith in the vision of both Niebuhr and

Fowler.10 For Fow1er, this conviction is the confessional-

ground upon which his normative notion of faith is

constructed. Even in the literature that is intended for a

secular and pJ-uraì-istic readership, For¡Ier presupposes a

transcendent existent to which al-l faith is ultimatel-y

related and which it attempts to rrconstruetr in

progiressively more adequate lvays. In Staqes of Faith. he

asserts, for exampJ-e, that ttas v¡e look at the data of our

lives of faith ...we are struck by the recognition that

faith is response to action and being that precedes and

transcends us and our kind; faith is the formingi of images

of and relation to that which exerts qual-itatively

different initiatives in our l-ives than those that occur

in strictly human rel-ation= . rr l1 In one of his earl iest

articles on the topic of faith deveJ-opment, he expressed
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the sovereignty of God in an al-most

I am convicted of the actuality, the a priori
reality, of a transcendent source and centre of
being, value, and power" I am convicted of the
belief that human beings are ontically shaped
for participation in and realization of this
transcendent being, value, and pov/er. Further, I
am convicted that this source and centre exerts,
in manifold ways, âD attraction, a valence, a
drawing into itself of our hunger for
excellence of being. That is part, ãt least of
what religious traditions have understood when
they =peak of Grace...l2

How do these central convictions relate to and

influence Fowler's image of UniversaJ-izing faith? It is
important to recognize that for Fowler, the normative

image of Universalizing faith does not involve so much

structural- considerations as it does a faith-identity
relation characterized by total trust in and loyalty to an

object of faith described as the ttprinciple of being. "13

though Fowler is forgoingf t rnight at f irst appear as

structural criteria in favour of a particular content

criteria in his normative understanding of faith. This is

not actually the case. Were it so, Fowler would be guilty

of importing his o!'/n centres of value and power as the

normative endpoint of faith. His analysis is more subtle

than that-

Fowlerts

that faith is essentiaJ-Iy theistic and therefore
rrtheological I' phemenonon . That is to say that f aith is

aì-ways directed towards objects that can be forrnalJ-y

insì-ght, drawn directly f rom Niebuhr, iS
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defined as rrgodsr! or in his J-anguage, centres of value and

po\^rer. It would seem that the normative tendency of faith,

so defined, is towards an object that formally transcend.s

al-l- l-imited centres and sources of being and value. That

centre or object is the principle of being and val-ue: a

formal-, transcendent, and absolute standard that exerts
rltransforming and redeemi-ng tension on the structures of

personal and common life.nI4 That is to say that it is the

value centre which, when apprehended, relativizes aIt

other value centres. The rrstandardrt to which Fowler refers

is not mereJ-y an abstract rrcategoryrr but is rather the

principle of beinE that comes to expressi-on in moments of

revel-ation.

In an important article ent j-tled rrstage 6 and the

Kingdom of God" Fowler makes cl-ear the seriousness with

which he takes revelation as the discl-osure of what he

cal-ls the rrabsol-uteness of the particul¿¡. rr15 These

moments of absol-uteness, which occur in many revelatory

traditions, bring to expression a truth that is one and

universal. Àbsoluteness, âs a quaì-ity of the transcendent

which is expressed in particul-ar moments or individuals in

history, is not excl-usivistic. ft is the discl-osure of the

Real- that necessitates a

theory of relativity in faith in which forms of
rel igJ-ous l- if e are considered as relative
representations or modes of response to that
determinative centre of power and value which is
the sovereign reality with which we humans have
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to dea] in 1ife, whether we
acknowledge it or not. 16

know it or

For¿Ier¡s descriptions of Universalizing faith are intended

to il-l-ustrate the type of radically monotheistic faith in

which individuals and communities respond in trust and

loyalty to rrthe present and coming reign of a God of

sovereign universality . n17

The second crucial presupposition that Fowl-er makes

concerning the object of Universalizing faith is its

identification of the principle of being with the

principle of value. This presupposition is also derived

from Niebuhrts reflections on the nature of radically

monotheistic faith. It is at the heart of both Niebuhr's

and Fowl-errs approach to faith in terms of value-valuation

and conditions the normative image of mature faith in

Fowl-errs thought"

In order to understand Fowl-errs descri-ption of the

'r axiol-ogical transf ormationrr that takes pJ-ace in

Universalizing faith, one must return to his basic

definition of faith as trust in and ÌoyaJ-ty to centres of

value and power. Faith is essentially an affair of

valuation that involves at one and the same time trust in

that which bestows value on the self and loyal-ty to that

which is val-ued. Those objective realities from which and

for which selves live as val-ued and valuing beings may be

described as centres of value or as causes that command

our J-oyalty. There is a double principle at work in human
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faith. Trust in centres of val-ue as sources of personaì-

worth can be seen as the more passive principle operating

in faith. Loyalty to those values as causes to be served.

is the more active.18

Fowl-er not onJ-y appropriates H. Richard Niebuhr¡s

phenomenology of faith in his description of it as a

valuing apprehension, but he al-so borrows Niebuhrts

typology of faith in his description of the
ttfaj-th-identity relationstr that v/ere discussed in chapter

two of this study.lg There it was noted that for Fow1er,

oners commitments and trusts shape oners identity and that

this shaping process takes place according to three

g,eneral patterns: polytheism, henotheism, and radical

monotheism" Polythej-sm denoLes trust in and loyalty to a

variety of finite centres of value or I'gods" whether they

be nation, family, career, or money. Henotheism denotes

the ascription of supreme val-ue to a single finite centre

or standard of worth. Radical monotheism, upon which

Fowler's notion of Universalizing faith is founded,

involves trust in and loyalty to the One God as supreme

source, centre, and principle of val-ue. To quote Niebuhr

directly: rrlt is not a relation to any f j nrte, natural, or

supernatural- val-ue-centre that conf er-s val ue orì sel f and

some of its compan j-ons in being , but j t i s r¡a lue r:el-ation

to the One to whom aÌl- beinc is relar-eci,20
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The ethical qualities of redemptive subversiveness

and relevant irrelevance characteristic of Fowler's

description of Universalizing faith flow from radically

monotheistic faith which, in terms of trust, depends

absolutely and assuredly for the worth of the self on the

same principle by which it has being" Since that principle

is the same by which atl- things exist, it accepts and

esteems the value of whatever else is in the I'commonwealth

of beingrr regardless of the conventional value standards

that would excl-ude some province of being from possessing

or bestowing val-ue.21 A= Fowl-er expresses it:

In radicalty monotheistic faith the common\À/ea1th
of being, unified in the reign of God as
Creator, Rul-er, and Redeemer, is universal. This
means that principles by which human beings
divide themsel-ves f rom each other and f rom
other species in the order of creation - are not
divisions which finally determine their rel-ative
worth or value.22

The only principle that can final-Iy determine the relative

worth or value of any being is the principle of being

itself. This is no arbitrarily chosen standard of

reference but the infinite source of being and value that

transcends a1l finite centres of val-ue or rrg'ods't and that

discl-oses itself as Absol-ute in a variety of religious and

cul-tural traditions. The decisive encounter with this

centre and source of value in revelatory experience issues

in an apprehension of oners own infinite vafue as well as

the infinite val-ue of all being.
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To See the Kinqdon:The Cause of Universafizing Faith

The principJ-e of universal- valuing is only one hatf

of the image of radical monotheism. In terms of faith as

l-oyalty, radical-Ìy monotheistic faith and its derivative,

UniversaJ-izing faith, is directed towards the principle

and the realm of being and value as the cause for the sake

of which it lives. This cause has a certain duality. On

the one hand it is the principle of being and value

itseÌ f ; on the other, it is the real-m of being and

vaLue.23 Based on the fundamental- premise that rral-I that

is is good,rr the counterpart of radically monotheistic

faith as trust in a universal principte of being and value

is universal J-oyalty and devotion to alt that exists and

which therefore has vaIue. FowIer I s image of

Universalizing faith implies, therefore, universalizing

and radicaJ-ly inclusive apprehensions of value no longer

Iimited by conventional- apprehensions based on centres or

standards of val-ue that are finite and ultimately

exclus j-ve. This is the essential theological principte

upon which l'owl-er's image of I'Universalizing" faith is

based. As Fowler himsel-f expresses it, this form of faith

interrupts al-l- attachments to centres of value
and power: which might be prized out of egoic or
group strivings. The sovereign God of radicalJ_y
monotheistic faith is an enemy to al-l idolatrous
gods. This rncludes the gods of nation, self,
tribe, famiJy, rnstrtutions, success/ money or
sexuaì-ity. These partial gods are not negated in
the jucìoenent of a sovereign God- But they are
r:el-at:.",i z-ed to the status of proximal- goods. Any
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cl-aims of uJ-timacy for them or by them must be
relinquished. ¿a

Trust in the object of faith, the sovereign God of

radical monotheism, coincides closely then r¿ith Ioyalty
and devotion to the cause of the universa] comrnunity or

commonwealth of faith. It is the Jewish-Christian image of

the kingdom of God that Fowler acknowledges as underlying

his norrnative vision of Universalizing faith.25 this irnage

of the kingdorn, or God-ruling, points towards a unity,
harmony, and order in the commonwealth of being that is
established by individual- and communal trust in and

loyalty to the principle of being and va1ue.

Universalizing faith is a faith that sees the kingdom.

Persons of Universalizing faith have generated faith
compositions in which their felt sense of an ultimate
environment is inclusive of all- being. They have become

incarnators and actualizers of the spirit of an inclusive
and futfil-led human community.26 They are persons who act

reflectively and intentionalty in partnership with the

sovereign God of radically monotheistic faith whose cause

is the ful-fil-Irnent of creation and the unity of being.

As Fowler notes:

This is not a homogeneous unity, in which
differences and particularities are molded into
a monolithic oneness. Rather, the unity
envisioned in the kingdom of God, âs expected in
radically monotheistic faith, is richly pl-uraì
and highly variegated, a celebration of the
diversity and complexity of creation. The
hall-mark of the kingdom is a quality of
righteousness in r,.¡hich each person or being is
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augimented by the real-ization of the futurity of
al-] the others.z/

Much more could be said about the object and cause of

faith that is implicit in Fowlerrs descriptions of stage

six. Space does not aIl-ow a complete exposition of the

many dimensions of H. Richard Niebuhr¡s vision of radical

monotheism which Fowl-er has appropriated in his thought.

In his recent work especially, Fowler has sought to

contribute to the emerging field of practical theology by

situating his developmental schema within a more broadly

based description of hurnan response to God as Creator,

Ruler, and Redeemer.2S He has focused more on the nature

of the 'robjectil of faith, balancing somewhat his earlier

emphasis on the vision of the kingdorn of God as the
frcauserr of Universalizing faith. I have chosen to focus my

analysis on what f consider to be the most fundamental-

i-mage underlying his normative image of faith: that of a

sovereign God who is both principle of being and norm and

source of va1ue. This, I would submit, is the most

primitive and most inf luential- irnage of the obj ect of

f a ith i n Fowl-err s thought and conditions both the

normative and descriptive dimensions of his faith

developrnent mode I .29
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CHÀPTIER SIX

THE SURTECT OF FATTH

The aim of this chapter is to continue an examination

of the normative theological presuppositions that underl_ie

Fowlerrs notion of faith by traci-ng the outlines and

lifting up the central metaphors of his theological

anthropofogy. The first part of the chapter explores

Fowl-errs inplicit image of human being as both dependent

and responsible being in relatj-on to a sovereign God who

is source and principle of being. The second. part is

devoted to an examination of Fowler¡s notion of human

being as vaJ-uing and misvaluing being in relation to God

as norm and source of val-ue. This wilI involve some

discussion of Fowl-errs irnpJ-icit doctrine of sin. The final

section focuses on Fowlerrs central image of human being

called into covenant partnership with God. This wilt

include some analysis of Fowlerrs understanding of the

roles of revelation and grace. It becomes eviclent that

Fowlerrs normative image of mature faith is not conceived

of essentially as an endstate but rather a fundamentaL

existential attitude. This attitude is prinrariÌy the

result of a process of metanoia and conversion, ancl only

secondarily a product of faith devefopment as such.
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Faith and the Responsible SeIf

The foundationaÌ assumption of Fowler's theological

anthropology j-s the absolute dependence of human being on

a sovereign God. In the preceding analysís of the nature

of the sovereign God as the rrobj ect'r of radically

monotheistic faith it was noted that, for Fowler, God is

vj-ev¡ed as the source and unifying principle of al-l being

and therefore the principle and source of human being. l

Fowler expresses it. thus: rrBecause God is sovereign, the

fundamental fact about humans is thei-r relation to 66¿.rr2

This, for both Fowl-er and Niebuhr, is not a deduction but

an article of faith that correlates with the basic

conviction of the sovereignty of God.3 When Fowler asks

'rWhat is human being?rr or rrWhat is the human vocation?r'he

always has in view a subject in dependent refation to

God "

This relatj-onal model of human being derives from the

theology of H. R. NÍebuhr which Fowler believes to be

'rboth faithful- and foundational for Christian seeing and

being."4 Niebuhr employs several- metaphors for God's rdays

of being in rel-ation to humankind which are biblicalJ,y

informed and illuminative of fundamental human experience.

Each of the major metaphors has an anal-ogue of response

and partnership for human beings.5

This notion of rrresponsible selfhoodrr represents what

Fowl-er calls the most comprehensive trsynechdochic anaÌogy"
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The notion of rtsynechdochic

analogyrr refers to the modes of human being and response

that correl-ate with the metaphors that both Fowl_er and

Niebuhr use to describe the being and action of God.

Although dependent, human being is clearJ-y not passive in

its relation to God, but is seen rather as responsive and

responsible. The underlying presupposition here is that

the hurnan beings discover their identity and selfhood in

responsive relation to others and to God. The dominant

operative irnage of human being is that of rtthe ans\trerer, ¡l

responding to others and to God in dialogue. According to

Fowler, the process by which we become a reflective

subject before cod involves both response and initiatives:

Human actj-on always invol-ves response and
initiatives. We shape our action (our responses
and initiatives) in accordance with what we see
to be going on. We seek to fit our actions into,
or oppose them to, larger patterns of action and
meaning. . . Faith. . . is a kind of knowing, a
construing of the world in J-ight of certain
discl-osures of the character of reality taken as
a whol-e that are taken as decisive. . .Jays of
being and ways of seeing are reciprocaf. /

The passage quoted above indicates clearì-y that

Fowl-er is appropriating Niebuhr's l:esponsibif ity theory in

the formation of his o\^rn image of human being and praxis

in responsive relation to drvine being and praxis. There

are f our distinct components of 1.h t s respons ibi l- ity theory

that have a bearing on Fowler's -.heological anthropology.

The f irst component of t-i-r I s t-.itect-r' ha s been pr:esented:

human being and acticll I s i-e-::ì-c:,s j.r.'e aci-i on. I -, is I ike
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the action of one who ansv/ers, responds to another; it is

reaction to action upon it.8

The second component of Niebuhr's responsibility

theory is that of interpretation. In ord.er to be the

action of a rrselfrrror to be a moral action, it must also

be a response to i-nterpreted action. A fitting response

reguires the construal of rrJ-arger patterns of action and

meaning.'r It occurs only in accordance with the selfrs

interpretation of the deed and the por^/er to which it

reacts. To quote Niebuhr directly, "We interpret events

that force themselves upon us as parts of wholes, of

sequences, as symbolic of J-arger meanings... It i-s these

Iarger patterns in our understanding that guide our

response to action upon ¡=.rr9

It is this component of Niebuhr's responsibility

theory that receives the most attention in Fowl-errs model

of faith development. In the context of a vision of the

responsible self, Fowl-er pursues the question of how the

human person forms the larger patterns of understanding,

or ultimate environments, that guide their seeing and

being. Fowl-er f ocuses specif ical-Iy on how the human

capacity to interpret or construe these patterns
rrdevelopstr over the human l-if e cycJ-e. Às will be seen

shortly, hov/ever, structural development is not the only

factor invofved in his understanding of the evol_ution of

faith consciousness and certainly not the most important.
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The third element of Niebuhr's responsibility theory

that influences Fowl-er¡s theological anthropofogy is the

essential element of accountability" Fowl-er never uses the

term itself but refers rather to the centres of value and

po\¡/er that have decisive inf l-uence on the personrs shaping

of his or her ultimate environment. The implication is

that hurnan being is rrresponsibl-ett not only insofar as it

reacts to interpreted actions upon it, but al-so insofar as

those reactions are are made in anticipation of answers to

its ans\¡/ers . Accountabit ity identif ies the self rs

expectation of reactions to its ov/n response and the sense

of judgement and evaluation irnplied in that expectation

to whom or what does the subject appeal to sanction his

response? 1o

Mere responsiveness becomes responsibiility onl_y when

the seI f recoginizes and seeks to act upon its

accountability before a reflective third or a rnediating

jury of representative Thous, social companions committed

to the same cause. Taken to its uftirnate conclusion, the

human being is seen to be accountable to the principle and

source of being and power, whether it is conscious of this

or not. It inevitably seeks to fit its responses into or

seeks to oppose that which is its ul_timate environment.

'Ihe f ouri-h and f inal- el-ement of responsible sel-fhood

i-irat entel Íl i.nro l-owl errs theological anthropology is that
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of community. Fowl-er, fotlowing Niebuhr, operates with a

concept of "relational selfhood.'r All human being and

action is dependent upon the faithfur response of others

in a community of shared interpretation and action in

order to form a reliabÌe sense of identity, to shape its

dominant interpretative images of the real, and to develop

conscience and conceptions of moral value.11 Fowl-er

appropriates Niebuhr's notion of a triadic structure of

faith as the mode of being in rel_ation to others and to

comrnunally shared centres of value and po\^/er. It is

important to recognl-ze that, for Fowler, the triadic

structures that rel_ate the person in faith to others as

co-knowers, co-valuers, and co-interpreters in communities

of interpretation are constitutive not only of faith but

also of selfhood.12

The question remains as to how this formal

characterization of dependent and responsibì-e selfhood

contributes to Fowl-errs understanding of human faith

maturity? Both Niebuhr and Fowler contend that the self

always stands in a faith-identity refation whereby 1t

seeks to order al-I its other relations of trust and

loya1ty. Henotheism, poJ-ytheism, and radical monotheism

are the faith-identity rel-ations that refer to the sel-f in

its most fundamental trust and loyalty. Fowl_er,s implicjt

adoption of Niebuhr's responsibility theory suggests that

self-integrity and faith maturity are to be founC onl y in
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fulIy responsible selfhood, that is, in dependent and

responsive rel-ation to a centre of val-ue and po\,,ier that

holds the sel-f accountable in aII its other rel-ations.

FuI 1y responsibfe sel fhood stands in the

faith-identity relation in which the humanrs responses,

interpretations, and value-commitments are ordered and

subordinated in a community of interpretation with an

over-arching loyalty to the one true centre of being and

value. This, of course, is radical- monotheism. From the

standpoint of radical faith in the sovereignty of God it

may be asserted: rrThere is one Actor in afl- the actions

upon you. rr And from this indicative flows an imperative:
rrso respond to all- actions upon you as to respond to his

action. rrl3

Human Being as Valuincr,/Misvaluinq Being

Fowler's explication of the faith-identity rel-ations

indicates his recognition of henotheism and polytheism as

being the most common râ¡ays of integrating faith-rel-ational-

triads. But the normative assumption that he makes in this

explanation is that, âs a valuing being, the human person

has need of a being or god of supreme intrinsic vaÌue,

which corresponds to al-1 of his or her deepest needs.l4

The response of dependent human being to God as supreme

val-ue and centre of loyalty is only possible when the

person comes to understand and experj_ence his or her being
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valued by God. Following Niebuhr, Fowler conceives the

person as f undamentally a rrsel-f -val_uer, 'r and the

transformation in his or her valuing that faith brings

begins with a revolution in self-valuation and its

basis. 15

I{hat is immediately evident in this understanding

faith is Fowlerrs indebtedness to H. Richard Niebuhr

of
ls

understanding of the 'rreIJ-gious needrr which

heart of faith. According to Niebuhr:

is at the

The religi-ous need is satisfied only insofar as
man is able to recognize himself as valued by
something beyond himself ...The val_uation of
which man becomes aÌ"/are in religious experience
is not, first of aII his evaluation of a being,
but that being's eval-uation of hin. . . Such a
value experience is prirnitive and original. It
deals with that absolute source of al_l value bv
which al-I other things have their val-ue.16

fn this passage, the valuational dimension of human being

is brought to the fore. Fow1er, following Niebuhr, aJ-so

sees the generic and universal religious need for that

which carries the value of deity, for that which makes

life v¡orth living, which bestows meaning on l- if e by

revealing itsel-f as the finaÌ source of life's being and

value. 17 Deity val-ue, theref ore, beJ-ongs to that Berng

which can actually ful-fill the reÌigious need. t.hat js

not to say that deity value is not idol atrousì y as*q j qned

to other objects, but that these objects, ol: ',qorìs¡, rlâÌlnor.

possibly fulfill the reJ-igious neei.

The above observati-ons serve to _l ltd I cai;r: ì_il .ti,- , I ol:.
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Fowler, human being is not only valuing being but al_so

mis-valuing being. FowIer does not develop a ful_l- blown

doctrine of sin anywhere in his writings but it is clear

that his valuational- approach to human faith presupposes

an approach to hurnan sin similar to that of Niebuhrr=.18

Like Niebuhr, âs wel-l- as Luther and Jonathan Edwards

before him, Fowler sees human being as trworshipping

being.rr What a person finds to be wholly worshipful,

intrinsically val-uable, that has the nature of his god or

gods. Only on the confessional- basis of faith in a God

who is the supremely worthful one and who is the origin of

aII being and value is it possible to understand and

formulate the Christian doctrine of sin.19

In his or¡ln treatment of the Fal-l- and human sin,

Fowl-er focuses mainly on what he caÌl_s the "iJ-lusionr" the
rrburdenrrr and the trmodern heresytr of sel-f- groundedness.20

Self-groundedness consists in the mistaken bel_ief that ilv/e

have within us and are total-l-y responsible for

generating from within us all the resources out of which

to create a futf ill-ed and self-actual-ized tife .u2I This

makes the self the object of absol_ute val_ue and the cause

demanding absol-ute Ioyalty. This form of idolatry is most

consistent with H. Richard Niebuhr's description of a

polytheism in which the desires of the self are the only

organi zínq centres of value in personaÌ Ìife. The

inevitabfe result of this form of polytheism is



intra-personaÌ and societal

eventual- disintegration. 2 2

Within the whol-e context

Chrj-stian rrclassic,rr he views

l-oci of Logosrr which are

participation and partnership

commitments. Fol lowrng L,uther

Fowl-er see the wil I as aÌ¡l e

confl ict,

LlB

alienation, and

of Fowl-errs account of the

human beings as ttgenerative

created ex nihil-o for

in the Iife and being of

God" fn the FaIl these

.. "Separated loci of Logos undertake to be primally
creative, rather than participative. This resul-ts j-n
a breach, âfienation, and enmity, between God and
Godrs creation and between created beings. The image
of God in the creature undergoes distortion and
separation. Anxiety and the threat of nonbeing
strengthen the desperate efforts to assert,
estabJ-ish, and protect the seff. Communal and social
structures, as well- as the passions of finite
hearts, refJ-ect the defensive self-absorption of
those who experience without knowing what is
rnissing a sundering from the ground and source of
Being. The separation is complete, in that there is
no facuì-ty, ño organ, or no capacity of the finite
being that is not marked by the consequences of
alienation. 2 3

To speak of sinful humanity as ,'entrappedrt in

seì-f-groundedness and its associated idolatrous systems of

meaning and val-ue would be an accurate summary of both

Fowler and Niebuhrrs approach. For both evidently view the

v¡ill- as a l-ever of choice and theref ore total ly dependent

upon the selfrs (or the community's) ouganizing

and EdwarcÌs, Niebruhr and

onJy to se-rve jts "gods.t'

Transformation and l.jberatron al-e Ì-jossible onìy when the

heart and mind ere dra *'Ìi a'h,aY f'ron anci ):eycnd the old

1i-mited centres of value -¿c lovalt:es-; iir¿:i- are wrder in
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scope and l-ess narrowJ-y focused on the defense or security

or aggrandizment of the self.24

As valuing beings, humans are not able to achieve

transformation and liberation through an exercise of their

own wilÌ or by drawing upon their ohrn f inite resources.

They are seen to be utterly dependent on the source of

being and val-ue for their deliverance. This leads to a

discussion of the third central image in Fowl-errs

theologicaÌ anthroplogy, that of the human being in a

redernptive partnership with God.

Grace, Metanoia, and the Vocation to Partnership

From the very beginning of his formulations of

faith devel-opment theory, FowJ-er has operated with a

theological anthropology which views human being as

reaching faith rnaturity ultimately in covenant relation to
God. The movement from seI f-groundedness to

God-groundedness involves far more than structural

development in f aith. It invol-ves conversion or
rrmetanoiarr in oners existential- orientation towards the

ultimate environment.25 this observation l-eads to a

consideration of three questions. What, for Fowler, is the

difference between "human" faith andrtreligious" faith?

What is the nature of the metanoia that l-eads the person

from human faith to religious faith? Finally, what are the



dimens ions of responsible partnersh j_p that

j'cÌlclws fron

]-20

underl ie

*"hi s di sti,nction

tì¡e hunian subject

Fowlerf s theological anthropology?

In his discussion of the normative tendencies

inherent in his faith deveÌopment modeÌ, Fowì-er makes a

crucial- distinction between what he calls rthuman faith't

and rrrel-igious faith .''26 At one l-evef , FowÌerrs faith

development enterprise has strictly sought to clarify a

developmental- perspective on the human enterprise of
rrcommitt ing trust and f idel ity and of irnaging and

relating oursel-ves to others and to the universe."27 Al_l_

human beings possess faith inasmuch as al-l_ human beings

have an innate capacity for both trust in and loyalty to

centres of val-ue and power. Fowler is expJ_icit in stating

his conviction however, that rrhumanrr faith does not find

its maturity or fulfil-Ìment in covenant relationship to
just any centre of val-ue and po\,ver. As he expresses it in

Staqes of Faith:

I think it untikely that persons will- devetop in
faith beyond the Individuative-Reflective stage
without committing themsel-ves to some image or
images of a faithful ultimate environment and
shaping their l-ives in the human cornmunity so as
to I ive in compÌementarity with it. Faith, ât
stages five or six, will- take essentially
reJ-igious forms. And whjle the Conjunctive or
Universalizing staqes appropriate their
religious f aith j-n j nclusive and non-
dichotomizing v/ays, tliey nonethel.ess require a
representation of 'uhe i; lt. j mate env j,ronment as
objective, real, arrd as the final and primal
source of al l beinq anc val u.. 2:ii

The oi¡vious ouestion that

between human and rel- igi ci-:.s :'art--i: :s ltow
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crosses the threshold, so to speak, and comes to irnage his

ultimate environment as " f aithf ul't so as to l_ ive in

compl-ementarity with it? Put another way the guestion

remains: How does Fow1er conceive the human subject as

finally approaching his or her ultimate environment as

objective, real-, and as the final and prirnal source of all-

being and value?

Fowler does not address this question directly in

any formal- statement of faith development theory J_ikely

because the issue concerns the actual contents of faith

rather than the structuring capacities of the subject" The

issue concerns rtconversiontr more than development and

focuses attention on the forms of faith rather than the

stages. Fowlerrs general definition of conversion is ¡ra

significant recentring of oners previous conscious or

unconscious images of value and po!/er, and the conscious

adoption of a ne!ü set of master stories in the commitment

to reshape oners life in a ne\^/ community of

interpretation and acti6¡. rr29

Religious faith, therefore, invol-ves the cornmitting

of trust and fidetity in and the irnaginal ordering of an

ultimate environment around a centre of val-ue and por¡/er

that is sufficient to fulfill- the religious need for God,

and not only the human need to structure meaning. It

irnplies the recognition and shaping of oners Iife in

relation to that Source of Being and Value that utterly



transcends al- I other centres of

Religious faith points

to the faith-relational

T22

being and va1ue.

to an attitude of radical openness

triad that relates aII

]ife. The normative

to which Fowler has

frrl-n cf fait,h consciousness

a common Ground of Being,

himself expresses it:

Value, and Power.

persons to

As Fowl-er

The issue is f inalIy not whether \de and our
companions on this globe become Muslim, Jews,
Buddhists, Taoists, Confucianists, oL
Christians, as important as that issue is. The
real question is, will there be faith on earth
and will it be good faith faith sufficiently
incl-usive so as to counter and transcend the
destructive idolatries of national, ethnic,
racial-, and religious identifications and to
bind us as a human community in covenant trust
and loyalty^ to each other and to the Ground of
our Being?Jtl

The question of how rrgoodtr faith is to be attained on

earth Ís deal-t with by Fowl-er not in developmental- terms

but uì-tirnately in theol-ogical terms. Fowlerts conception

of the human will, âs we noted earlier, sees it as

incapable of extrj-cating itself from idolatrous attachment

to f inite centres of value and po\,ver and as requiring

l-iberation by a power beyond itself. fn the biblical

tradition out of whi ch Fowl-er speaks, this movement

towards religious faith requires the active involvement of

the I'transcendent Other" in human

sought devel-opment-aì ì1' re Ia+-eC prior or preparatory

stages, therefcre, ìs not irself a developmental endstate

imag:e of mature farth in relation

but rather prÊsìrr';Lìose-q

already dec j sìi,si " sìra¡:ei, or being restored to
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trusting by a conversional experience of revelation and

grace and the redemptive action of God. rrRevel_ationrt

according to Fowl-er, "is the experience in which manIs

distrust of the cosmic other, hj-s suspicion of Being is

turned around.. rr 31

How does Fowl-er describe the process of metanoia that

is reguired in order to transform suspicion of Being into

trust? In his volume Becoming Adult, Becominq Christian he

introduces the Eastern Orthodox notion of trsynergyrr to

clarify the process by which this metanoia takes place.

Synergy is the gracious gift of the Spirit that works to

rectify and reaJ-ign human development. Fowler describes

it thus:

Synergy means the cauterization and healing of
our tendencies to self-groundedness. Synergy
means the mingJ-ing of divine love with our
capacities to love, guiding them and grounding
them in the grace of God. Synergy means the
release of a quality of creativity and energy
that manifests our likeness to the restored.
image of God in us. Synergy means human bei-ngs
fulIy al-ive and using the qift of our strengths
and virtues in the service of the real-ization of
the commonweaÌth of l-ove.32

The grace of synergy seems to be operating at two

separate leve1s in Fowlerrs thought. The first leveÌ is

that of human faith. According to Fowler, grace operates

in a ttprevenienttr lvay in the f a ith consciousness of atl-

human beings. He calls this "ordinary grace't; grace that

is 'rqiven in nature. ',3 
3 In f aith development theory.

Fowler has sought to describe the patterns by which
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ordinary grace operates in the expectable and predictable

stages of growth in faith. The organic continuity that is

consistently displayed in the development of faith-knowing

operations is a sign of the natural synergy that takes

place between the human being and the Spirit.

Faith, considered as the foundation of selfhood and

rel-ational life and as a holistj-c way of knowing and

val-uing, is seen in terms of continuity between human

experJ-ences of fidelity and care, and trust in the

ul-timate conditions of existence. Godts rrprevenient gracerl

is effectively working even when persons seem to be in a

"state of naturetr or under the curse of the FaI1,

enabling us to use reason in the conduct of human affairs,

to respond to the imperatives of justice, and to hunger

for sal-vation.34

This is not to deny the reality of the FaII and the

effects of sin. The most cruciaL factor differentiating

the guality and movement of a person I s or groupr s

devel-opment in faith has to do with the conscious and

unconscious avail-ability of that person or grouprs

potentials for partnership - synergy with Spirit. As

Fowler puts jt:

f n a ccmpÌex range of t/ays, w€ can be in either
cor-rsc i ous or unconscious enmity with Spirit.
Fr:ori a variety of f actors, the etiologies of
v,'Ìr j.ch al:e exceedingl-y compl-ex, r,,/e can bear deep
i r ,spos i-t- j.cns rhat make us inimical to synergy
'".'i.th Sprrrt. \{here, and to the degree that \^ie
i:ea r th i s ki nd af- enmity , growth to and in the
Ì;¡i,ter si-¡ìges of faith will be blocked. When
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one v/ho \^/as previousl_y blocked experiences the
effective breakthrough of Spirit that brings
rel-ease and ne\,{ openness to synergy with Grace,
hre are in the presence of what Christian
theologians have traditionalJ_y calIedrrsalvationrr or rrsaving Grace. tr Christians have
traditionally call-ed the condition of ^e_nmity or
blockage to synergy with Grace, rrsin. rtJ5

Fowler makes reference here to the operation of grace

at a second rrredeemed'r or t'restoredtr IeveI of f aith

consciousness. This he defines as trextraordinary girace.r¡36

At this level-, the human being is open to conscious,

reflective, and committed partnership or synergy with the

intentional movements of God.'s Spirit. Conscious or

unconscious enmity with God's Spirit is being overcome and

the human being is being molded, shaped and transformed

for partnership with God's planfulness in creation"

Fowler speaks of this metanoia as the central_ image

underlying his normative vision of faith maturity:

The crucial- point to be grasped is that the
image of human completion or wholeness offered
by faith development theory is not an estate to
be attained or a stage to be realized. Rather,
it is a rday of being and moving, a way of being
in piJ-grimage. . . The goal . . . is not f or everyone
to reach the stage of Universaì-izing faith.
Rather it is for each person or group to open
themselves as radicalÌy as possible - within the
structures of their preselt stage or transition

to synergy wj-th Spirit. r i

The notion of rrsynergyrr or "partnershipt' introduces

an expJ-icit and rather decisive theological slant to

Fowl-errs image of faith. Following Brueggemann, Fowler

sees the movement from seÌ f-groundedness to

God-groundedness as a conversion process involving the
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"transposing't of aII identity questions into vocational

guestions. 38 Vocation to partnership is conceived as

finding rra purpose for being in the world that is related

to the purposes of 6o¿.rr39 The main source of Fowlerrs

inspiration here again, hov/ever, is H. Richard Niebuhr.

Fowler consistently develops his notion of partnership in

terms of the three Niebuhrian metaphors of Godrs action in

the world. Corresponding to Godts action as Creator,

Governor, and Redeemer are the appropriate human responses

of co-creation, co-responsibilty in the building of a

common\,,/eal-th of j ustice, and cooperation j_n God 's
liberative and redempti-ve work.40 It is this last metaphor

that provides a window j-nto what lies at the heart of

Fowl-errs theological anthropology: his christol-ogy.

In his vol-ume Faittr Development and pastoral Care

Fowler poJ-nts to Christ himsetf as the archetype of
partnership or synergy with God:

we do weII to remember that in the Christian
cl-assic, the central paradign for human
cooperation in the Iiberative and redemptive
work of God is to be found in the incarnation
God's becoming human and submitting to death on
the cross. At the heart of the Christian
understanding of incarnation is the reality of
kenosis- literally, the self-emptying, the
pouring out of the very self of God. In any
Christian understanding of the human vocation to
partnership with God, atl self- or
cì.ass-aggrandizíng images are undercut by the
paradigm of the incarnation. Partnership in the
,ljvine creativity and the divine governance are
t-o be understood, Christianly, through the
lenses of God emptying seff in radical love, to
reclaìm, restore, and rehabilitate persons and
socÌe.t-t es. "
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Fowler's image of the metanoia or conversion that

leads to faith maturity is ctarified most completely in

his reflections on the cross and its implications for

those who are intentional about embracing Godrs cal-l- to

partnership. For Fowler, openness to synergy with Spirit

is the fundamental attitude of faith. In the incarnation

and crucifixon, it is possible to get a glimpse of the

culmination of that metanoia. Movement towards

identification with the source and centre of alI Being and

Power l-eads rfdownv¡ardrr towards solidarity with Christ and

his suffering in humanity. This implies solidarity with

those among whom Christ saj-d he would be found, the
rr anav/im, rr the oppressed , the s ick , the poor , the

marginal ized.42

It is to be hoped that this examination of Fowl-er's

theological anthropology has led to a deeper appreciation

of the depth and power that underlies his normative image

of faith. Too often the terminotogy of structural-

developmental- theory obscures the theological foundat j.ons

of Fowlerr s vision, leading to misunderstandings and

rnisplaced criti-cisms of its descriptive and norma,t ive

cl-aims. It is quite true that Fowler f requentJ-y ¡nakes

statements about faith without indicating whether he is

referring to rrhumanrr faith or the "religious" fajth tìrai.

is the gift of extraordinary grace. Tl-:ts has leC tc'

unnecessary confusion. His more recent Cescri prr j o:rs ,;í. rhe:
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normative thrust of faith development in terms of metanoia

and conversion seems to indicate, hor,^rever, that he has

shifted firmly and comfortably back to the confessional

ground from which he began his explorations of faith. In

his more recent work, Fowl-er sees structural-

developrnental theory as only one resource to be used in

the much larger enterprise of clarifying a theological

anthropology that expresses not only a quest for ilmeaningrl

but rrresponsibl-e partnership" with God.
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CHAP{TER SE\rEN

THE ^ADEQUACY OF FOWT,ER¡S IHÄGE OF FAITH

Having surveyed the descriptive and normative

dimensions of Fowlerrs image of faith, the question remains

finally of its overal-1 adequacy. In this concJ-uding

chapter, I hope to address this question by focusing on

three issues. First of aJ-I, I believe it is useful to look

at where Fowler's conception of faith fits within the

framework of historic theorogicaì- debate on the fundamentar

nature of faith" Second, the issue of descriptive adequacy

needs to be addressed. Put sirnpty, does the image of faith

that informs Fowler's approach fuJ-Iy descr j-be alI that is

involved in the faith experience of human beings,

particularly the experience of those in the bibl-ical

tradition? The final- issue relates to the normative

adequacy of Fowl-errs image of faith and the future of the

faith development enterprise as a whole: will- it be

dominated by a concern to define faith in terms that are

theologically appropriate in the Christian tradition onl-y,

or wil-I Fowler attend in the future to his or:iginal- concern

to ilÌumine the nature of faith as a human uni,r,ersaÌ?

Fowl-erts Image of Faith in Theol oqicaÌ P-çr_::-pç,c-i_t y_e

This study began w j-th

concerned with uncovering

'f i'rat- qi:e-<t, t.otr irÌâS

i: r;i,: nct tvc ahr-iut,

a que*stI on

what 'was
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Fowlerrs contribution to the historic inquiry into the

fundamental nature of faith. To put it more succinctly:

What does Fowler sây, if anything, that is new? Rel-ated to

this question is the matter of context. To express it

metaphorically: Where does the piece that Fowler offers fit

into the J-arger puzzle that is faith?

The term rrfaithrr has a long and venerable history

within Christian theology and the phenomenon to which it

points has historically been approached from a variety of

traditions and perspectives. Faith has been examined as an

existential decision, âs obedient assent to a body of

reveal-ed truths, and as a total l_if e response to the

supernatural gift of divine grace. The categories by which

faith has been traditionalì-y understood have their roots

deep in Judeo-Christian consciousness and have an inevitable

inf l-uence on any rrnewrr formulations. When tt faithtr is made

the focus of empirical investigation, Fowler is reaIIy

deal-ing with a borror^red term which derives from the language

of a religious community. I{hen the meaning of the term is

reformulated in categories other than those of its original

context, due respect must be given in the rrtranslationt'

process.

At the beginning of Staqes of Faith, Fowler makes

reference to the thought of both PauI Till-ich and

H. Richard Niebuhr in his efforts to provide some initial

orlentation to his readers. Like them, FowJ-er wishes to
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vie\,J f a ith as the un iversa Ì human search f or "an

overarching, integrating and grounding trust in a centre of

value and pohrer sufficientJ-y worthy to give our lives unity

and nean j-ng. t'I With them, FowJ-er wishes to participate in

the recovery and healing of the term 'r f aithr' ; to make it

serviceabl-e for a nev/ generation with its own l-anguage, its

own struggles, and its own ethos.

His initial references to Tillich and Niebuhr indicate

that Fowler wishes to identify himself with a theologicaì-

tradition whose focus has been on the personal and

existential- dimensions of faith. That tradition did not

begin with Tillich and Niebuhr, but has its origins in the

Reformation ernphasis on I'f ides gua crediturrt or trusting

confidence in the One who reveals and is reveal-ed, over

against the traditional Roman Cat.hofic concern for faith as

the graced assent to the actual body of revealed truths

("fides quae crediturn¡.2 fn the backround of Fowl-er's

thoroughly existential- conception of faith, Iooming like

mountains shrouded in mist, stand figures such as Luther,

Kant, Edwards, Schl-eiermacher, and Kier:kegaard. 3

Having acknowledged the dr stal sources of Fowler's

theology of f aith it j s eas j-er to understalrd the nature of

the question that inf orms his approach - l-j ke h j s theol ogicaì-

mentor H. Richard Niebuhl , l:'ov..i cr cr¡1 .r-t-i {:s f oi:wa::d the

venerable theological tracìii-,tolri:h¿:i- lc.rii¡,¡l;es oÌ-j -che rrhowrr of

faith rather than on the "*'Ìl .l' " ''
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Niebuhr's o\,vn searchi ng analysis of the many meanings

given to the word "faith" Ied him to intuit the structure

of faith in inter-personaÌ, triadic, and covenantaÌ

relations of trust and J,oyaJ-ty.5 Niebuhr referred to his o\,ün

approach as rrsocial- existentialism. "6 Fowl-er incorporates

Niebuhrrs social- existentialist analysis of rthumanrr faith as

irreducibly relational with his o\^/n analysis of the

intra-personal-, cognitive and valuational dimensions of

faith as a way of being-in-relation to oners ultimate

environment.

Most importantf y , however, FowJ_er f oIl_ows Niebuhr in

intuiting a link between the interpersonal experience of
trhumanil f aith and the possibl ity of f aith in God. As \Á/as

expJ-ained earÌier, underJ-ying Niebuhrts search for the

inter-personal structures and Fowlerr s search for the

cognitive structures of rrhumanrr faith is a passionate quest

for the rrre-constructiontr of an authenticalty trreligious"

faith.T In this passage from Niebuhr's recently pubJ-ished

volume Faith on Earth, it is possible to gain a glimpse into

the centre of val-ue and power that inspired him and later

Fowler to search so carefuì-ly for the Itstructuresrt of human

faith:

When we have inquired thus far into the structure
of faith there appears on the horizon the mystery
of the Transcendent. It seems that even when \,ve
deal with the structures of faith as tve find them
in our ordinary experience we are dealing with
realities that point beyond thernselves to a cause
beyond aÌl causes, to an object of loyalty beyond
all concrete persons and abstract values, to the
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Being or Ground of Being which obJ-igates and
demands trust, which unites us in universal
community. In the light of Christian faith this is
evidently so. The structures of faith which we
find in our world are not only shadows and images
of divine ^things but participate in the ultimate
structure. 8

Reference to the thought of H. Richard Niebuhr is not

meant to impJ-y that Fow1er's imagre of f aith is rnerely

co-extensive with his. This is clearly not the case. While

there is an obvious continuity in their visions and their

approach to faith, FowIer I s conception of faith is

undeniably distinctive. As Craig Dykstra puts it in his

introduction to a vol-ume of critical essays on Fowlerts

thought,

Fowler's theory is more than just any number of
interesting and potentially useful_ academic
analyses. ft is an expression of a wider cultural
and intell-ectual- mood. It is a consolidation and
crystalization of a whole way of seeing things
that is already in some sense trout
thererr.. -Perhaps the central concern that Fowlerrs
theory addresses is the need for a fundamental
conception of the life of faith...It is a part of
an ages-long search for a conception of the
religious life, and, Iike its predecessors, one
that both deals with issues that mark the
contemporary life out of which it emerges and
makes use of the resources of the contemporary
cul-ture. 9

What are the issues that mark contemporary life with

whi c;h Fowler's conception of faith deals? i^lhat are the

resoul:c:es that j t dr:aws f rom i n its theoretical- description

of faith,' Dviis't-ra jdentifies two basic features of

Coni.e,'iillcl-er)r t:uli--r:Le to whrch Fowler'S irnage of faith
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responds in a manner that traditional images have not and

could not.

The first is the reality of pluralism. l0 Since the

Enlightenment, but even more pressingly with the approach of

the twenty-first century, the plural-ity of religious and

pseudo-religious visions has become increasingly apparent

and the parochial nature of exclusivist conceptions of faith

has come under profound scrutiny and open criticism. The

I'gJ-obaI village" created by advanced transportation and

telecommunication systems has, in effect, brought aI]

reJ- igious and ideological visions into a rtvulnerable

proximity" to one another. The potential for mis-

understanding , conf l ict and uJ-tirnately division has never

been greater, but correspondingly, neither has there been a

more promising moment in global history for work to proceed

towards inter-reì- igious and cross-cultural- dialogue"

Fowler's irnage of faith has emerged in such a rtmil-ieurr and

responds to the need for some basic orientation in making

sense of what binds humanity in its common quest for rneaning

and direction.

Sheer rel-ativism - the view that aÌl- religious outlooks

are r:eÌative to each other and to the circumstances /

experier.lces and interests of the communities who form around

them - j-s: lro-' a vi abLe or meaningful attitude in the long

t.er:n ¿:irr,ì l,rr.:l,petuates v¡hat Fowler describes as trthe vertigo

cj l.claî. 1\/,ir¿''r. rriì Exctusivism, J-ikewise, onty fuel-s
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intol-erance / chaos, and violence. Providing a functional-

image of faith that attempts to build on profound

theological and psychological insights into human nature

provides one way of holding together some of what may be

universal about human faith experience while aÌso

recognizing the beauty and particularity of various ways of

being in faith.12

A second feature of contemporary culture to which

Fowlerrs irnage of faith responds is the psychologicat and

developmental- understanding of the human se1f. In Western

culture, it has been the social sciences, particuJ-arly

psychology, that have been providing the primary mode or

J-anguage of interpretation of the human life cycJ-e and as

Dykstra rightly points out: rrlt should be no surprise that

these resources are mobilized for the interpretation of

change and development in faith and in the understanding of

rel igious experienss. rr 13 Fowl-errs appropriation of the

thought of Erikson, Koh1betg, and Piaget in his orrn

conception of human faith makes the meaning of that term

intelligible to the modern mind in a unique and important

way. The use of psychological categories in the conception

of faith has its pitfalls and dangers, âs Fowler's cr:jtics

have amply demonstrated, l4 but the fact remains that sucll

categories have a tegitimate roÌe to play i n i:o'*'l cr' s

recovery of the term 'rfaithrr for contemporary cuft-ure.
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A third and essential feature that must be added to

those observed by Dykstra is the pervasive nihitism that

characterizes contemporary society. The sub-titl-e of

Fowlerrs volume Stages of Faith is t'The Psychol-ogv of Human

Development and the OuesL for Meanincr. " This underscores

Fov¡lerrs concern, f irst of all, to theoretical-ly identify

the process of faith-knowing as a universal- form of meaning

making. Secondfy, it. indicates something of the authorrs

recognition that faith as a form of meaning making in

Western culture is threatened by a combination of infl-uences

and attitudes that coul-d be adequateJ-y summarized by the

term Itsecularis¡. rr15

PJ-uraIism, a thoroughl-y scientific Zeitqeist, and the

related phenomenon of nihil-ism that stems from the processes

of secul-arization characterize the culture out of which

Fowlerrs image of faith emerges and to which it is

addressed. His image of faith is continuous in important

respects with the theological tradition that has inspired

it, but it breaks nevr ground in its appropriation of the

insights and l-anguaqe of empirical psychology. It has aÌso

been the object of scholarly interest and criticism. As part

of the present effort to assess the adequacy of the image, I

wil] turn nolv to examine more systematical-Iy the nature of

thi s criticism.
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The Descriptive Adequacv of Fowler's Tmaqe of Faith

Àt one point of his discussion in Staqes of Faith,

Fowler acknowredges the range of criticism that his use of

the term rrfaith'' has engendered. He rather lightheartedty

quotes his friend and coIJ_eague Harvey Cox who once

commented: rrThere is something to offend everyone in this

way of taJ-king about faitht1116 Despite this, Fowler remains

adamant in his conviction that "There simply is no other

concept that holds together those various interrefated

dimensions of human knowing, VâJ-uing, committing and acting

that must be considered together if we want to understand

the making and maintaining of human meaning. "17

Fowlerrs intention is clearly to offer a hotistic

structurar anarysis of faith. 18 He wishes to determine which

types of operations are invol-ved in the imaginat composition

of a ttfel-t imagerr of an urtimate environrnent and how those

operations deverop over the human lifespan. critics have

noted, however, that this operational description of faith

does not al-ways resonate or cor:relate completely wlth the

more theologically grounded descriptions of faith that

Fowler offers in his thought.l9 l-owì-er, himself, has

acknowledged that he has "al-wavs considered it a fair

question whether the "aspects" wirl ci-l we hav¡.: j,Ce¡tt j f ied as

categories for the structurai,'r-raì1.'srs oj' l;¡j.r,h j.ntervj-ews

adequately operational j;,-.e i-ilr.: I jt,rh ¡:^,<_ì mul-tjforn

understanding of faith we hai¡c l:ri-ìr.,n j j:,.c:i;ssjl,o.,,11 (l
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What more precisely is the nature of this gap between

Fowlerrs theorogical and his operationar understanding of

f aith? vüarter conn notes that Fowl-er of f ers an expansive

notion of faith in which knowing, feeling, and valuing form

an integrated whole but points to the fact that the seven

variabl-es incl-uded in FowÌer's recent work are "heavily
cognitive.'21 Conn makes reference to one of the most

peculiar passages in Fowl-errs work in which he is

commenting on a chart entitled I'Faith: The structuraf-

Deveropmental- Approach: A summary Taxonomy of structurar

Competences by Stage.'r Fowl-er says:

As one examines this chart reflectively, it may
seem that the dynamic which lies at the heart of
f aith nameJ-y, a centring af f ection, an
organizing Iove, a central object of loyalty and
trust is missing. And this is true. To note
this is to be reminded again of the formal and
structural focus of this stage theory. It is this
formal- character which gives the theory the
possibitity of being applied to a variety of
different religious traditions with a variety of
contents as regards prescribed beliefs, vaÌues,
attitudes and behavíors.¿¿

Conn rightly points out that "This passage . . . suggests a

confusion between rrcontentstr and the "d.ynamic which ries at

the heart of faith.'r rt seems to presume that a structural

approach, in order to maintain its general applicabil_ity to

the contents of any tradition, must not engage the "d.ynamic

that Ìies at the heart of ¡¿1¡¡. r'23

J. Harry Fernhout, in a highl-y perceptive critique of

Fowler's image of faith, discusses the same problem that

conn and others have indj-cated: the probrem of determining
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more precisely what devel-opmental phenomenon FowIer is

actually studying.24 Fernhout, like Conn, aJ-so claims that

Fowl-er does not deal- thoroughly with the core of f aith.

making his model conceptual-l-y unmanageabl-e and ultimately

lacking in an organizing centre. In reference to the same

passage that Conn cites in his critique, Fernhout observes

that

" . . at this crucial point Fowl-er fails to make a
basic distinction between the universal human
capacity for trust and commitment and the
content-full- variation in the object(s) of that
trust. If faith, understood as trust or
commitment (setting onets heart), is a universal
part of what it means to be human, then it must
have structural features that can be
operationalized in a faith stages description. If
what Fowl-er cal-l-s the "heart of faith" (see quote
above) has no such features, then he lacks grounds
f or s¿f l-ing his theory a treatment of 'r f aith"
stages.25

Fowler has responded to this sort of criticism by

reiterating his conviction that the principle of cohesion,

the centring power of faith, is not a structural feature.
ttOrdering po\'Jer, integrat i ng povJer , meaning-making povJer in

our lives, is exerted by that or those things on which \^/e

rest our hearts, or in wh jch we t-r:ust most deepty.n26 Fowl-er

insists that the search for a sfiecifjcation of the principle

of integration in fajth is goìng to be frustrated so long as

critics Iook for a i orma L or st l uctura l centre. 27 Fowl-er

has not swayed f rom h j s aplrt-c.rar-. h :.o i-he dl,'nam j-c of f aith-

knowing in terms of î.1:ct " i t:t,¿:)-Ì-(.ì r êt-tlcine:;s " of st--ructuring
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" interplay" of the structural

operations of faith and the animating substance of faith.28

Fowl-er has g:iven serious attention to the problem of

incorporating affectivity or rrfeeling" into his formalist

analysis of faith-knowing by \day of reference to the

neo-Piagetian approach of Robert Kegan. He has also

formulated a distinction between the logic of conviction and

the J-ogic of rational certainty claiming that the l-atter is

somehow grounded in the former. But the paradig:m that

governs the development of these rrconvictionalrt aspects is

based on the same Piagetian approach to the development of

the rrcognitivetr aspects. Moreover, none of the
rrconvictional'r aspects describes the valuational- dimension

which FowIer claims is integral to a hotistic structural

analysis of faith.29

It is not clear why Fowler steadfastly steers a$¡ay from

incorporating the non-cognitive dimensions of faith (risk,

passion, commitment, ) more explicitl-y into his analysis of

the structuring operations of faith. Most peculiar is the

omission of the valuational- dimension which is the essence

of the 'rdynamic that I ies at the heart of f aith. " Fowl-er

seems concerned to maintain a strict dichotomy between

structure and content but, in relegating the valuational-

dimension of faith-knowing to content, he effectiveJ-y

separates cognition and affection, reason and emotion.30

Attending to valuation, the dynamic at the heart of faith,
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tasks in the area of faith
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important, but most problematic,

development research.

The Normative Adequacy of Fowferrs Image of Faith

In addition to the issue of the internal theoretical

coherence of Fowl-errs description of faith, there remains

the issue of its normative adequacy. The marriage of

theological and psychological insights in Fowler's

formul-ation of his image of faith has inspired criticism

mainl-y from within the pastorar counsering and rerigious

education communities that have been its primary audience

and constituency. This criticisrn has emerged in basically

two forms.

The first focuses on both the motives for and the

manner in wh ich Fowl-er has appropriated structural--

deveJ-opmenta)- theory into his thought and offers searching

ì-deological critiques of Fowler's approach. Employing a

"hermeneutic of suspicion" these critics suggest that

Fowl-er's use of the deveropment I'metaphort in association

with the phenomenon of faith is a sign of the preponderance

of techn j cal-rat j-onal- reason in his approach as werl as

being an e>lpressjon of modern, bureaucratic culture obsessed.

rnri.tl'i ¿:.ch i eve¡rerlt and progr.== . 3 1

T'iie sec<;nd irod_v of criticrsm has focused on the

i'-l:eoi cr; ica r i nl-egr:: t-12 ol Fowl er,s image of faith asking

v'Ìreì,ili'rÌ iìÌrrj t.o çha'i- c>rLent it conf orms with traditionaJ_,
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bibficaÌ understandings of the term. Concern has been

expressed over the apparent rrpsychologization,r of f aith in

Fowlerrs thought and his abandonment of traditional

theological categories in favour of generic epistemological

categories " As Dykstra has aptJ-y phrased it, trThe basic

issue here is whether faith is really a human universal- or a

mode of life that is grounded in a more or less conscious

and chosen responsj-veness to the activity of God in the

rorl¿. rr32 It is this basic issue that is the focus of

interest here.

ft is not my intention to offer a ful-L account of these

theologicaJ- critiques of Fowl-errs conception of f aith, or

even less to engage in any fulI scale rebuttal. I wish only

to indicate the general thrust of these criticisms in order

to illustrate both their validity and their l-imitations- In

the end, I would also like to offer a tentative proposal

that I believe would strengthen Fow1er's position and

enhance both the descriptive range and normative val-ue of

his image of faith. I have singJ-ed out the comments of James

Loder and Craig Dykstra in my survey of the crrtical

l-iterature because they share a common concern jn their

analysis for the normative theol-ogicat integr:ity of !-ov.¡ler's

approach which parallels, in a certain sense, *,he undel-ì yinc;

concern of this study.

James Loder, in his ref l-ections on FowL.el:'s

Faith, has questioned how Fowl-er's understandJ.r-rq c,i

Þiês íi s !ì

-. - -i r-i-. lr J I L.¡t I
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to be viewed in any definitive bibl-ical or theological

sense.33 whil-e he maintains that Fowl-errs is a sensitive and

insightful study, he identifies the core developmental

phenomenon that Fowler is describing not as faith, but as

Itthe egoIs competence in structuring meaningil and asserts

that this is only rrpotentially but not necessariry related

to faith in a biblical or theological sense. rr34 He compares

Fowlerrs image of faith to several essentiar features of

faith as outtined in Gerhard Ebel-ing's study of the

synoptic gospels3s and poses the further question of how

Fowler relates his understanding of faith to the image of

faith as giving certainty to existence, as participatory in

the omnipotence of God, as the gift given in an encounter

with Jesus, and as ul-timately salvific.36

Craig Dykstra argues that the paradigm Fowler adopts in

elucidating the structurar development of faith requires
preciseJ-y the kind of understanding of faith that Fowrer

infact presents.3T He craims that Fowrer cannot define faith

any differentry and still have a structural--developmentar

theory of growth or change in faith. If faith were to be

imaged as rrappropriate and intentional participation in the

redemptive activity of God,rt rather than as a *human

uni-versaI, rt the implications for its rel_ations to human

development woul-d be quite different.3S As Dykstra points

out, this al-ternative image of f aith tthas the advantage of

not presuming that what faith means to a Christian, to a
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and to a soc j-al- scientist is in every

Both Loder and Dykstra make pointed and helpful

criticisms of Fowlerrs image of faith. The depth and

subtlety of their analysis cannot be conveyed in summary

form but what is evident in both their positions are at

Ieast three underJ-ying assumptions. First of alI, both

assume automaticalÌy that Fowl-er's image faith ought to be

consistent in every respect with orthodox christian

conceptions of faith experience. Second, both assume that

Fowlerr s structural-developmental categories of anarysis

convey the totality of his own understanding of faith.

Finarry, both appear to polarize their Christian theorogicar

images of faith with Fowl-errs more universal interpretation.

This I'either/or" dichotomy between bibLical interpretations

of faith and Fowrer's more universal interpretation clearly

fails to do justice to its theologicaÌ foundatj-on.

The general tone and substance of this type of

criticism al-so betrays an overal-l lack of familiarity with

the phirosophical theology of faith that underries and

informs Fowler's approach. NIo thinker has had more of an

impact on Fowl-er's imaqe oL fajth in a pluralistic context

than H. Richard tliebuhr anc no acìequate understanding of

Fowler's image of fajth js L)osjsjÌ¡le r¡jthout a thorough

understandìng t.ìte l'ljebuhl-talr t-heoì.og5' from whjch it

derives. Cne of titr: majl oì;-¡ eri;t-j.r¡,::s c: tirjs study has been
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to demonstrate how Fowler, J-ike Niebuhr before him, works

with a theology of faith that j-s both bibricarty grounded

and universal in its applicability. A more positive

evaluation of the normative theologicaJ- dimensions of

Fowl-errs image of faith results when the biblical- sources of

his Niebuhrian theology anthropology are considered more

carefull-y.40

The l-ack of critical a\^rareness of Niebuhr's inf luence

is due in part to two major gaps in Fowlerrs earlier

formulations of faith deveJ-opment theory. These gaps have

led to confusions and misunderstandings concerning the

relatj-on of Fowlerrs image of faith to the Christian

theological tradition. The first was an overall_ tack of

clarity in Fowl-er I s dif f erentiation of rei_igious and

non-rel-igj-ous faith and the rel-ation between the two.41 Had

this distinction been more thoroughly spelled out, it would

have been possib]-e to appropriate the dimensions common to

both and the radical- discontinuities of which Fowrer is

fully aware. More importantly, it would have been possible

to discern another crucial- insight that Fowrer appropriates

from Niebuhr: that human and religious faith are linked in

a profound \,.ray.

The second probJ_em, discussed earlier, has been

Fowlerts failure to more fuJ-J-y integrate his operationar

anal-ysis with his theological understanding of faith. As a

result, most critics have not engaged Fowl-er at the l-eveL of
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his totar understanding of faith but have focused on what

they perceive to be reductionist tendencies in his

structurar-developmentar approach. Had this integration

been accomplished, it would have been crear that underlyíng

Fowl-errs use of structural-developmental theory as a

heuristic devj-ce is a profound theoJ-ogicar understanding of

the fiducial constitution of human existence"

Fowl-er has obviousl-y taken note of the theological

criticism of his image of faith. Forrowing the pubJ-ication

of Staqes of Faith in 1981, the formulation of his image of

faith went through a number of noticeab]-y significant

changes. Put briefly, Fowler¡s apparent focus shifted from

an effort to define faith and its deveropment in universal-

categories to a subsuming of faith deveJ-opment theory into

the Ìarger programmatic concerns of practical theology. The

infl-uence of Christian theofogians such as Walter

Brueggemann/ Jurgen MoÌtmann, Theodore Jennings and paul

Hol-mer have l-ed to what Fowl-er has described as a ttparadigm

shift" in his thought.42 This has resul-ted in a search for a

I'broad, variagated, and comprehensive theory of the kind of
praxis that br:ings about the metanoj.a in which persons of

various developmental stages and of various personarity

types and hjstories - get access to and enter the praxis and

discipl-ines of the Chri:;t ran f aith so as to be deeply

reforniecì- "43
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There is a sense in which Fowl_errs ilparadigm shiftil

onJ-y makes more explicit what has been basic in his approach

to faith frorn the start, His situating of the faith

development schema within a praxi_s model- of divine-human

encounter expressed by the three classic theological

metaphors of creation, governance, and redemptj_on is an

extension of his analysis of Niebuhrrs thought nearly twenty

years ago.44 WhiIe this shift has clarified many issues

enormously in Fowlerrs thought and represents a worthy

contribution to a practical theology of forrnation in faith,

it unfortunately poses probl-ems for what For^¡ler has

identified as his other major concern discourse on the

meaning of faith within a fuÌIy pubric church. An important

element has been de-emphasized in Fowlerrs image of faith.

That element is language descriptive of faith which is both

theologically grounded and intelÌigibre to a pruraristic

audience. 45

In view of both the issues raised in scholarly

riterature concerning the descriptive adequacy of Fowl-errs

image of faith and recent trends in Fowlerrs own thinking on

the normative theological dimensions of faith developrnent,

two observations seem to be in order. The first concerns the

theoretical- coherence of the image of faith.

CJ-early, this image coufd be enhanced greatly if FowIer

was better able to integrate valuation into his operationar

analysis of faith. This would increase the descriptive
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theological basis for his normative cÌaims.
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as clarify the

As of yet, Fow1er has not fully incorporated the rrforms of

faith" that he describes in terms of faith-identity

rel-ations into his developmental- framework.46 Nor has he

exprained in what sense his phiJ-osophicar description of

faith rel-ates to his operationaJ- description of faith.

The second observation concerns the i-ssue of normative

theologicaÌ integrity and pubric inteÌIigibirity in Fowl-er's

image of faith. These two dimensions of Fowler's image are

indispensable and in fact represent the essence of what r
bel-ieve to be both Fowl-errs and Niebuhr's deepest concern:

to make faith both meaningfuJ- and possibr-e in the modern

worrd. As hras noted above, inadequate au/areness of Fowrerrs

underlying theology of faith on the part of many

contemporary critics of his model- have l-ed them to
dichotomize theological images of faith with the universar

image of faith that Fowler articuÌates. The chal-ì-enge

remains for Fowler to articulate his image of faith in a \^ray

that overcomes this farse dichotomy by adequately conveying

both its theoJ-ogical- groundedness ancr its universal

descriptive and normative implications-

It is my conviction tirat a f u l- l er appropriation of
Niebuhr's val-ue theory would hel p resol ve nany of these

issues. rt could be a resource fo¡:;t-rengthenjnq l-owler's

image of faith as a descrì pti ve hel:r¡ 5-ri- lc rc..,, j ce j n order to
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a universal standpoint. Fowlerts

presentation of the I'faith-identityt' rel-ations that serve to

integrate ones ul-timate environment are based essentiarry on

Niebuhrrs theocentric and rel-ational val-ue theory. 47 The

task of integrating valuation more fulIy into Fowl_errs

operational analysis of faith coul-d be f acil-itated by

putting less emphasis on the structural_ development of

cognitive functioning and drawing on Niebuhrrs varue theory

to demonstrate more clearly how the I'transvaluation of

valuing" forms the dynamic at the heart of faith.48

Nj-ebuhrts ref lections on the f ive stages invol-ved in the

revolution of val-ue responses that occurs through

revelatory experience are particurarly suggestive in this

respect.49 From a normative standpoint, Niebuhr works out in

his rel-ational- val-ue theory the philosophicar basis f or

acceptance of a formal and transcendent centre of vaLue

that is authentica]-1y universal-. 50 Fowl-errs o\^/n attempt to

base universarizing faith on radical monotheism as the

normative endpoint of faith deveJ-opment coufd be enhanced if

he drew more directly on Niebuhr's discussion of varues as

" rel-ative to structure and organic needs . rr 51 Niebuhr ' s

insights into the'rdogmatic'r origins of alI value systems

hol-ds promise for theoJ-ogical engagement with a pluraristic

cul-ture.52 Such engagement must continue if Fowl-errs concept

of faith is to have validity in the culture at large.

ClearIy, ful-Ier appropriation of Niebuhr's val-ue theory
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in the description of faith-knowing as a human universal

would al-so reveal with more clarity the l- ink that both

FowIer and Niebuhr have discerned between human and

religious faith as both a theocentric and relational_

phenornenon. It would enable Fowl-er to continue to describe

the features of rrhuman'r faith in a \day that is open-ended

with respect to its fulf illment in rrrel-igious" f aith. It

would also supply the necessary descriptive categories to

clarify how an image of faith can be theologically

compatibÌe with a bibtical understanding of human nature

without necessariJ-y being exclusivist in its interpretation.

Such categories are crucial if Fowler is to further deveJ-op

the idea of'rthe absoluteness of the particular" which he

has advanced in an ef fort to counter the rel-ativi-sm that

pervades so much contemporary discussion of faith.53

This \¡¡as, of course, the challenge that Fowler' s

theological mentor faced and the one that I suspect

initialJ-y inspired Fowler himself. In an unpublished lecture

given in 1984 at Harvard Divinity Schoo], FowÌer, speaking

of his rereading of Niebuhr during his graduate studies,

said:

I had read Niebuhr earlier, but I had somehow not
been ready for the richness, the suÌ¡tlety, the
catholicity of Niebuhr's thinking. . .l'l j ebuhr had
seen everything f had seen in terms of t.he ve rtlgo
of relativity, and yet had emerged from tirat'*'it-h
an astonishing capacity to affirm the sove:Ì:c-tclnt\/
of God and to see that reLativiti' rl€eri ¡rot le¿¡cl
to relativi=¡...r'54

Niebuhr and Tillich, as Fowlel h jnsel j r,o j ni:ì cl'rt, lt¡:d
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sol-id theological- reasons for clainiing faith to be a hurnan

universal. I^Iilfred cantwel-r smith has added his o\,vn weighty
contribution from the perspective of cornparative retigion to
support this contention. rn order for the faith deveropment

enterprise to succeed, Fowrer must continue to eraborate an

image of faith that affirms the sovereignty of God while
stifl maintaining theorogicaJ- relativity. This is not an

easy task but is essentiar if Fowrer intends to continue to
make normative craims concerning the nature of faith as a

human universal. His "paradigm shift" notwithstanding, the
image of faith that Fowler has formulated in response to the
contemporary rrquest f or meaning, wif l_ continue to serve a

profoundly important religious and theorogicar purpose even

if it l-eaves open the question of what form that quest for
rneaning, takes 

"
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28 . See Fow1er, rrStages in Faith, r pp. 2 03-ZO7 . Here,
Fowl-er disavows any identification of the stages with a
spiritual path but in a recent publication, he begins to
draw some paraIleIs. See his "Faith Development and
Spiritualityrrr in Charles C. L. Kao, êd., MaturiLv and the
Ouest for Spritual Meaninq (Lanharn, MD.: University press
of America, 1988 ) , pp " 19-41_ .

5. THE OBJECT AND CAUSE OF FAITH

1. James Fow1er, rrstage Six and the Kingdom of God,rl
Religious Education 75 No.3 1980, p.23I.

2. Ibid. p.233.

3. FDPC p.75

4. Fowl-er,rrStage Six and the Kingdom of God,il p.236.

5. rbid. p.237.

6. rbid. p.238.

7 . SoF p.23.

8. SOF p.23. See al_so p.300.
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9. H. Richard Niebuhr, Radical Monotheism and l,lestern
Culture, p.32.

10. TSTK, pp.53ff.

11. SOF p.32 See also p.30

12. James Fowl-er, rrTowards a DeveÌopmental perspective
on Faith, It p.2T9. See also Fowl-errs remarks in ttpractical
Theol-ogy and the Shaping of Christian Lives, 't in Don S.
Browning êd., Practical Theol-oqy: The Emerqing Field in
Theology, Church, and World (San Francisco: Harper and
Row, 1983), pp.14B-l_56, ât 156.

13. Fowl-er states that rrI am not sure that Stage 6
rearÌy describes or requires any basic structural advance
beyond stage 5. rr LM p. 90.

L4. Fowl-er, rrStage Six and the Kingdom of Godril p"239.

15. Ibid. p.243.

16. rbid. p.239.

17 . rbid. p.244.

18. Niebuhr, Radica] Monotheism, p.22. Niebuhr cal-ls
this the frdoubl-e principle'r of f aith - See al_so Josaiah
Royce, The Philosophy of Loyaltv (New york: MacmiJ_J_an,
1e08) "

19. TSTK pp.141ff. FowÌer aLso points out that for
Niebuhr" both true selfhood and salvation involve, among
other things, having the person ' s f orrnerì-y conf I icting,
porytheistic varue-commitments ordered and subordinated in
an over-arching loyalty to the one true centre of being
and value. And that this is onJ-y possible or the
response to God as supreme value and centre of loyalty is
only possible when man comes to understand and
experience his being val-ued by God. Therefore man is al-so
seff-val-uer; and the transforrnation rn his valuing that
faith brings begins with a revol-utron in his
sel-f-vafuation and its basis. ,' Fowler's description ofrrfaith-identity' relations are base.l on this insight: that
faith as trust and loyaì-ty is tÌre i ntegrating f orce not
only in social- relationships, but a l,so in t-he f ormation of
identity and selfhood.

20 . Niebuhr, Radical __[o_û_c_LÞç-_iSl, ¡; - ì 2 . ']'he aoproach
taken here by Fowler, f<¡llov.'lng l.i ieituhr', iras been
profoundly infl-uenced by i,he t,hr:oÌoc;."' of ..ic;-iatJlan lldwards-
rn Fowl-er's discussion of Niel,'ui'n-'s-- et-¡ìcs crf response to
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God the Creator, he notes that for Niebuhr 'the moral life
has a basis in the aesthetic... in manrs response to the
creative action of God there is a valuing that incrudes
but transcends morar varuing a varuing that appreciates
the beauty, the variety, the richness of aII being, and
approaches an aesthetically grounded understanding thatrrwhatever ís, is good. rrrr Fow]er traces this Edwardsian
theme throughout Niebuhrrs doctrine of sin ano redemption
as weIl" See TSTK pp.176-179. See al-so Jonathan Edwards,
The Nature of True Virtue (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press , 196T t 17551 ) .

2I. Niebuhr, Radical Monotheism p.33.

22. Fowler, rrstage Six and the Kingdom of God.,r p.239.

23. Niebuhr, Radical Monotheism, p.34

24" Fowler, rrstage Six and the Kingdom of God,'r p.239.

2s" rbid"

26. Ibid" p.234.

27 . Ibid. p.24o.

28. See FDPC chapter 3.

29. In his study of Niebuhr, Fow1er expÌores the
metaphor of God as source of being and norm of valuing
asserting that rrthis metaphor is reaIly the primitive one
in Niebuhrts thJ-nking..." TSTK p.139. Fowlerts ov/n
appropriation of Niebuhrrs value theory in his anaì-ysis of
the rel-ationa] dimensions of faith and formulation of his
"faith-identity relati-ons'r indicates the centrality of the
value-valuation metaphor in his own thought.

6. THE SUBJECT OF FAITH

1. See chapter 5, p.101.

2. TSTK p.141.

3. James Forvler, rrPractical
of Christian Lives, rr in Don S.
Theolocry: The Emerqincr Field

TheoÌogy and the Shaping
Browning êd., Practical

in Theolocrv. Church. and
World (San Francisco: Harper and

4 . rbid.

Row, 1983), p.156.
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5. Fowl-er points out that "this idea is close in \^/ays
to David Tracyrs suggestion that we should speak of God as
the I'eminently relative onerr the divine relativity in
reration to which all- being is rel-ative." see ,'practicar
TheoJ-ogyrrr p. 156. See also David Tracy, Bl-essed Racle for
Order: The New Pluralism in Theologv (New york: Seabury,
L975) , pp.18lff.

TSTK p" 153 "

SOF p.24, p.98

8. H. Richard Niebuhr, The Responsibl_e Sef f (New york:
Harper and Row, 1963), p.61.

e. rbid.

10.
Niebuhr

Jerry À. Irish,
(At1anta: John

The Reliqious Thouqht of H. Richard
Knox Press, 1983), p-20.

11. Niebuhr, The Responsible SeIf, chapter 2.

L2. For a discussion of the rel-ational dimensions of
faith, see chapter 2 of this study.

13 . Niebuhr, The Responsible Sel f , p. ).26 . See al-so
Fowlerrs analysis in TSTK p.153ff.

14. Niebuhr, rrValue Theory and Theo1ogy." In The Nature
of Relicrious Experience, edited by J. S. BixIer, R. L.
Cal-houn, and H. R. Niebuhr (New york: Harper and Brothers,
1.937 ) , pp. 93-116, ât p. 115. This is an important essay
critiguing the use of val-ue theory in theotogy. Niebuhr
makes his own case for an approach that he caLlsttob j ective relativism, rr which f orms the basis for
Fowl-err s later formulation of a theory of " rel- igious
rel-ativity." Niebuhrts characterization of the religious
need and his description of "deity varue" in terms of that
Being which can adequately fulfill the religious need
sheds much light on the basis of Fowl-er's theologlcal-
anthropof ogy as well_.

15. TSTK p.167. Fowl_errs summary of this princìple in
Niebuhrrs thought is as f ol-Iows: "Thror:gh the redemptive
action of God, the faith-knower begins to trust the
creatj-ve source or action by whjch he -ls and by whÍch atl
that is (or has being) is. l-n thjs reconciliation to the
creator, the faith-knower knows himsel f to be val-uecl
being. The experience of being val uecl tran.--f orrns his
personaJ- axio]-ogy. He begins -uo perceive rh.rt lie;:nd his
companions-in-being are co-membcr-s (tl erì jitc:lusive
commonwealth of being, and thar th-l s /-ìomnlon\4€a I rh j s
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unified under the conserving, valuing regard of the One
by whom it is and by whom it is faithfully sustained.,l

16. Niebuhr, rrValue Theory and Theof ogy, ', p. 115.

17. rbid"

18 . [,]hil-e this remains,
conjecture, I have not found
that his position differs in
of Niebuhr"

19. TSTK p.105 
"

2O. BABC
rrCovenanting as
11s-129.

2r. rbid"

22"
Culture

technically, a matter of
evidence in Fowl-er I s thought

any substantial way from that

p. 101. See also I¡IaIter Brueggemann,
Human Vocation,I' in Interpretation 33 (Z) z

H. Richard Niebuhr, Radical Monotheism and Western
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1943), pp.29-30.

23" BABC p.83.

24. TSTK p.l-08. Niebuhr's idea that transformation and
liberation are possible only through divine redemption has
been influenced explicitty by both Luther and Edwards.
Fov¡l-er points to that inf luence in his early study of
Niebuhrrs thought citing a composite quote that Niebuhr
drew from one of Edwardst treatises: rrThe wil_t is always
com¡ritted or it is no will at arl. rt is either committed
to God or one of the gods. rrThe witt is as its strongest
motive is.rt Man cannot transfer his loyalty from one of
the fal-se gods to God by exercising his wi11, since that
will is loyal to the false god...So long as man is J-oyaI
to himsel-f , or to his nation , ot his class, or to his
moral- standard based upon a self-chosen highest good, his
efforts to rescue himsel-f wiII be determined by this
loya1ty. The conseguence is that he invol_ves himseÌf more
deeply in disloyalty to God.rr See Jonathan Edwards, The
Freedom of the Will, YaJ-e Edition, ed. by paul Ramsey
(YaIe university Press, 1957), pp.141-148. The quote is
taken f rom Niebuhr t s essay rrMan the S inner. il Journal of
ReÌiqion, 15 (1935), pp.272-2BOt at 279.

25. See esp. BABC p.140.

26. SoF p.293.

27 . SOF p.292.



34. James
essay, P.10"

37"

38.
p. 12s.

39.

35. BABC p.7 4.

36. SoF p.303.

SoF p.293.

SoF p.282 
"

SoF p.293.

TSTK p.156.

BABC p.146.

SOF p.303.

BABC pp.74-75

Brueggemann,

rbid.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.
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rrCovenanting as Human Vocation,tt

FowIer, "Faith and BeJ- ief , " unpublished

4 0 . For an exampJ_e of how Fowler develops these
Niebuhrian metaphors in his ou/n thought see FDPC ònpt.:.

4I" FDPC p"50.

42 FDPC p.51.

7. THE ADEOUACY OF FOWLERTS TMÀGE OF FAITH

1. SOF p.5. Determining where Fowler,s image of faith
fits into the framework of historic debate is made
somewhat difficult because Fowl-er hjmself never actualJ_y
engages the classical perspectives of others on faith, nor
does he ever explicitry defend hj-s own usage of the termtrfaithrr to refer to the structural--deveJ-opmentaJ- processes
he is investigating. Nevertheless, I-owìer does make his
own theological sources abundantìy clear and it is to them
that we must ref er if \¿re wish to pì acc h j s image of f aith
in some sort of theological context.

2- For an il-l-uminating discussicn oÍ- rhis cistinction
and its bearing on the psycholog j caì s+.-urjv of f a ith see
John McDargh, Psychoanayt j c O-þl çç-L IìC.:le_irei{r__'iþeory_ano
the Studv of Reliqion: On__F_a¡tf ilÌr,ll _t_i¡c. lnAg]_rìS__ol Goc
(Lanham, MD.: University Press cí Ànc.rlea, l9g3) esp.
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chapter 2.

3. See H. Richard Niebuhr, "Faj-th in Gods and in God.,¡r
in Radical- Monotheism and Western Culture (New york:
Harper & Brothers) pp.1T4-T26.

4. Ibid. Fowlerrs recent interest in the rrstructuring
pol¡rer of orthodoxy" and the contents of faith indicates a
less formalistic orientation than v/as evídent in his
approach initial-J-y but I betieve that the trhovlr of faith
is still- his guiding concern.

5. H. Richard Niebuhr, Faith on Earth (New Haven:
YaIe University Press, 1989; orig. 1957) | esp. chapter 4.

6. H. Richard Nj-ebuhr,
Harper & Brothers, 1951),pp.

Christ and Culture
24rff.

(New York:

7 . SOF p.303.

8. Niebuhr, Faith on Earth, p.61.

9 " Craig Dykstra , rrlntroduction, rr to C . Dykstra and S .
Parks, eds., Faith Development and Fowler (Birmingham:
Religious Education Press, 1986), pp.Z-3.

l-0. Ibid. p. 4 .

11. SOF p .2o5.

12. Dykstra, rrf ntroduction, ¡r p.4. For an anaÌysis of
Fowl-errs work as an example of the functional approach to
the study of religion see McDargh, psvchoanaytic Obrect
Relations Theory, pp.6-9.

13 . Dykstra, " f ntroduction, tr p. 4 .

14 . See esp. Gabriel Moran, 'rLooking at the Imagies:
Responses from the Religious Education perspectiveil in
Kenneth Stokes, êd., Faith DeveÌopment and the Adult Life
CvcIe (New York: Sadlier, L982) , pp. I49-a79, Reliqious
Education Devel-opment: Imaqes for the Future (MinneapoLis:
VÍinston Press, 1983), pp. IO7-I29'; Robert Wuthnow.I'A Sociological Perspective on Faith Development," in
K. Stokes, êd., Faith Development and the Adult Life
Cvcle, pp.209-223. General discussions of the issues
surrounding the psychoJ-ogical study of religious faith can
be found in Concifium: The Challenqe of psychol-oqv to
Faith (Nijmegen, Hofland; 1982) .

1s. SoF pp.2 oTff - Fowl-er deals specifically with
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nihil-ism as one of the effects of secularization when he
makes ref erence to the J-arger cul-tura l- shift in
consciousness that rrhas come to see faith as berief or a
berief system and, in what passes for torerance orrrunderstanding , rr ma inta ins a dogmatic atti-tude of
rerativism regarding the truth or appropriateness of arl
such lrsystems of belief "rr

16, SoF p. 92 .

T7 . SoF p.92.

18. SoF p.32.

19. wal-ter conn, christian conversion: A Deveropmental
rnterpretation of Autonomy and surrender, (New york:
Paulist Press, 1986) , p. 85. J. Harry Fernhout, ,Ialhere is
Faith: Searching for the Core of the Cube,'r in C. Dykstra
and S. Parks, Faith Devel_opment and Fowler, pp.65-90.

20. Fowler, rrDialogue Towards a Futurerrr in C. Dykstra
and S. Parks, eds., Faith Devel-opment and Fowler, p.2g5.

2I. Conn, Chr j-stÍan Conversion, p. g5.

22. "Faith Devel-opment Theory and the Aims of Religious
socialization,'r in Gforia Durka and Joan-Marie smith,
eds-, Emerginq rssues in Refiqious Education (New york:
Paufist Press, I976), p.199.

23. Conn, Christian Conversion, p.g6"

24. fn addition to Fernhout, see also Mary Ford-
Grabowsky, "what Deveì-opmental phenomenon is Fowler
Studying?, " Journal of psychologv and Religion, 5 (3) :
5-13 , 1986.

25. Fernhout, 'rIn/here is Faith?,il p.96.

26 . Fowler, " Dialogiue Towards a Future, il p. 28 1.

2f . rbid-

28. Tbid. Fowler's more recent acknowfedgement of theI'structur:ing power" of narrative, of the depth
unconscrous, and even of doctrine seem to suggest that
therr structuring infl"uence cannot be understood. strictry
w j thin the Lrounds of a cognitive-deveropmentaJ- framework.
Th j s seeÌirs to appìy as welÌ to the "rel-igious af fections'
t-hat Fowl er cl a ins must be included in a practical
t-hec,iog; ca.L anal-ysis of human formation andrurat'rsf o;:nation. rt rn'orLl d appear that FowIer recognizes the
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necessity of integrating these other dimensions of faith
into his anal-ytical framework but not in
structural-devel-opmentar categories. This l-eaves open thequestion of whether Fowler's structurar-devel-oþmentar
approach to faith \4/as ever intended to fulÌy
"operational-izett the complex cognitive-affectivel
val-uational-committed faith knowing process that he
describes.

29. An important distinction has to be made here
between rraf fectiverr and rrvaluational-. t Al-though they are
intimatery rerated, the first is concerned withr the
feeling dimension in a more generar way whereas the second
specifies the attitude of trust, loyalty and the "restingof the heartrron that object which isrtworth-fu1l_il and
which bestows worth. Fowier recognizes the theoretical
necessity of this distinction in his appropriation of the
term "constitutiverr knowing to describe faith, ho'"/ever, as
Fernhout indicates, he has a tendency to shifi. a\,vay from a
specific focus on such ttknowing-in commitment" to a
concern with the impact of the commitment on the sel-f, the
transformation of consciousness that comes in the knowing
the serf as I'constituted'r by a powerfur centre of val-ue.
As Fernhout expresses it, tfwhile it is no doubt true that
faith knowing invorves such a transformation, conceptualJ-y
this is a second step. The first step, knowing iñ
commitment, remains undeveloped in Fowlerrs theory. "Fernhout, I'Where is Faith?, tt p. 83.

30- This is doubly strange in right of his insistence
that he rrcannot adopt the piagetian theoreticar separati_on
of cognition and affection...but rather must account for
their interpenetration in the dynamics of faith." LM p.37.
It may be indicative of his desire to maintain the
structure/content dichotorny for purposes of theoreticaÌ
consistency and general applicability or it may impJ-y that
he does not believe a structural-developmental approach to
valuation, the 'tdynamic that ries at the heart of faith',j-s possibl-e.

31. See esp. John M. Broughton, "The political-
Psychology of Faith Development," in Dykstra and parks,
eds., Faith Devefopment and Fowler, pp.9O-115; aLso Marj.a
Harris, I'Completion and Faith DeveJ-opment, rr in the same
coflection, pp.115-137. The appropriateness ol:
inappropriateness of the metaphor of ildevelopment,' as
appl-ied to faith is a rarge and comprex issue that cannot-
be dealt with here. suf f ice it to say that anaJ-ysis of
Fowl-errs model of faith-development at this l-evel- has been
undertaken and has contributed val-uabl-e insights j nto h j s
conception of faith.
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32" In addition to the works cited above by Moran,
Dykstra, and Loder, see also Stanley Hauerwas, "Character,Narrative, and Growth in the Christian Life,'r in Antoine
Vergote and James Fowl-er, eds., Toward Moral and Relicrious
Maturity (Morristor^rn, New Jersey: Sil-ver Burdett, 19B0),
pp.4 4I-484 | A Community of Character (Notre Dame:
University of Notre Dame Press, I981); Craig Dykstra,
Vision and Character (New York: Paulist press, 19gt).

33. James Loder, rrConversations on Fow1er I s Stages of
Faith and Loder I s The Trans f orm j-ng Moment , 'r in Rel- igious
Education 77, No. 2 1982| L33-148, ât p.135.

34. rbid.

35. See Gerhard Ebeling, Word and Faith, (philadeJ_phia:
Fortress Press, 1963).

36. Loder, rrConversationsr tr p.136.

37 . Craig Dykstra, rtWhat is Faith?: An Experiment in
the Hypothetical Moderr in Dykstra and parks, Faith
Development and Fowler, pp.45-65, ât 48-53"

38. Ibid. pp.53ff.

3e. Ibid. p. s4.

4O. Sorne examples of those critics who are obviously
unfamiriar with the theologicaì- basis of faith development
theory are C. Ell-is ¡tels-on, rrDoes Faith Develop? Àn
Evaluation of Fowlerrs Position,rr in Living Liqht 20,
162-173, as well as Mary Ford-Grabowsky, rrThe Fullness of
the Christian Faith Experience: Dimensions Missing in
Faith Devel-opment Theoryrtt in The Journal of pastoral- Care
March I9A'7, Vol. XLI, No.1, pp.39-47. For a discussion of
this problem see Stuart D. Mclean, "Basic Sources and Ne\,,/
Possibitities: H. Richard Niebuhr's Influence on Faith
Development Theory, I' in Dykstra and parks, Faith
Development and Fowler, pp.157-180.

4i-. In response to Loderrs theological reflections on
his work, Fowler adrnitted the need. for further "testing"of his "research methodsrr and his I'theoretical
constructions" whi-ch woul-d result I'in a cl-earer and
sharper defineation of what r have call-ed human faith and
rel-lgious faith.'t See Fowlerrs contribution to
"conversations on Fowl-errs staqes of Faith and Loderts The
Transforming Moment,'r in Religious Education 77, No. 2
1982, 133-148, ât p.145.

42. See note 40 above.
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42. Fowl-er, I'Dialogue Toward a Future,r' pp.2gS-296. See
trnIal-ter Brueggemann, rrCovenanting as Human Vocation, r in
rnterpretation 33 (2) rr5-r29, The prophetic rmaqination
(Philadetphia: Fortress Press, ]-gTB); Jurgen Moltmann, God.
in Creation: À New Theoloqv of Creation and the Spirit of
God trans.. Margaret KohI (New york: Harper & Ro\^r, L9g5);
Theodore W. Jennings Jr., Beyond Theism: A Grammar of God
Lansuase (New York: Oxford University press, lBB5); paul
L " HoImer, Making Christian Sense ( philadelphia:
Westrninister Press I 1984) . One of the first of Fowlerrs
articles in which this shift \^/as made apparent r¡/asrrPractical Theology and Theol_ogical Education: Some
Models and Questions,rr in Theoloqy Today Vol. XLII, No. 1
April 1985 pp.43-59. A pretirninary examination of some of
the irnplications of Fowlerrs paradigm shift can be found
in Karl Ernst Nipkow, rrWho is the Author of my Biography:
Historical and Systematic Remarks to a Theology õf
Individual Faith History. " paper delivered at the
University of Tubingen, Theology FacuJ_ty and Faculty of
Social Sciences and Education, year unstated"

43. Fowl-er, rrDialogue Toward a Future, il p.2gg. Fowlerrs
more recent use of God and spirit J-anguage serves him wel-r
in butressing his image of faith theological-Iy and
resonates more explicitly with his conviction of the
sovereignty of God. Neverthel-ess, it woul-d be unfortunate
if Fow1erI s original concern to find " intermediate'r
language to express a contemporary fundamental_ theology of
faith was abandoned"

44 TSTK esp.chapter 4.

45. FowIer, "Dial-ogue Toward a Future,tt pp.29gff.
Fowler has written an important articl-e entitled
'rPluraIisrn, Particularity, and paideia, " in the Journal_ of
Law and Religion 2 I9g4 pp.263-307 where he tries to
articulate in a preliminary way the possibility of
regrounding a paideia to "inform public education for a
contemporary American society whj ch is radicaJ_Iy
pl-uraJ-istic" using a combination of f a j-th development
theory and root metaphor analysis. It is to be hoped that
this kind of engagement with the culture continues.

46. SoF p .zoff.

47. SoF p.19

48. See H. Rrchard lrli,ebuhr, "\ia.l,ut: Theory and
TheoJ-ogy. " fn The Nature of iìelfgleU_C_ EX-pqf._f enÇ_e, edited
by J. S. Bixler, R- L. Caì,houn,;rnd ii. lì. liiebuhr: (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1.93-7),pp.!rj-llb, at p.1i(r-
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Niebuhr writes : rrThe task of theology...Iies then in the
analysis of those characteristics by virtue of which a
being has the val-ue of deity for man, the examination of
reasons for the failure of religions which attach
themselves to beings which do not possess these
characteristics adequately, and the description of the
ultimate being, which as the supremely real and the source
of al-I other being, is alone abl_e by virtue of its
character to satisfy the human need for God.'r For Fowlerrs
analysis of Niebuhrrs value theory, see TSTK p.I72.

49. See TSTK p.178. Also H. Richard Niebuhr, The
Meaninq of Revel-ation (New York: Macmillan Company, Ig41-),
esp . chapter 3 , rrReasons of the Heart, rr and chapter 4 ,rrThe Deity of God.r'

50 . H. Richard Niebuhr, 'rThe Centre of Value, il in
Radical Monotheism and Western Culture (New york: Harper &

Brothers), pp.100-113.

51 . Niebuhr, rrValue Theory and Theo1ogy, tt p . J_13 "

52 . Niebuhr, trThe Centre of Va1ue, rr pp. 1l0f f .

53. SoF p.2o7 "

54. Quoted in Dykstra, I'Introductionr rr p.4.
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